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Abstract 
Unrecognised oesophageal intubation is often described as a ‘Never Event’; an 

entirely preventable and extremely serious incident. However, there is still prevalence, 

with severe consequences for the patient. The current gold standards of visually 

confirming passage through the vocal cords, observing chest movement, and end-tidal 

capnography all have limitations. There is an opportunity for an alternative method to 

determine correct endotracheal tube placement in the trachea. One such solution is 

described here, through the development of a compact fibre optic sensor integrated 

into a standard endotracheal tube. The sensor contains no electrical components inside 

the invasive portion of the device, and it is magnetic resonance imaging safe. 

The spectral characteristics of the trachea and oesophagus are observed using a fibre 

optic probe, with the presence of oxyhaemoglobin being used to distinguish the 

tissues. A novel epoxy sensor is then designed using plastic optical fibres. A rounded 

top with a square base sensor shape had the least impact on the overall performance 

of the ETT. Furthermore, by forming the sensor with two illumination fibres, pulse 

oximetry can be performed. A fibre separation distance between 1.27 and 2.54 mm is 

optimal. However, a Monte Carlo simulation demonstrates a viable separation of 0.5 

to 3 mm. Therefore, by reducing this to 0.88 mm, a more compact sensor can be 

produced whilst still retaining a classification rate (average correct identification of 

trachea and oesophagus) of >89.2% in ex-vivo models. 

Two methods for emitting light perpendicularly to the fibre axis are explored, 

demonstrating that bending the fibres caused an optical power loss of 29.0%, whereas 

cleaving the fibres at 45° produced an 81.9% loss. The position of the sensor on the 

endotracheal tube is investigated, finding that integration behind the cuff is preferable. 

However, placement outside the main lumen of the ETT is also a viable option. 

Computational methods to process spectral measurements are developed. Data for 

these methods was provided by two experiments on two different sensor types, 

providing a high tissue classification rate for both the trachea and oesophagus. The 

first experiment consisted of 9 ex-vivo porcine samples, producing a correct tissue 

identification of up to 100.0%. The second consisted of 10 sensors on 1 ex-vivo porcine 

sample, yielding a maximum correct tissue identification of 89.2% when a support 

vector machine classifier was used. Application of the sensor in an animal study, 

which consisted of 3 porcine subjects, generated a maximum correct tissue 

identification of 98.3% using principal component analysis and a support vector 

machine. The data were recorded over a combined time of 348 minutes, obtained 

during varying cuff pressures, endotracheal tube orientations, and movement. 

Finally, suggested future developments to the sensor design and computational 

methods demonstrate a potential route to improving tissue identification rates. 

Changes to the experimental protocol are described to verify classification rates. 

Concepts for exchanging the spectrometer for photodiodes and optical filters to reduce 

the cost of the opto-electronic units display potential. The technology has applications 

in wider healthcare, with examples of integration within naso-/oro- gastric tubes and 

other invasive medical devices given. 
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Chapter 1 Background 

1.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the airway and its management in healthcare. Intubation is 

then described with a summary of its prevalence. Unrecognised oesophageal 

intubation (UOI) refers to the incorrect intubation of the oesophagus. This can quickly 

cause severe and irreparable damage to the patient; this problem is discussed in this 

chapter. A literature review summarises the main concept of this research which is to 

identify oesophageal intubation using the spectral properties of the trachea and the 

oesophagus via tissue reflectance spectroscopy. Finally, the aims and objectives of this 

research are described.  

1.2 Airway Management 
The assessments, preparations, and medical procedures required to restore and 

maintain an individual’s breathing, or ventilation are referred to as airway 

management [1]. Airway management is essential in critical situations throughout 

emergency medicine and is necessary during respiratory distress, airway obstruction, 

and patient sedation [2]. The most basic and non-invasive management techniques 

include chest compressions, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and a bag valve 

mask [3]. There are also more invasive and specialised methods such as a laryngeal 

mask, oro-/naso- pharyngeal tube, tracheotomy, and endotracheal intubation (ETI). 

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) provides positive pressure via a mask 

worn over the mouth and nose [4]. This system can be used in place of ETI in some 

cases, especially for preterm babies where ETI is problematic. However, side effects 

can include congestion and nosebleeds. Furthermore, CPAP is generally reserved for 

patients with less severe respiratory distress and obstructive sleep apnea as it is a less 

dependable method to secure a patient’s airway. ETI is preferred during severe 

respiratory distress or complete loss of respiratory function as during surgery or for 

coma patients. Basic methods are used for minor airway obstructions with more 

invasive methods used for severe or critical situations such as decreased levels of 

consciousness, airway injury, and respiratory failure. ETI remains the most ubiquitous 

modality for airway management. 

The global market for airway management devices is estimated to be between 1.7 and 

1.9 billion USD in 2022, expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 

of ~7.6% to 2028 [5,6]. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) refers to a 

group of lung conditions which cause breathing difficulties, such as emphysema and 

chronic bronchitis. COPD is the patient group most commonly intubated. A 2019 

World Health Organization (WHO) report found that worldwide, COPD is the third 

leading cause of death, and accounted for 3.23 million in 2019. Lower respiratory 

infections and trachea, bronchus, and lung cancers are the fourth and sixth leading 

causes of global deaths, respectively [7,8]. Given the standard and widespread use of 

airway management devices, the demand for research and development is significant, 

with innovation in the field still required. 
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1.2.1 The Airway 
The trachea (Fig. 1.1a, [9]), commonly known as the windpipe, is a fibrocartilaginous 

tube that connects the larynx (throat containing the vocal cords) to the bronchi. The 

trachea branches off at the bottom (carina) into two primary bronchi. The branching 

then continues into bronchioles to exchange gases with pulmonary lobes and 

segments, known as the tracheobronchial tree. The average length of an adult’s trachea 

is 10 to 13 cm [10], with a normative diameter of 13 to 27 mm in men and 10 to 21 

mm in women [11]. 16 to 20 rings of c-shaped hyaline cartilage line the trachea [12]. 

A pseudostratified columnar epithelium and intercartilaginous membrane connect and 

cover the cartilage. This forms a thin mucosa and submucosa lining the internal surface 

of the trachea (Fig. 1.1b, [13]). Behind the posterior of the trachea and connecting it 

to the oesophagus is the trachealis muscle, with the distinct absence of the cartilage 

causing the posterior to be smoother, more flexible, and softer. Surrounding the 

trachea on the outside is the adventitia, a layer of connective tissue that loosely binds 

the trachea to the oesophagus and the musculocutaneous layer.  

 

 

Fig. 1.1: (a) The anatomy of the trachea [9]. (b) Cross-section of the trachea and oesophagus [13] 

(a) 

(b) 
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The oesophagus is a muscular tube that connects the pharynx (upper throat) to the 

stomach, it is 25 to 28 cm long and approximately 20 mm in diameter [14]. The 

oesophagus runs behind the trachea and just in front of the spine, continuing behind 

the heart and then through the diaphragm and to the stomach. Its function is to deliver 

food and drink from the pharynx to the stomach. A bundle of muscles called the upper 

oesophageal sphincter (UES) is found at the very top of the oesophagus. The UES is 

used when breathing, eating, and vomiting to stop food and aspirations from going 

down the trachea. The UES is voluntarily controlled and is non-functioning during a 

loss of consciousness. The oesophagus has four layers, the innermost of which (lining 

the lumen) is the mucosa, consisting of a folded nonkeratinized stratified squamous 

epithelium [15], which varies from the simple columnar epithelium of the cardia (top 

part) of the stomach, giving an oesophageal mucosa that is paler. The lamina propria 

and muscularis consist of loose connective tissue, smooth muscle tissue, and elastic 

fibres. The submucosa comprises of elastic and collagen fibres, forming a dense 

connective tissue, along with veins, lymphatics, and the Meissner plexus. The third 

layer is the muscularis, containing longitudinal and circular muscle fibres which allow 

for peristalsis (waves of muscle contractions that move food through the oesophagus). 

The final layer is the adventitia, which surrounds the oesophagus and trachea. A 

histological cross-section of the oesophagus and trachea is found in Fig. 1.2a [16], and 

Fig. 1.2b [17], respectively.  

 
  

Fig. 1.2: Labelled histological cross-section of the (a) oesophagus [16], and (b) trachea [17]. 

As is discussed in Section 2.4, the detectability of oxygenated blood plays a key role 

in distinguishing between the trachea and oesophagus. Therefore, the blood flow to 

these organs is described in this section. Arterial blood supplies the trachea through 

tracheal branches of the inferior thyroid artery (Fig. 1.3). The inferior thyroid venous 

plexus drains the venous blood, which then empties into the brachiocephalic veins. 

Tracheal veins flow into larger laryngeal veins or directly into the left inferior thyroid 

vein, with the pulmonary plexus supplying innervation to the trachea [18]. The arteries 

approach the trachea branch and segment along its longitudinal axis, providing 

vascularisation to the tissues. Transverse intercartilaginous arteries enter the space 

between the tracheal rings of cartilage and then travel between the rings anteriorly or 

posteriorly where they terminate in the submucosal capillary plexus. The plexus 

provides a blood supply to the cartilaginous segments of the trachea, while secondary 

branches of the trachea-oesophageal arteries directly supply the membranous portions 

(a) (b) 
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of the trachea [19]. The oesophagus is supplied with oxygenated blood by much of the 

same arteries (Fig. 1.3). Primary blood flow to the oesophagus is provided by the 

inferior thyroid artery, with the thoracic portion taking blood flow directly from the 

aorta. The venous system starts at the submucosal plexus, perforates the muscular 

layer and empties into the azygos system [15]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3: Blood vessel network of the trachea and oesophagus [10]. 

The larynx (Fig. 1.4a, [20]) is a cartilaginous skeleton with muscles and ligaments that 

move and stabilise it, as well as a mucosa that lubricates and protects it from particles 

and pathogens [21]. The larynx serves three major functions: to protect the lower 

airway; to facilitate respiration; and to enable phonation (production of sound by the 

movement of the vocal cords). The skeleton of the larynx consists of nine cartilages, 

including the epiglottis at the top, the cricoid at the bottom, and the thyroid which 

surrounds and protects the middle portion of the larynx (Fig. 1.4a). The epiglottis is a 

leaf-shaped structure that protects the airway and prevents aspiration, during 

swallowing it covers the larynx to allow passage of food and drink into the 

oesophagus. 

The vocal cords (Fig. 1.4b, [22]) consist of four folds of fibro-elastic tissues. The 

superior (true vocal cords) are ribbon-shaped and thin, while the inferior (false vocal 

cords) are wider and have a muscularis layer covering them. During intubation, one of 

the gold standard methods for confirming tracheal intubation is observing the ETT 

passing through the vocal cords into the larynx. Visualisation is made easier by the 
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use of a laryngoscope which widens the upper airway and helps to guide the ETT 

through the vocal cords. However, a short or narrow neck, obesity, bodily fluids 

obscuring vision, a large tongue, limited mobility, and trauma can make it difficult to 

observe the vocal cords. These factors contribute to a difficult airway, even when 

video laryngoscopy is used [23]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.4: (a) Anatomy of the larynx [20]. (b) Cross-section of the larynx showing the open and closed 

vocal cords [22]. 

1.2.2 Intubation 
Intubation is a life-saving medical procedure performed by a healthcare professional 

[24]. The decision to intubate is a primary step in emergency resuscitation as a 

protected airway must be established to supply the necessary gases, medications, and 

anaesthesia. However principally, the inspiration of oxygen and the expiration of 

carbon dioxide (CO2). Therefore, if a patient’s ability to sufficiently breathe on their 

own is compromised, they must be intubated. Intubation is required when a patient is 

in respiratory distress. For example, if a patient has incurred physical trauma or is 

suffering from anaphylaxis, smoke inhalation, or severely diminished consciousness. 

Intubation is also required for patients who are undergoing surgery and will be given 

general anaesthesia (GA), which suppresses some of the body’s automatic functions 

that control breathing such as muscle control. For this reason, those who are in a coma 

must also be intubated.  

The 2018 Global Surgery and Anaesthesia Statistics report [25], estimates 313 million 

surgical procedures performed globally per year. The same report finds that annually, 

in the US alone, 15 million intubations occur in the operating room and 650,000 

outside the operating room, including 346,000 emergency department intubations 

[26,27], with the impacts of COVID likely inflating this number in still unknown ways 

and producing widely varying market sizes. In 2018 in the UK, over 1 million 

emergency and elective intubations were performed by the NHS [28].  

An ETT (Fig. 1.5, [29]) consists of a flexible and hollow tube, usually made of 

polyvinylchloride (PVC). One end of the ETT is fitted with an adaptor which connects 

(b) (a) 
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to a ventilator. The other end, referred to as the distal end, is bevelled to allow for 

easier insertion through the mouth past the vocal cords and into the trachea. There are 

also typically holes (Murphy’s eye) near the distal end of the ETT, providing an air 

passage should the hole in the distal end become obstructed by mucus or the tracheal 

wall. The tube is curved at a radius of 140 ± 20 mm (Magill curve), as this is the 

natural curvature of the airway; the mouth, the throat, and the start of the trachea. This 

curvature makes insertion of the tube easier, as well as providing less resistance to the 

tissues once the tube has been inserted. This ensures the lumen of the ETT stays open 

and doesn’t get pinched as it bends, since a straight tube may sharply bend once 

inserted. The tube has markings on it to determine the depth at which the ETT has 

been inserted, with the recommended depth of insertion to be between 21 and 23 cm 

for women and men, respectively. The distal end is positioned 4 cm above the tip of 

the carina (end of the trachea where it begins branching to the lungs) [30]. The vocal 

cord guide marker also helps to ensure proper depth placement as this should be in 

line with the vocal cords. The size of the tube is also important as it helps ensure a 

good fit in the trachea and is referred to by the internal diameter of the Tube. ETT 

sizes range from 2.0 to 12.0 mm in 0.5 mm increments, with the smaller sizes being 

used for neonates and paediatrics. The typical size for an average woman is 7.0 to 7.5 

mm and an average man is 7.5 to 8.5 mm, although this is dependent on patient weight, 

height, and presence of pulmonary or airway disease. 

The cuff of an ETT is a small balloon typically made from PVC, although other 

materials such as polyurethane, silicone, and latex can be used [31]. The cuff is inflated 

to secure and hold the ETT in the patient’s airway. The cuff also forms a seal in the 

trachea so gases cannot escape around the tube, and to prevent fluids, secretions and 

aspirations around the cuff. The cuff is typically inflated to a pressure of 20 to 30 

cmH2O (1.96 to 2.94 kPa, where cmH2O is the preferred unit clinically) inside the 

cuff. The exact pressure is determined by a clinician and is patient-dependent. 

However, an ideal pressure is one which sufficiently seals the airway and doesn’t leave 

folds in the cuff, as well as applying the minimum pressure to the tracheal wall to 

avoid ischemia.  

 

Fig. 1.5: A labelled diagram of an endotracheal tube (ETT), showing the key standard features [29]. 
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1.2.3 Unrecognised Oesophageal Intubation 

(UOI) 
Placement of the ETT incorrectly into the oesophagus leads to severe medical 

complications within minutes. Without the lungs being supplied with oxygen, and CO2 

not being removed, the patient will quickly become hypoxic due to asphyxiation. UOI 

leads to cardiac arrest, the development of brain damage, and ultimately death [32,33]. 

Recent high-profile UOI cases have arisen in the UK from UOIs. In 2016, two patients 

in for routine surgeries died from UOIs [34,35]. In 2020, Glenda Logsdail [36] 

received a UOI. The UOI caused severe brain damage and she sadly passed away 5 

days later due to hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy. The Senior Coroner stated that  

“…there is a risk that future deaths could occur unless action is taken.”. The patient 

did not have a difficult airway and a standard Macintosh laryngoscope (to widen the 

upper airway and help guide the ETT) was used. Furthermore, continuous end-tidal 

waveform capnography was used throughout the procedure. Demonstrating that even 

when the current gold standard is used, UOIs can still happen. 

In the 1990s, with the widespread use of end-tidal capnography, UOIs decreased from 

11% to 6% [37], with an estimated further decrease to 1-2% between 1990-2013 [38, 

39]. A 2019 study [40], of 10 US centres, captured data from newborn intensive care 

unit (NICU), and delivery room (DR) intubations (N = 2009 & 598, respectively), 

from 2014-2017. The study found that 11% of the NICU and DR intubations involved 

oesophageal intubation. Correct ETT placement success rates for junior doctors 

intubating neonates is less than 50%, with oesophageal intubations being common 

[41]. A UK study found that from 1995-2007 [42], oesophageal intubation accounted 

for 6% of anaesthesia-related claims. A recent international study of emergency 

intubations across 29 countries reported an incidence rate of 1 in 18 for the critically 

ill [43]. Recent publications have suggested evidence that UOI is a major concern and 

must be addressed [44]. Several factors may contribute to a failed intubation. A clinic’s 

operational environment providing a chaotic prehospital environment, or multiple 

severe medical emergencies occurring at the same time for a single patient increases 

the rates of a failed intubation [45]. Patient medical conditions such as a swollen 

airway, obesity, limited neck mobility and haemorrhaging can all contribute to a 

difficult airway [46]. In the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), difficult airways are present in 

4.6 to 23% of patients, with an increase to 50% in the prehospital condition [47]. 

1.2.4 Clinician Questionnaire 
A questionnaire was formed by the UoN/NUH team about the introduction of a smart 

ETT. The full results of the questionnaire are found in Appendix B. The questionnaire 

was given to 105 clinicians in 2019. 90.5% identified themselves as working in 

anaesthesia. 68.6% had over 10 years of experience, with 79% performing over 5 

intubations per week, and 74.3% estimating they had performed over 1000 intubations. 

The participants were then asked what parameters they were interested in during 

endotracheal intubation. They were asked to rate their interest on a scale of 1-10 for 

the capabilities of: cuff-to-trachea contact pressure, heart rate (HR), respiration rate, 

peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO2), blood pressure, capillary refill, pH, 
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CO2, tube displacement, and tracheal identification. Of the 10 parameters asked, the 

ones that were most important to the participants were tube displacement and tracheal 

identification, finding 63.5 and 60.2% ranked these parameters as 10 (most important) 

respectively. The third most ratings of 10 were given to CO2 at 44.8%. 

The participants were then asked what reduction in complications would be most 

important to them and then given the options: ventilator-associated pneumonia 

(VAP), post-intubation laryngotracheal stenosis (PILTS), sore throat, ischaemia, and 

oesophageal intubation (Fig. 1.6). The reduction in complications that was most 

important was oesophageal intubation, with 66.7% of participants rating this as a 10. 

The second most reduction of complication importance was ischaemia, with 39.4% 

of ratings of 10. 

Fig. 1.6: Results of the question ‘What reduction in complications would be most important to you? 

Please rank them from 0 to 10, with 10 being most important for you’, for oesophageal intubation. 

Finally, participants were asked if smart ETTs reduced complications from intubation 

would they want to use them. 87.5% responded yes, 12.5% responded maybe, and 0% 

responded no. 

1.3 Literature Review 

1.3.1 Spectroscopy 
Spectroscopy is a powerful and extensive topic, with the introduction of lasers, LEDs, 

and optical fibres in the 60s working to widen this field further [48, 49]. Spectroscopy 

has helped us understand and quantify galaxies and stars, as well as molecules, cells, 

and atoms [50, 51]. All atoms and molecules emit, absorb, and scatter electromagnetic 

radiation (EMR) differently, measuring how a substance interacts with EMR is the 

field of spectroscopy. 

Induced absorption is the process by which an atom or molecule absorbs a quantum 

of EMR, causing a transition from a lower energy state (𝐸1), to a higher energy state 

(𝐸2), where the absorbed energy must be related to the photon by,  
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𝐸2 − 𝐸1 =

ℎ𝑐

𝜆
   (1.1) 

where h is Planck’s constant. 

The emission of light can be spontaneous or induced. An atom or molecule may 

spontaneously emit a quantum of EMR, moving from a higher energy state to a lower 

energy state, described by the reverse of Eq.   (1.1), where a photon carrying the 

energy is emitted. Induced emission occurs when a quantum of radiation causes the 

emission, which is the working principle for lasers, 

 
𝐸2 +

ℎ𝑐

𝜆
= 𝐸1 + 2

ℎ𝑐

𝜆
   (1.2) 

There are different types of spectroscopy depending on the wavelengths of EMR used, 

with the classical types being infrared and near-infrared [52], ultraviolet-visible [53], 

nuclear magnetic resonance (radio wave) [54], Raman [55], and X-ray [56]. However, 

there are many more specific and niche methods [57, 58]. The different energies of 

EMR used correspond to the transitions an atom or molecule may go through, which 

are rotational, vibrational, or electronic transitions. A molecule may also be ionized, 

or it may scatter the radiation in the Raman process. Raman spectroscopy provides 

detailed information on the structure of molecules by analysing their vibrational 

modes, detected by inelastic scattering. However, even with perfect contact with the 

sample, a powerful laser is required to generate low signal Raman peaks which are 

prone to noise. Therefore, this method is impractical for use in a clinical setting on an 

invasive medical device and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is preferred.  

This research study is mostly concerned with relatively low-power diffuse visible light 

reflectance spectroscopy, with the typical transitional process being electronic. 

1.3.2 Tissue Reflectance Spectroscopy 
A single compound in a solution has the potential to be entirely resolved by 

spectroscopic techniques, provided it interacts with the wavelength of light used and 

there is an available excited energy state. The elemental composition, atomic structure, 

topology, and bond types of a molecule could all be determined spectroscopically. 

Traditional spectroscopy is tuned to identify the wavelengths of light that interact with 

matter on the atomic or molecular level, revealing information about the substance. 

However, tissues are extremely complex structures of cells made from many different 

molecules. Therefore, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is used, which primarily 

measures only the intensity of light that is reflected, absorbed, and transmitted, at 

different wavelengths on the macro scale of a sample [59].  

Visible light interacts with biological tissues providing a safe and rapid spectroscopic 

evaluation of biochemical, structural, and physiological parameters. Infrared and 

visible light is most appealing and common due to low energy EMR being non-

ionising and exposure to being much safer than higher energy radiation. Furthermore, 

electronic transitions reveal a large amount of information about the tissues, such as 

the macro structure, composition, and colour. 
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Fig. 1.7: Diagram of how incident visible light interacts with a generic tissue [60]. 

Incident light takes a complicated path through a tissue (Fig. 1.7, [60]), where light 

may be both absorbed and scattered. Absorption occurs at specific wavelengths 

depending on the biochemical structure of the cells. Whereas, scattering changes the 

trajectory of all wavelengths of light by different amounts and is the result of random 

variations in the refractive index caused by the microstructure of the tissue. The 

amount of light that is scattered and absorbed gives access to information about the 

tissue.  

The absorption of light by tissue can be characterised by the Beer-Lambert law, which 

shows that absorption (𝐴) is proportional to the concentration (𝑐) of the solution, 

 
𝐴 = 𝜀𝑐𝑙 =log(

𝐼0

𝐼
) (1.3) 

where, 𝜀 is the molar absorption coefficient of the solution, 𝑙 is the path length the 

light takes, 𝐼0 is the intensity of the incident light, and 𝐼 is the intensity of the 

transmitted light. Eq. (1.3) models the simple case of a translucent medium with 

constant 𝜀, held in a container of length 𝑙. Many variations of the Beer-Lambert law 

exist that account for the interactions outlined in Fig. 1.7, such as variable photon path 

lengths and multiple molar absorption coefficients [61, 62]. 

1.3.3 Pulse Oximetry 
Perhaps the most common use of tissue spectral reflectance measurements is pulse 

oximetry [63]. Pulse oximetry is used to continuously measure the oxygen saturation 

of red blood cells contained in biological tissues by finding the ratio of 

oxyhaemoglobin (OHb) to deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb). It is a non-invasive, easy, and 
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painless measure of how well oxygen is being sent to the different body parts and 

tissues. OHb and Hb absorb light differently, with red and near-infrared (NIR) light 

typically being used (𝜆 = 660 and 940 nm) as absorption at these wavelengths differs 

greatly (Fig. 1.8, [64]). The use of at least two wavelengths is required so that a 

ratiometric comparison can be made between oxygenated and deoxygenated 

haemoglobin. Although in theory almost any two wavelengths where the relative 

absorptions change could be used [65]. However, these two wavelengths penetrate 

tissues well, whereas yellow, green, blue, and far-infrared (FIR) light is highly 

absorbed by tissues [66]. 

 

Fig. 1.8: Absorption characteristic of oxyhaemoglobin (red) and deoxyhaemoglobin (blue) [64]. 

Pulse oximetry can be operated in transmission mode or reflection mode. 

Transmission mode functions by placing a light source and detector opposite to each 

other, for example on the fingertip or the ear. Measurements are then made through 

the tissue and a large volume is detected. Transmission pulse oximetry is the most 

popular modality due to its accuracy and reliability. However, if the site is not 

peripheral, then detection cannot be made through it, as is the case with the trachea 

and oesophagus. Therefore, reflection mode pulse oximetry must be used. Reflection 

pulse oximetry functions by placing the light source and detector on the same side of 

the tissue. Light is reflected from the measurement site and is detected on the same 

side of the tissue. Pulse oximetry detects peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) as an 

estimate for arterial oxygen saturation SaO2, and functions due to fluctuations in the 

amount of absorbed red and IR light due to the cardiac cycle. A photoplethysmogram 

(PPG) is obtained from a pulse oximeter and detects blood volume changes from the 

cardiac cycle [67]. A PPG consists of a non-pulsatile “direct current” (DC) component 

and a pulsatile “alternating current” (AC) component (Fig. 1.9, [68]). The DC 

component originates from light returned to the detector directly from the light source, 

the tissues, non-pulsatile venous and arterial blood, and respiratory movements. The 

AC component originates from changes in blood volume that occur between the 

systolic and diastolic phases of the cardiac cycle in the arteries and capillaries, with 

the fundamental frequency being the heart rate.  
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Fig. 1.9: photoplethysmogram diagram [68]. 

SpO2 can be calculated from the PPG by finding R: the double-ratio of the pulsatile 

(𝐴𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝐴𝐶𝐼𝑅) and non-pulsatile (𝐷𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝐶𝐼𝑅) components of the red and IR 

light (Eq. (1.4)), 

 
R =

𝐴𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑/𝐷𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝐴𝐶𝐼𝑅/𝐷𝐶𝐼𝑅
 (1.4) 

R can then be related to the oxygen saturation from oxygen desaturation experiments 

that usually range from 100 to 70% in healthy volunteers. 

1.4 Identifying Oesophageal Intubation 
Visualizing the ETT passing through the vocal cords is the most direct method of 

identifying the correct placement. This is performed with a laryngoscope, which is 

used to move the tongue to the side and allow viewing of the glottis so that a clinician 

can see the ETT’s movement through the larynx and between the vocal cords. The 

introduction of the video laryngoscope in 2001 allowed for this to be carried out more 

effectively [69], where a camera is mounted to the tip of a laryngoscope and displayed 

on a screen (Fig. 1.10, [70]). A traditional (non-video) laryngoscope is always used to 

aid intubation. Furthermore, there is a widespread use of videolaryngoscopy today, 

with UK hospitals having availability in 91% of operating theatres and 50% of 

intensive care units [71]. However, as stated previously, medical conditions such as a 

swollen airway, obesity, limited neck mobility, and haemorrhaging can all make it 

difficult to visualize the vocal cords, even when video laryngoscopy is used [72]. 

Furthermore, fluids covering the camera lens can make it difficult to clearly view the 

airway. Other visual cues may be chest movements during ventilation, condensation 

in the tube, and auscultation (listening to heart, lungs and other sounds) of bilateral 

breathing. However, these methods are unreliable and may not always be possible 

depending on the patient. Furthermore, ventilation of the stomach may cause 
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condensation, movement, and generate sounds similar to that of correct intubation 

[73]. Transtracheal ultrasound ETT placement verification is a more novel method 

with limited use currently. Ultrasound gives a real-time view of the trachea performed 

quickly and may be advantageous in neonates where other methods may fail [74,75]. 

However, ultrasound requires a trained operator and is expensive. 

 

Fig. 1.10: An example of a video laryngoscope (Medcaptain, model VS-10 series) [70] 

The measurement of the expiration of CO2 from the lungs indicates correct ETT 

placement. This can be performed with a colorimetric device that changes colour in 

the presence of CO2 (Fig. 1.11a, [76]). However, End-tidal capnography (ETCO2), 

also known as waveform capnography [77], measures the CO2 partial pressure 

waveform, typically as a function of time and is more quantitative (Fig. 1.11b, [78]). 

The colorimetric devices are inexpensive and highly portable, suitable for prehospital. 

However, ETCO2 is more reliable as the breath-to-breath CO2 volume exhalation is 

tracked so the clinician can be more confident of a correct intubation.    

Camera 
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Fig. 1.11: (a) Colorimetric device for the detection of CO2 (Nellcor, model EASYCAPII), used to 

asses correct ETT placement [76]. (b) Typical ETCO2 waveform for a healthy patient [78].  

ETCO2 is considered the gold standard of non-visual confirmation of correct ETT 

placement, with typical identification rates of > 90% [79,80]. However, there are 

limitations, and a variety of conditions can affect ETCO2 identification rates. For 

example, patients in cardiac arrest, those with low tidal volumes, pulmonary disease, 

and mixed pathophysiology may produce erroneous readings. Furthermore, the 

interpretation of the waveform can be problematic and requires training [81]. These 

factors can reduce ETCO2 identification rates to 64% [82,83,84] 
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1.4.1 The Tracheal Characteristic 
The only direct literature on the distinguishing of tracheal and oesophageal tissues 

using fibre optic sensing is led by the United States Army Institute of Surgical 

Research (USAISR). The first of the journal articles by Nawn et al., titled 

‘Distinguishing tracheal and esophageal tissues with hyperspectral imaging and fiber-

optic sensing’ was published in 2016, [85]. Two ex-vivo porcine tracheas and 

oesophagi were dissected, and a commercial fibre optic probe was used to sample the 

tissues. Finally, an in-situ porcine experiment was performed. 

 

Fig. 1.12: Reflectance spectra for (a) two ex-vivo porcine oesophagi and (b) trachea, with photographs 

of the tissues, highlighting the positions sampled [85]. 

An interesting characteristic in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength range was observed in 

the trachea (Fig. 1.12). The characteristic was found to consist of a central peak at 𝜆 ≈ 

561 nm, with a trough either side at 542 and 578 nm, with a significant difference in 

the locations of the minima between the trachea and oesophagus (𝑝 values = 0.0048 

and 0.0001, respectively). 

The publication offers the first known observations of spectral differences between 

the trachea and the oesophagus, that could potentially be used to distinguish the two 

tissues. However, the paper has its limitations as the first of its type. There is no 

convincing argument for the origin of the tracheal characteristic, only observations 

that there are physiological differences from the oesophagus. Furthermore, the paper 

utilises principal component analysis (PCA) as a possible method to classify the 

tissues. PCA is generally reserved for dimensionality reduction of large multivariate 

data sets and to highlight regions of variance in a dataset. Furthermore, the in-situ 

experiments were performed shortly after euthanasia, where the animals may be 

undergoing rapid physiological changes as the organs begin to shut down, which could 

impact the spectral properties of the tissues. 

In 2019 a second journal article was published by Nawn et al., titled ‘Using spectral 

reflectance to distinguish between tracheal and oesophageal tissue, entitled 

‘applications for airway management’ [86]. This paper was a continuation of the first, 

containing human cadaver models, as well as more focus on classifying the tissues. 

The group once again utilised a commercial fibre optic probe, although this time with 

a prism attached at the distal end so that light is directed into the tissue, as opposed to 

parallel to the surface.  
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Finally, the characteristic was found to be present in the trachea of human cadavers 

(Fig. 1.13a), with its absence in the oesophagus (Fig. 1.13b). The spectral feature is 

more pronounced in the oesophagus of in-vivo porcine subjects than in in-situ human 

cadavers. Therefore demonstrating, that the ‘unique tracheal’ characteristic is partially 

detectable in the oesophagus. This paper also has the first mention of the feature’s 

similarity to the absorption characteristic of oxyhaemoglobin (OHb). However, it 

unmistakably originates from OHb, as is discussed in Section 2.4. 

 

Fig. 1.13 Spectra from human cadavers, with the faint grey lines representing the averaged spectra for 

each cadaver, and the dark black line representing the average spectra of all human cadavers, with (a) 

being trachea and (b) being the oesophagus [86]. 

Classification of the tissues provided a sensitivity of ≥ 65% and specificity of ≥ 85%. 

The paper demonstrates the potential for spectral reflectance to distinguish tracheal 

and oesophageal tissues in humans, although it is lacking in-vivo human data, with the 

next best cadaver models being used. There is the first attempt to construct a method 

to classify the tissues. However, many of the same limitations persist from the first 

paper. A commercial fibre optic probe is used which is much too large to be useful in 

a clinical setting, with ventilation having to be stopped to fit the probe down the lumen 

of the ETT. A limited number of spectra are taken (15 measurements per tissue per 

porcine, and 5 spectra per tissue per human cadaver), resulting in a total of 145 

captures across 7 animals and 8 human cadavers, with only the average spectra of each 

tissue presented in the statistical analysis. A halogen light source is also still used 

which produces more random variability light than alternatives, more heat, and has 

higher energy consumption.  

A second paper in late 2019 by Blackburn et al., titled ‘Testing of novel spectral device 

sensor in porcine model of airway obstruction’ [87], looks to develop a method to 

produce oxygen desaturation (hypoxia) and increased 𝐶𝑂2 partial pressure 

(hypercapnia), in a porcine model. It verifies that the tracheal characteristic persists 

under asphyxiation, which is important as a patient requiring intubation may be 

hypoxic, and the ETT placement sensor must function properly in this scenario. 
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The paper goes on to argue that due to the presence of the unique profile in the ex-vivo 

porcine trachea, human cadavers, and hypoxic in-vivo porcine, it may not be attributed 

to the presence of OHb as previously thought. It is claimed that the profiles are 

intrinsic to the tissues. This is an unreasonable assumption as the samples will still be 

perfused with oxygenated blood long after death and during times of severe hypoxia. 

Furthermore, during the ex-vivo case, the blood remaining on and in the sample may 

become highly oxidised by the air. This can be seen when taking blood gas 

measurements as you must stop it from being exposed to the air otherwise it rapidly 

oxygenates giving false readings. 

Another recent journal article from the USAISR, Berard et al., titled ‘Spectral 

Reflectance can Differentiate Tracheal and Esophageal Tissue in the Presence of 

Bodily Fluids and Soot’ [88], looks to determine if confounding factors such as the 

presence of blood, soot, vomit, and saline affect the distinguishing of the tissues. The 

tracheal characteristic was found to remain present in all trachea samples with 

confounding fluids, with its absence in the oesophagus. This paper shows evidence 

that the characteristic is robust enough for clinical use. However, an unmentioned and 

clear limitation of this study is the lack of spectral measurements of the oesophagus 

with confounding factors, especially as it has been alluded to that the presence of the 

characteristic could be partially related to OHb. Therefore, a key result is whether the 

trachea and oesophagus can be distinguished when the oesophagus is in the presence 

of blood, as this may produce an oesophageal spectrum that is more closely matched 

to a tracheal one. 

The most recent paper to date by the USAISR was published in April 2022 by Bedolla 

et al., entitled ‘Spectral Reflectance as a Unique Tissue Identifier in Healthy Humans 

and Inhalation Injury Subjects’ [89]. This is the first use of living humans as a model, 

as well as spectral measurements in the buccal mucosa and posterior oropharynx, on 

healthy patients and those that have been admitted to the burn intensive care unit 

(BICU). However, they were unable to collect data in the oesophagus of the patients 

due to spectral probe size causing potential damage to the oesophagus by inserting a 

large commercial bifurcated probe containing 7 fibres. The tracheal characteristic is 

present in the healthy human subjects studied. However, due to the small margins, 

they claim the statistical difference is not enough for clinical relevance at this stage. 

 

Fig. 1.14: Spectra captured (Bedola et al.) in the trachea of healthy human subjects, subjects admitted 

to BICU with inhalation injury, and BICU patients with non-inhalation injury [89]. 
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An interesting result from Bedola’s paper is that the tracheas of BICU patients with 

and without injury caused by smoke inhalation did not have the tracheal profile in their 

spectra (Fig. 1.14). There is a clear spectral shape change between the patients 

although there is no statistical difference in the ratios. 

Perhaps the most important finding in this Bedola paper is that the tracheal 

characteristic persists in living human patients, which is the first time this has been 

demonstrated. They also found that the spectral characteristic was absent in all the 

BICU patients studied. This is problematic for an ETT placement sensor as burn 

victims may lack the tracheal spectral profile, although they argue that they can still 

distinguish the tissues. It is of note that healthy patients produce a tracheal spectral 

shape that is different to both non-inhalation injury patients and patients with 

inhalation injuries. This implies that although they were not diagnosed with inhalation-

related injuries, their tracheas may have been affected in some way. This could be 

utilised by a sensing technology for increased diagnostic capabilities. Without the 

complementary oesophageal data, the study is unable to determine the characteristic’s 

ability to distinguish the tissues in living human patients. The spectral probe size was 

the limiting factor here, where they could not pass the probe into the oesophagus 

without damaging the patients. Furthermore, only three captures were taken on each 

tissue group 

To summarise the findings across the USAISR papers, a spectral characteristic has 

been found in the trachea with its absence in the oesophagus. A statistical spectral 

difference between the tissues has been verified in ex-vivo, in-situ, and in-vivo porcine 

tissues, as well as human cadavers. The difference persists in hypoxic and hypercapnic 

in-vivo porcine models, as well as the feature persisting in the presence of blood, 

vomit, soot and, saline. Finally, the tracheal characteristic is present in living healthy 

humans. 

1.5 Summary & Aims 
Airway management is a major field in healthcare, with innovations and technologies 

such as video laryngoscopes and capnographical methods driving improvements to 

patient outcomes. However, there is an opportunity to decrease the incidents of 

oesophageal intubations further and provide measurements of core physiological 

parameters through tissue reflectance spectroscopy performed in the trachea. An 

alternative method of incorrect ETT placement detection is therefore described in this 

research, through the development of a compact sensor that can be integrated into a 

standard ETT. 

A solid foundation has been established by the USAISR, although there are limitations 

across the literature. A modified commercial probe ( & Fig. 1.15) was used across all 

their publications, with a large, metal-coated distal end. The probe was modified by 

attaching a prism or redirecting mirror to the distal end, causing light emission at 90° 

and into the tissues. This is ideal in the experimental stage as a high proportion of light 

is brought to and from the tissues, as well as consistency in the manufacturing process 

reducing variability between measurements. However, in a clinical setting, a large 

probe is not useful or appropriate. Ventilation must be stopped to place the probe down 

the lumen of the ETT, the large metallic end may also cause damage to the throat, 
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trachea, and oesophagus. The procedure also requires valuable time and effort by the 

clinician. 

 

Fig. 1.15: An example of one of the commercial fibre optic probes used by the USAISR during 

research by Gulf Fiberoptics (R200-7-UV-VIS).  

There is no convincing argument for the origin of the tracheal characteristic, with 

conflicting arguments across the literature by USAISR. It is well documented 

elsewhere in literature that this feature originates from OHb, as is described in Section 

2.4. Therefore, is a secondary goal of this project to establish the source of this spectral 

shape, as well as its limitations. A large halogen light source was used by the USAISR, 

which produces high-intensity light in the relevant wavelength region, although this is 

relatively expensive and bulky. Therefore, substituting this for an LED is beneficial. 

The use of a spectrometer is also beneficial during the initial experimental stage as 

one can precisely analyse a wide wavelength region on a single device. However, 

spectrometers are large and expensive, and when only a few wavelengths are needed 

for analysis, photodiodes are a much cheaper alternative. Finally, an algorithm to 

distinguish the tissues must be developed by comparing the possible candidates for the 

best performance.  

Based on the review of the literature, the characteristic used to distinguish the trachea 

and oesophagus is weakly understood, with an exploration into its origin in Chapter 2. 

There is also an unmet need for an ETT placement sensor, which could be used 

seamlessly by clinicians during regular intubation procedures to indicate oesophageal 

intubation, this is addressed in Chapter 3. Once an ETT placement sensor has been 

manufactured, accompanying computational methods must be developed to classify 

the data and distinguish the tissues, as found in Chapter 4. A brief description of the 

intra-tracheal multiplexed device, known as iTraXS is described in Chapter 5, along 

with a description of the first animal study. The application of an ETT with integrated 

placement is detailed in Chapter 5 during an in-vivo porcine animal study. Finally, 

Chapter 6 demonstrates possible further development of this technology and 

applications to other areas, along with final conclusions. 

5 cm 
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Chapter 2 Spectral Tissue Characterisation 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter verifies the presence of a tracheal spectral characteristic that has been 

documented by the USAISR [85-89], with an exploration of its origin. The research 

begins with preliminary and qualitative measurements made by a diffuse reflectance 

probe, similar to that of Fig. 1.15. These measurements are made to verify the findings 

of the literature found in Chapter 1, as research into this topic is limited. Appropriate 

opto-electronic components are chosen, refined, and the tissue spectra are 

characterised. Once initial measurements provide evidence that the previously 

reported spectra can be replicated, research into the presence and origin of the 

characteristic is conducted. Finally, the optimal distance between the sensor and the 

tissue is explored. Ethics for this research was reviewed and approved by The 

University of Nottingham Faculty of Engineering Research Ethics Committee 

(Appendix A).  

2.2 Commercial Reflection Probe Measurements 
The opto-electronic components (Fig. 2.1) were chosen as they were all operational in 

the wavelength region that contains the spectral feature used to distinguish tracheal 

and oesophageal tissues (530 - 590 nm). A visible/near-infrared bifurcated reflection 

probe (Ocean Optics, model R600-7-VIS-125F), with a core diameter 600 𝜇𝑚 and 

wavelength range 400-2100 nm had its illumination port connected to a tungsten 

halogen broadband light source (Ocean Optics, model HL-2000). The wavelength 

range of the light source was 360-2400 nm, with a nominal bulb output power of 4.75 

W, a 0.15% peak-to-peak optical output variation and <0.3% optical output drift per 

hour. The detection leg of the probe was connected to a miniature spectrometer (Ocean 

Optics, model USB2000+UV-VIS-ES), with a wavelength range of 200-850 nm and 

a resolution of 0.384 nm. The integration time of the spectrometer was varied between 

different experiments, to achieve around 90% of the maximum saturation of the 

device. Typically, this means setting an integration time between 0.1s and 1s, 

depending mostly on the quality of the connections in that experiment and the tissue 

with which the light is coupled (tissues with higher reflectance require a shorter 

integration time). The actual integration times deployed for the experiments are stated 

at the start of each section. All connections used SubMiniature version (SMA) 905 

connectors and the spectrometer was connected to a computer (tower PC running 

windows 7) via a USB cable for data acquisition through the software OceanView 

(Ocean Insight, version 1.6.7). The halogen light source was chosen due to its stability 

and relatively high bulb power, with this translating to a typical output power when 

connected to an optical fibre of 4.7 mW. 
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic of the opto-electronic components set-up used to make tissue reflectance 

measurements. 

Porcine trachea and oesophagus samples were obtained from a local Sheffield abattoir 

and were used as ex-vivo samples throughout this project. Porcine samples were 

chosen due to their structural and physiological similarity to human organs [90,91]. 

The porcine samples were from Tamworth breed, reared until the ages of 6-10 months 

with weights ranging from 60-80 kg. The access to these samples allowed for 

numerous ex-vivo measurements during this research. The porcine samples (Fig. 2.2) 

consisted of an intact larynx, containing the vocal cords, glottis and epiglottis, as well 

as arytenoid cartilage.  Attached to the larynx was the full length of the trachea, down 

to the carina, where the trachea branches off into bronchi which leads to the lungs. 

Also attached to the larynx was the oesophagus, which runs next to the trachea at the 

posterior.  

 

Fig. 2.2: Porcine sample used for ex-vivo measurements. 

The sample was dissected by separating the trachea from the oesophagus, and then 

cutting through them lengthways from top to bottom, opening both organs to gain 

access for the reflection probe to measure inside the lumen. The probe was held flush 
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against the surface of the two tissues and the resulting spectra were measured. The 

spectrometer’s integration time was set to 500 ms, which provided sufficient intensity 

(approximately 80-90% of the maximum saturation). There was no scan averaging so 

each spectrum was saved, giving the highest sampling rate. The boxcar width was set 

to 1 (no wavelength averaging) to give the maximum wavelength resolution. The 

spectra were acquired using OceanView spectroscopy software (Ocean Insight, 

version 1.6.7), and later exported into Matlab (MathWorks, version 2018) for 

processing.  

 

Fig. 2.3: Spectra from a porcine trachea (a), and oesophagus (b). – note the different response at the 

530 – 590 nm wavelength region 

A distinct characteristic in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region, consisting of troughs 

at ~543 and 578 nm, as well as a peak at 561 nm can be seen on the tracheal spectrum 

(Fig. 2.3a), with its absence in the oesophageal spectrum (Fig. 2.3b) – see red circle. 

This provides the first measurements made in this research highlighting the spectral 

difference between these two tissues and is observationally consistent with the 

findings of the USAISR [85-88]. 

2.3 Normalization 
For spectra to be compared the signals must be normalized appropriately. The 

spectrometer outputs data in terms of arbitrary unit counts, this is due to it having a 

wavelength-dependent quantum efficiency and this is not the true number of photons 

detected at each respective wavelength bin. Therefore, the optical power detected at 

each wavelength, or the total optical power cannot be found from intensity counts 

without calibration from an appropriate blackbody. However, the counts relative to 

each other at each wavelength are comparable and therefore ratios of intensities can 

be used to characterise the spectra reliably.  

For a given spectral measurement, there will be a DC (direct current) offset due to 

thermal and shot noise. The thermal noise originates from the rate at which thermal 

electrons are generated [92]. The shot noise is from the event of a photon generating 

an electron, described by Poisson statistics [93]. These two components contribute to 

the dark current (or dark noise), with each pixel having a different amount of dark 

current and this effect being temperature-dependent. Even when ratios of intensities 

are taken this variation persists. Take two spectral intensity measurements (𝐼1, 𝐼2) at 

(a) (b) 
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two different wavelengths, even assuming a consistent dark noise effect (𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘) on 

each pixel, there are variations in the ratio (𝑅1) of intensities (Eq. (2.1)). 

 
R1 =

𝐼1

𝐼2
≠

𝐼1 + 𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘

𝐼2 + 𝐼𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘
 (2.1) 

The dark noise offset affects larger intensities proportionally less, producing varying 

ratios. Therefore, this was always accounted for and was achieved by turning off the 

light, covering the sensor and recording the dark reference, which was subtracted from 

the spectra. This also accounted for any background light detected, for example, by 

coupling to the core directly through the jacket and cladding of a plastic optical fibre 

(POF).  

There will also be inherent variability in the light source, the sensor, fibres and 

connections, which will be wavelength specific. Therefore, a white reference must 

also be taken so that the spectral profile of the LED connected to the opto-electronic 

units can be obtained. In diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, this is typically performed 

by turning on the light source and then placing the sensor on a white reference standard 

and then storing the spectra. However, both the distance and angle between the sensor 

and target affect the reflectance values measured by a spectrometer. These two 

parameters will vary across the measurement phase as the medical device is moved, 

or bodily functions such as breathing change the position of the sensor relative to the 

tissue, either away from or into it. Therefore, calibration on a white reference standard 

may not yield accurate absolute reflectance values. This effect can be partially 

compensated by taking ratios of reflectance values, under the assumption that the DC 

light level change (𝐷𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡) scales the intensities by the same amount (Eq. (2.2)). 

 
R1 =

𝐼1 × 𝐷𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡

𝐼2 × 𝐷𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡
=

𝐼1

𝐼2
 (2.2) 

Therefore, the use of a white reference standard is less important for measurements of 

this nature, although it is still the gold standard of calibration. Examples of alternative 

normalization methods are found in Appendix C. However, normalization with a white 

reference standard is the preferred method and the gold standard. Therefore, a dark 

reference will always be taken by turning off the light source and covering the sensor 

with a black felt. Normalization with a white reference standard will always be 

implemented throughout the research presented here unless stated otherwise. 

2.4 Spectral Characteristic Origin 
The spectral characteristic present in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region has been 

postulated to be unique to the trachea and originating from its tissue makeup [85]. 

However, its resemblance to the absorption characteristics of OHb has also been 

recognised [86-89]. The exact origin of this characteristic is therefore unclear, with 

evidence appearing contradictory. However, the feature is not uniquely inherent to the 

tissue of the trachea and it is well-documented that the feature originates from OHb. 

Although, if it derives from oxygenated blood then it is reasonable to assume that it is 

seen in the oesophagus, and other tissue, with the relative absorption of OHb being 
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dependent upon the structures, vascularisation and interstitium of the tissues, which 

causes variability between the tissues.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.4: (a) Absorption spectrum of oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2 red) and deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb blue). 

(b) The log of the reciprocal of reflectance spectrum (negative log) of a porcine tracheal sample 

(pink). (c) All three spectra with the negative log of the tracheal spectrum translated so that the first 

peak of the tracheal characteristic is equal to the first peak of the HbO2 characteristic.  

The similarities between the spectra from the trachea and HbO2 (OHb) are highlighted 

in Fig. 2.4. The values used to generate the OHb and Hb absorption spectra were 

compiled with data from open-access online sources [94,95]. The absorption 

characteristics are also well documented elsewhere [96,97]. Since the reflectance 

spectrum of the trachea was measured, and we wish to compare it with the absorbance 

of OHb, Fig. 2.4b was generated by taking the log of the reciprocal of the reflectance 

spectrum, thus the peaks and troughs are inverted. The absorbance of OHb and Hb are 

represented in terms of the molar extinction coefficient (𝜀) i.e. how strongly a 

substance absorbs light, in units of 𝑐𝑚−1/(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿), given by the Beer-Lambert law 

(Eq. (1.3)). Therefore, the absorbance could be found from the concentration of the 

species in the medium and the length of the light path. However, we are only interested 

in the shape of the spectra and the wavelength positions of the peaks. Consequently, 

Fig. 2.4c was formed by taking the -log of the tracheal reflectance spectra and then 

multiplying it by a scaling factor (~1.9 × 104) such that the peaks at 540 nm align 

with those of HbO2. This enabled a qualitative comparison between the spectra, which 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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highlights the similarity in the relevant region. For a quantitative comparison, the 

molar absorption coefficient or absorbance of both species would have to be found, 

which is highly challenging given the complex nature of the tissues being studied and 

is unnecessary for this illustrative step. 

To further understand the spectral characteristic a dissection of a porcine trachea and 

oesophagus was performed. Another sample was obtained, similar to Fig. 2.2, and was 

dissected. All photos throughout this section (and document) were captured on an 

iPhone camera (iPhone 13, 12-megapixel camera, standard contrast and exposure). 

 

Fig. 2.5: Dissected trachea and oesophagus ex-vivo samples. 

The trachea and oesophagus were first separated from the larynx by cutting below the 

subglottis and were separated from each other by cutting behind the posterior of the 

trachea (between the two organs) with a scalpel, leaving an intact trachea and 

oesophagus. They were then sliced lengthways to reveal the interior (Fig. 2.5). A 

coronary vessel (most likely the aorta) is also imaged in Fig. 2.5, which came with the 

sample, this was not used for measurements but was left in the image due to its 

resemblance in colour to the trachea, which may be of interest when applying this 

technology to other tissues.  
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Fig. 2.6: (a) Porcine trachea showing the inside lumen (anterior and posterior), exterior, mucosa only, 

and cartilage only. (b) Porcine oesophagus, showing the inside lumen (interior mucosa), the exterior 

(exterior muscle), and the interior with the mucosa having been cut through (interior w/o mucosa). 

The trachea and oesophagus were then further dissected. The trachea was separated 

into the posterior (back muscle side closest to the oesophagus) and anterior (front side 

containing cartilages) as well as the exterior (outside of the trachea), photographed in 

Fig. 2.6 . The mucosa was then detached from the cartilage and annular ligaments. A 

piece of cartilage was then isolated. The mucosa of the oesophagus was also cut 

through to reveal the submucosa and the start of the exterior muscle surrounding the 

oesophagus. A visual difference can be seen between the internal mucosa of the 

trachea and the oesophagus (Fig. 2.5). The tracheal mucosa of this sample has a beige 

colour with a pink hue, whilst the oesophageal mucosa is more yellow. The 

oesophageal mucosa is also thicker and less transparent. Typically, oesophageal 

(b) 

(a) 
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mucosa is pale pink, characteristic of squamous epithelium [98, 99]. The 

discolouration is attributed partially to the pigs’ diets of cereal grains and corn. No 

known treatment was applied to the samples at the abattoir, although often in the 

industry the post-mortem carcass is heated to kill bacteria and limit the decay, which 

could alter the spectroscopic characteristics. However, the same yellowing was not 

seen in the trachea, which would be expected if this was the cause and the full carcass 

was heated. Future studies should acquire samples where the absence of treatment can 

be guaranteed, and the animals are fed a more varied diet. The exterior of the two 

organs also have different colours, the trachea has a light red hue, typical of 

oxygenated blood, whilst the muscle surrounding the oesophagus has a dark red hue, 

typical of the high levels of myoglobin in muscle. It should also be noted that although 

only a single sample is imaged, this is typical for all porcine samples studied, as can 

be seen in images of the porcine samples throughout this document. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7: Spectra produced from the dissected porcine sample (Fig. 2.6), for the trachea (a) and the 

oesophagus (b). FP fringes = Fabry–Pérot fringes. 

(b) 

(a) 

FP fringes 
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A white reference was obtained from a reference standard (Spectralon diffuse 

reflectance targets, Labsphere, model SRT-99-180). The probe was then placed on the 

surface of each of the tissues shown in Fig. 2.6, resulting in the spectra shown in Fig. 

2.7. Measurements were repeated 5 times at different locations on the same tissue type. 

The scans were averaged producing a single spectrum for each tissue. The averaged 

spectra were then normalized by a single wavelength such that the reflectance at 530 

nm equalled 1. 

The spectral characteristic can be observed in all the usual tracheal positions (Fig. 

2.7a), back (posterior), front (anterior), left lateral and right lateral. It is also present 

on the outside, as well as in the mucosa alone. Interestingly, the reflection is lower 

(absorption higher) for the external tracheal measurements.  The measurements on the 

cartilage produce interesting results as well, here the characteristic is mostly absent 

with the reflectance decreasing as the wavelength increases. There is also the presence 

of an oscillating feature, which may originate from the multi-layered high reflectance 

structure of the cartilage producing Fabry-Perot interference fringes [100,101,102]. 

The characteristic is mostly absent inside the oesophagus, as has been demonstrated 

previously. However, it is present outside the oesophagus when the probe is placed on 

the muscle, as well as inside the oesophagus when the mucosa has been cut through 

and the probe placed in the opening (Fig. 2.7b). 

In summary, the spectral ‘tracheal characteristic’, consisting of a trough-peak-trough 

in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region originates from OHb, which is well 

documented throughout literature in a variety of tissues. A 2001 publication by 

Stratonnikov et al., titled ‘Evaluation of blood oxygen saturation in-vivo from diffuse 

reflectance spectra’ [103] used diffuse reflectance spectroscopy on the surface of the 

skin to measure oxygen saturation. Especially in recent years, there has been an influx 

of the use of the spectral properties of tissues to make physiological measurements. A 

2021 research paper by Bachir et al. [104], again uses diffuse reflectance spectroscopy 

to estimate tissue oxygen saturation (StO2). A 2020 paper by Fanjul et al. [105], uses 

this technique to characterize skin, fat, muscle, bone and nerve tissues. Therefore, this 

characteristic is not unique to the trachea and is present in numerous tissues, although 

the oesophageal mucosa may have reduced presence of the OHb absorption feature in 

this wavelength range, which can be used to distinguish the two tissues. The 

characteristic also appears to vary enough to distinguish tissues that possess it by 

leveraging smaller variations in the dominant OHb absorption characteristics caused 

by the optical properties of surrounding tissues. Therefore, it is the distinct spectral 

properties of the oesophagus that allows for successful classification, as the tissue is 

not as well perfused with oxygenated blood that the light can interact with. The thicker 

and less transparent structure of the oesophagus epithelium, formed from keratinised 

squamous cells, reflects and attenuates the light more than the pseudostratified 

columnar epithelium of the trachea. The characteristic persists and tracheal detection 

can be made during airway obstruction reducing oxygen saturation down to 50%, as 

shown by Nawn et al. [87], as well as persisting in ex-vivo samples. Therefore, we can 

conclude that OHb is present in large enough quantities in the trachea during hypoxic 

periods and even post-mortem to distinguish the two tissues. Furthermore, this opens 

new opportunities to use this technology to distinguish other tissues, such as shown 
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by Fanjul et al. [105], or to estimate levels of tracheal hypoxia as shown by Bachir et 

al. [104]. 

OHb is present in most physiological tissues, with smaller variations caused by the 

surrounding tissues [106,107]. Preliminary measurements indicate its presence in a 

variety of human body parts (Appendix F), although these results require a broader 

more representative sample of the human population [108,109], and are therefore not 

presented here. Furthermore, ETCO2 is imperfect and can have failure rates as high 

as 10% [78,79]. 

The double trough absorption characteristic of OHb in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength 

region, measured from the surface of the skin, may differ between individuals, 

particularly due to the amount of melanin [110,111]. Furthermore, probe pressure can 

also affect the shape of the diffuse reflectance characteristic [112,113], by blanching 

as blood is occluded. However, detecting blood occlusion in the trachea may be a 

useful benefit to clinicians as it indicates that cuff pressure may be too high and could 

lead to ischemia [114,115]. Therefore, this could also be an added benefit of this 

technology, although may lead to erroneous results if the blanching in the trachea 

partially removes the feature by which it is characterised. This may be avoided by a 

sensor placed on the main lumen of the ETT as opposed to inside the cuff (Section 

3.5).  

2.5 Discussion 
The tracheal spectral feature in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength range, first documented 

by the USAISR [85], has been observed using a similar experimental set-up of a 

commercial reflection probe in an ex-vivo porcine model. Normalization accounts for 

shape changes in the spectra from deviations in the manufacturing of the sensor, the 

light source, and connections. However, this is most applicable to absolute reflectance 

measurements, where if relative reflection values are used and a proportional change 

in light intensity across all wavelengths is assumed, a simpler alternative method could 

be used by accounting for the general shape of the light source. However, a white 

reference standard is the gold standard and is used to facilitate normalization in this 

research as it offers a more consistent option during research. However, future designs 

could be consistent enough so that normalization without a white reference standard 

for each sensor is possible.  

The origin of the spectral feature in the trachea is OHb. This has been well documented 

in other tissues throughout researched literature [105,106,107]. The feature is mostly 

absent from measurements made from inside the oesophagus. This is caused by the 

oesophageal mucosa not presenting the feature, whereas the muscular tissue 

surrounding the oesophagus does present it. Therefore, it is believed that the thicker 

and less transparent oesophageal mucosa attenuates the light so that only a small 

amount interacts with OHb (so that the feature can sometimes be weakly visible). The 

thinner and more transparent tracheal mucosa allows interaction with the capillary 

network and transverse intercartilaginous arteries. Furthermore, the reflective cartilage 

may help to return the light to the detection fibre.  
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Chapter 3 Endotracheal Tube Sensor Integration 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers the development of an ETT placement sensor, i.e. the sensor 

head (the invasive portion of the device, excluding opto-electronic components) and 

different methods of integration within an ETT. Therefore, the sensor used for ETT 

placement detection must fit several criteria, determined from discussions with 

manufacturers and clinicians. These are: 

• The sensor must produce enough light and be in close enough proximity to the 

tissues that the OHb absorption characteristic is visible during tracheal 

intubation. 

• The sensor must be small enough to be integrated into an ETT. 

• The ETT must retain its shape so it can function normally without an increased 

likelihood of damaging the patient.  

• The sensor must adhere to biological safety standards and be made from 

biocompatible materials. 

• The sensor fabrication must be simple and repeatable. 

One option is to attach LEDs and photodiodes (PDs) directly to the ETT. This 

eliminates the need to have fibres transport light to and from the trachea, and its 

operation is similar to the working principle of most reflection mode pulse oximeters 

[116]. Kyriacou et al. explore an advance in this approach by wrapping a flat flexible 

opto-electronic patch around an ETT to detect a PPG in the trachea and oesophagus 

[117, 118], reporting reliable oxygen saturation measurements. However, this solution 

produces a large sensor patch that’s embedded into the ETT as the LED(s), PD(s) and 

electronics need to be incorporated. This also increases the likelihood of damage to 

the trachea and creates biocompatibility concerns. Furthermore, electrical wires 

providing power to the components must be brought into the body, which may cause 

further issues, especially when requiring a safe magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

ETT [119]. The single-use disposable ETT would also be more expensive to 

manufacture than the proposed fibre alternative in this research. For these reasons, a 

more desirable option is to produce a sensor that consists of optical fibres embedded 

in a patch, that brings light into and out of the body to the high-quality opto-electronic 

units. This resolves many of the problems of a typical ‘pulse oximeter style’ sensor. 

The fibre-only sensor could be smaller, cheaper, biocompatible, and MRI-safe. 

Therefore, sensor designs have been explored to determine acceptable fibre diameters 

and spacing, the shape of the fibre tip, sensor size, and sensor shape. Furthermore, 

techniques for moulding the fibres into an epoxy patch are explored. These are all 

introduced in this chapter. 

3.2 Distribution of Light Around a Cleaved Fibre 
One of the major difficulties when producing a fibre optic ETT placement sensor is 

that traditionally fibres have their tips cleaved at 90° causing light emission from the 

tip which travels radially outwards. Therefore, to maximise the light intensity 
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interacting with the tissue the fibres must be embedded perpendicular to the sensor, 

causing a bulkier sensor (Fig. 3.1). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.1: Concept design for a fibre optic sensor containing fibres cleaved at 900 for the (a) emission 

fibre and (b) resultant patch design to maximise light intensity.  

The design of Fig. 3.1 is not ideally suited for integration within an ETT, the patch is 

bulky to accommodate fibres coming out of the top where it is mounted to the ETT. A 

solution to this was first explored, by cleaving the fibres at 45°  so that some of the 

light reflects at the fibre tip and travels perpendicular to the length of the fibre. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 3.2: Optical fibre cleaved at 45° showing how light is reflected and refracted.  

A fibre cleaved at 45° has some light emitted perpendicular to the fibre axis due to the 

cleave acting like a mirror and reflecting light at the boundary (Fig. 3.2), with some 

light emitted approximately parallel to the fibre due to refraction. The arrangement 

allows for a more compact sensor than that shown in Fig. 3.1. 

A custom set-up was designed to investigate the light transmitted in this 45° 

configuration (Fig. 3.4). A photodetector was rotated around a fibre tip and the optical 

power was measured. An optical fibre (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate 

(PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500) was used. with a core refractive index of 1.49 and 

diameter of 500 𝜇𝑚. PMMA fibres were used throughout the research described here 

as they are inexpensive and more suitable for a single-use ETT.  

The fibre was fixed at the centre of a rotating platform and held by a bare fibre 

terminator (Thorlabs, model BFT1) and a 510 𝜇𝑚 SMA connector (Thorlabs, model 

B10510A). The photodetector was mounted to a metal bar so that it could rotate freely 

around the fibre with a 3 mm gap between the fibre tip and the front of the 

photodetector. A protractor was mounted at the centre of rotation to measure the angle 

between the photodetector and the fibre. The photodetector was connected to an 

optical power meter and optical power was read from the display. The optical fibre 

was connected to a blue LED (Fibre-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model M490F3) 

emitting at a central wavelength of 490 nm with a full width half of maximum 

(FWHM) of 26 nm. There is a wavelength dependency on the percentage of reflected 

and refracted light at a boundary. However, this is caused only by the effective 

refractive index change of a medium due to the propagation of the wavelength of light 

in that medium, which for air and PMMA can be neglected. Therefore, a blue LED is 

assumed to be representative [121,122]. The fibres were cleaved at 90° and 45° 

degrees using a hot scalpel and a piece of paper marked by a protractor. A cleave angle 

of 45° was used so that light was reflected at 90° to the fibre axis. However, it may be 

possible to increase the intensity of light reflected at the boundary by implementing a 

cleave angle close to the critical angle of a PMMA fibre core and air boundary (found 

to be 42.2°). However, this would cause light to be reflected away from the detection 

fibre and may reduce the detected light intensity. 
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Fig. 3.3: Experimental set-up used to measure the distribution of light around a fibre tip. (a) 

Photograph of the equipment. (b) Close-up showing how the photodetector rotates around the fibre tip 

(detector at 90° to fibre axis). 

The photodetector was rotated around the fibres in increments of 5 ± 1° from an angle 

of 0° (along the fibre axis) to 120°, this was repeated 7 times for 45° and 90° cleaves 

by returning the photodetector to the 0° angle position.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 3.4: The optical power distribution of light around the tip of a 90° (red) and 45° (blue) cleaved 

optical fibres, with the interpolated 45° plot (black) with peaks (green circles), 

In Fig. 3.4 measurements began along the fibre axis (0°) due to a bolt on the lower leg 

(Fig. 3.3b) of the rotating platform limiting the maximum rotation. Therefore, light 

emitted at angles < 0° was not measured, although this may have been resolved by 

offsetting the angle of the fibre axis from the start position of the rotating platform 

such that there was room for it to rotate ‘backwards’. However, this can be accounted 

for computationally by assuming the distribution of light around the 0° axis is 

symmetrical.  

 

Fig. 3.5: The optical power distribution of light around the tip of, (a) a 90° and (b) a 45° cleaved 

optical fibres, with the distribution < 0° found by mirroring the measured distribution. 

The angular shift (𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡) of the light refracted from a fibre that has been cleaved at an 

angle (𝜃𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒) can be derived (Eq. (3.2)) from Snell’s law (Eq. (3.1), [120]) which 

describes the relationship between the angle of incidence (𝜃1) and refraction (𝜃2) as 

light travels from one medium of refractive index (𝑛1) to another (𝑛2). 

 
𝑛1 sin(𝜃1) = 𝑛2 sin(𝜃2)  (3.1) 

(b) (a) 
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𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 = sin−1 (

𝑛2

𝑛1
sin(−𝜃𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒)) + 𝜃𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒  (3.2) 

Therefore, theoretically the angular shift 𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝜃1 − 𝜃2) was calculated from Eq. 

(3.2) using the fibre properties with an angle of cleave of 45° and taking the refractive 

index of air as 1.0003, giving an angular shift of 16.66° from the fibre axis. 

Experimentally this was found from Fig. 3.4 from the larger first peak of the 45° 

cleaved fibre to be at 14.4 ± 0.4°, with variations from the theoretical being attributed 

to the actual cleave angle not being exactly 45° and variations in the refractive index 

of the fibre core and the air. 

For a perfect 45° fibre cleave the second smaller peak power on Fig. 3.4 should be at 

90° to the fibre axis. However, this was found at 87.9 ± 0.5°, which translates to a 

cleave angle of 46.0 ± 0.3°, as every 1° change in the cleave angle creates a 2° change 

in the angle of the reflected light. An accurate cleave angle must be achieved for light 

emission perpendicular to the fibre, although an error of a few degrees will still cause 

most of the light to be transmitted into the tissue.  

The reflectivity of the fibre tip at the air/fibre boundary can be calculated by a Fresnel 

equation (Eq. (3.3), [120]), 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
1

2
(𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑝) = 

1

2
(|

𝑛1 cos(𝜃1)−𝑛2 cos(𝜃2)

𝑛1 cos(𝜃1)+𝑛2 cos(𝜃2)
|

2
+

|
𝑛1 cos(𝜃2)−𝑛2 cos(𝜃1)

𝑛1 cos(𝜃2)+𝑛2 cos(𝜃1)
|

2
) 

(3.3) 

 

where 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective reflectivity, 𝑅𝑠 is the perpendicularly polarized light 

reflectivity, and 𝑅𝑝 is the parallel polarized light reflectivity. The numerical aperture 

(NA) of the fibre is described on the data sheet as 0.5, which gives a minimum 

acceptance angle of 30.0° and a maximum of 60.0°, giving ranges of effective 

reflectivity found from Eq. (3.3) between 4.7 and 100%, respectively, with angles of 

incidence above 43.2° always giving 100% reflectance as this is above the critical 

angle.  

 

Fig. 3.6: Modelled effective transmittance and reflectance at the boundary of a 45° cleaved fibre. 
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The average transmitted light was found computationally using Eq. (3.3) (Fig. 3.6) 

and integrating over all angles of incidence between 30 and 60°, where theoretically 

the reflected light was 61.9% of the total light across all allowed incident angles. 

Experimentally, the approximate optical power for both cleaved fibres can be found 

by integrating the area under the curves of Fig. 3.5a-b. The total optical power for the 

90° and 45° cleaved fibres was 159 and 145 𝜇𝑊, giving a loss of optical power of 

9%, which is likely due to an imperfect and vertically angled surface scattering some 

of the light away from the detector. The amount of light that was scattered 

perpendicular to the 45° cleaved fibre was 28.8 𝜇𝑊, which is 18.1% of the total 

power. The reflected light accounts for significantly less than the theoretical (61.9%), 

which is likely caused by a poor-quality cleaved surface scattering the light out of the 

front of the fibre as opposed to reflecting on a perfect surface. This effect is possibly 

due to the scalpel used to cleave the fibre not being sharp enough and causing the fibre 

to pinch together. It may also be possible that the fibre ‘rolled over’ whilst in the 

holder, causing the light that is reflected to move up and down in the y-plane and not 

be in line with the detector.  

Only the emissions from the illumination fibre were explored here. The light must also 

be detected by the detection fibre by following the reverse light path, entering though 

the side and reflecting off the cleave. Assuming an equivalent performance of the 

detection fibre, 18.1% of the incident light is transmitted back to the spectrometer for 

the 45° cleaved fibre when compared to the 90° cleaved fibre. It is also practically 

challenging to orientate the 45° cleaved fibre correctly so that the light is directed into 

the tissue. Only measurements using blue light (490 nm) were made, with a single 

broadband LED or multiple narrowband LEDs being required to detect ETT 

placement. The use of a blue LED is believed to sufficiently describe a system with a 

broader LED [121,122]. Although not presented, the light being reflected 

perpendicular to the sensor patch and detected by the other cleaved fibre was enough 

to distinguish the tissues based on simple tests with an appropriate high-powered 

broadband LED on ex-vivo samples and a finger. 

3.3 Fibre Separation 
An ETT placement sensor could have several fibres and fibre arrangements. Therefore, 

it is important to understand how the separation between the illumination fibre and the 

detection fibre will affect the results. Typical separations for pulse oximetry range 

between 3 and 6 mm [123], with smaller separations giving a higher optical power 

detected and larger distances penetrating the tissue deeper and coupling with more 

blood. Therefore, a balance between these two factors is required to achieve a high 

signal-to-noise ratio. 

3.3.1 Experimental 
To determine the range of appropriate separations an experiment was designed where 

6 optical fibres (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model 

DB-500) with a core refractive index of 1.49 and diameter 500 𝜇𝑚 were cleaved at 

45°, as described in Section 3.2, and placed into a hollowed out ribbon cable (Fig. 

3.7). The ribbon cable provided consistent increments in separation whilst protecting 
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most of the length of the fibre from direct DC shunting. However, the tip of the fibre 

must be exposed for the length of the cleave to ensure that light is not attenuated by 

the ribbon cable jacket. 

 

Fig. 3.7: Cleaved optical fibres placed into a hollowed-out ribbon cable.  

Each fibre was separated by 1.27 mm from the next, with the first (brown jacket) acting 

as the detection fibre which was connected to the spectrometer. Each fibre (red, 

orange, yellow, green, and blue) was then sequentially connected to the halogen light 

source. The sensor was then placed into an ex-vivo porcine trachea 10 times for each 

separation distance. Dark and white references were obtained by covering the sensor 

with a dark felt and turning off the light source and then turning the light source back 

on and placing the sensor against a white diffuse reflectance standard (two-part epoxy, 

Permabond, model ET5143). The referencing with a white standard was performed 

during pre-processing by the OceanView software, giving a reflectance percentage.  

 

Fig. 3.8: Measured reflectance spectra for 45° cleaved fibres in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region 

with varying illumination and detection fibre distance (d). The individual repeats are shown as faint 

lines with the average of each 10 repeats shown as thicker lines. 

As the separation between the illumination and detection fibres is reduced (fibres 

brought closer together) a higher optical power is received after interaction with the 

tissues. However, increasing the separation causes light that has penetrated deeper into 

the tissues to be detected [123, 124], with this also being a wavelength-dependent 

effect [125], as lower energy (longer wavelength) photons can penetrate the tissue 

further. Therefore, it is important to understand how the wavelength region containing 

the absorption feature of OHb (530 - 590 nm) interacts with tissues and varying 

separation distances. At an integration time of 500 ms, approximately 40% of the light 
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is detected by the detection fibre at a separation of 1.27 mm when compared to the 

white reference standard, with this reducing to 14, 4, 1, and 0.5% for increasing 

separation (2.54, 3.81, 5.08, and 6.35mm, respectively).  

 

Fig. 3.9: Normalized reflectance spectra for 45° cleaved fibres in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region 

with varying illumination and detection fibre separation - d.  

By normalizing each of the spectra at the central peak of the OHb absorption 

characteristic (561 nm), a direct comparison can be made (Fig. 3.9). Observationally, 

the characteristic spectral features can be recognised in the first three separations 

(1.27, 2.54, and 3.81 mm), with the light levels being too low in the last two 

measurements (5.08 and 6.35 mm), resulting in a signal dominated by noise. 

Furthermore, the separation of 1.27 mm produces the smallest amount of relative OHb 

absorption at the characteristic wavelengths (543 and 578 nm), implying that the 

penetration depth of the light is such that it interacts with less OHb.  

Table 3.1: Normalized reflectance variation at the characteristic wavelength of OHb with varying 

illumination and detection fibre separation, with errors on the normalized reflectance originating from 

the standard deviation on repeats. 

Separation (mm) Wavelength (nm) Normalized reflectance 

1.27 543  0.954 ± 0.008 

2.54 543 0.85 ± 0.03 

3.81 543 0.844 ± 0.001 

1.27 578 0.941 ± 0.008 

2.54 578 0.88 ± 0.05 

3.81 578 0.94 ± 0.02 

 

A smaller normalized reflectance (more absorption) at the characteristic wavelengths 

(543 and 578 nm) results in data that will be better distinguished from its oesophageal 

counterparts (Table 3.1). Therefore, fibre separations between 1.27 and 3.81 mm result 

in tracheal spectra with enough OHb absorption so that the feature can be recognised. 

However, the use of a light source with a higher optical power in the relevant region, 

increasing the integration time, a more sensitive spectrometer, and a superior sensor 

design allows more light to be directed into the tissue and detected, which may 

increase this range. Furthermore, due to the limited separations measured, the actual 
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range will extend lower than 1.27 mm and higher than 3.81 mm, with a smaller 

separation explored in Section 3.6, as this allows for a more compact sensor. 

3.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 
A simulation using MCmatlab [126] was used to model light propagation through the 

tissues of the trachea and oesophagus at varying fibre separations. A 3D voxel space 

was generated for both organs (Fig. 3.10) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.10: 3D model of the (a) trachea and (b) oesophagus. 

The optical properties [127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132] and thicknesses [133, 134, 135, 

136] of the tissue layers in Table 3.2 were collated from a variety of references. The 

individual optical properties of the layers of the mucosa could not be found at relevant 

wavelengths. Therefore, the average optical properties of mucosal tissue were applied 

over all mucosal layers for both organs. 

Table 3.2: Optical properties and thicknesses of the tissue layers of the trachea and oesophagus. 

Tissue 

Layer 

Thickness 

(𝝁𝒎)  

Absorption 

coefficient 

𝝁𝒂 (𝒄𝒎−𝟏) 

Scattering 

coefficient 

𝝁𝑺 (𝒄𝒎−𝟏) 

g-

factor 

T
ra

ch
ea

 

Epithelium 50 3.4 381 0.8 

Lamina Propria 270 3.4 381 0.8 

Submucosa 120 2.4 290 0.9 

Hyaline Cartilage 1000 1.1 453 0.9 

Submucosa 120 2.4 290 0.8 

Adventitia 1570 2.2 330 0.9 

O
es

o
p

h
a
g
u

s 

Epithelium 780 3.4 381 0.8 

Lamina Propria 270 3.4 381 0.8 

Muscularis Mucosa 78 3.4 381 0.8 

Submucosa 500 2.4 290 0.9 

Muscularis Externa 1680 1.1 111 0.9 

(a) (b) 
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Excitation light at 560 nm was modelled from an illumination fibre. This was then 

simulated to enter the tissues from their surfaces. The light was then received by a 

detection fibre in the same x and z position, whilst varying the position of the y-axis 

(changing only fibre separation). Light emission was from an ideal 250 𝜇𝑚 optical 

fibre, whilst detection was from an ideal 500 𝜇𝑚 optical fibre with an NA of 0.5. The 

total number of photons used in each Monte Carlo simulation was 5 × 108 (Fig. 3.11).  
 

 

Fig. 3.11: Fluence rate of all simulated photons propagated from the tip of an optical fibre into an 

oesophagus. 

To determine the average penetration depth of the detectable photons, only the photons 

that were collected by the detection fibre were used to calculate a mean depth of 

penetration for both the trachea and oesophagus (Fig. 3.12). The simulation was 

repeated 5 times and the means and standard deviations were recorded.  
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Fig. 3.12: (a) Trachea (b) Oesophagus. Fluence rate of only the photons collected by the detection 

fibre at a separation distance from the emission fibre of 0.875 mm.  

The simulation does not model all of the optical properties or shapes of the tissues. 

For example, the partially keratinised squamous epithelium of the oesophagus, along 

with its folded shape makes it more difficult for light to penetrate the tissue. 

Furthermore, the complex structures of the various physiological features, such as the 

cell wall composition, glands and ducts are not modelled, which will play a significant 

role in how light is propagated through the tissues. Therefore, average absorption and 

scattering coefficients were used in place and formed a more ‘generic’ tissue. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 3.13: Mean penetration depth of the simulated photons that were collected by a detection fibre in 

a trachea (blue) and oesophagus (red) model. The error bars in the penetration depth are from the 

standard deviation on 5 repeat simulations. There error bars on the fibre separations are from the 

number of pixels used in the 3D voxel models. 

This simulation suggests that it is the proximity of the submucosa to the surface of the 

tissue that is the dominant effect in detecting the OHb absorption feature in the tracheal 

spectra. The highly reflective cartilage may also work to scatter and reflect more of 

the light through the upper submucosa of the trachea, whereas the light is mostly 

absorbed by the mucosa in the oesophagus. The mucosa is less vascularised than the 

submucosa and contains smaller blood vessels carrying less oxygenated blood. The 

penetration depth of the trachea is consistently higher than the penetration depth of the 

oesophagus (Fig. 3.13). This is believed to originate from the highly scattering 

cartilage layer causing photons to be reflected through the submucosa, but also to 

penetrate deeper. 

The minimum mean penetration depth of the collected photons in the trachea was 

found to be 500 ± 20 𝜇𝑚 at a fibre separation of 0.5 mm. The maximum penetration 

for the oesophagus was found to be 950 ± 60 𝜇𝑚 at a 3 mm separation. All simulated 

fibre separations tested (0.5 to 3 mm) allow detection of photons that have penetrated 

the submucosa of the trachea, but not the oesophagus. Therefore, a fibre separation 

should be chosen within this range to minimise total sensor size. 

3.4 Sensor Design 
Several sensor designs were conceptualised with some of these being manufactured 

through 3D printing and then tested. Initially, a simple two-fibre design is described 

with this progressing into three-fibres. The manufacturing capabilities of Bluefrog 

Design (Leicester, UK) were then enlisted to manufacture a metal mould to improve 

the consistency and ease of production of the sensors. Finally, smaller changes to the 

design to produce a biocompatible sensor with improved performance were made, 

with an introduction to the use of ‘J-shape’ fibres to increase the optical output of the 

sensor. The following sections focus on the design aspect of the sensors.  
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3.4.1 Two-Fibre Rectangle 
A sensor was designed that utilised the property of a 45° cleaved fibre to reflect light 

perpendicularly to the fibre axis (Section 3.2). The fibres are behind each other in Fig. 

3.14a and Fig. 3.14b. The detection fibre functions in a similar fashion to the emission 

fibre, where light follows the reverse path; entering through the side and reflecting off 

the cleave into the fibre core. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.14: A 45° cleaved fibre in a patch showing how light is emitted perpendicular to the fibre axis 

and the patch face (sensor dimension 6 × 4 × 1 mm). (a) Front view. (b) Back view. 

This two-fibre sensor mould was designed on TinkerCad (tinkercad.com), a web app 

for 3D design (Fig. 3.15). The sensor mould dimensions were 6×4×1 mm with two 

long channels for the length of the fibre to sit in during casting (22×0.7×0.7 mm). A 

cavity behind the sensor head (4×4×4 mm) is designed to be filled with a soft 

malleable material such as Blu-Tack® to aid in the demoulding process. The 

separation between the fibres was 1.5 mm, which is on the lower end of the optimal 

separation described in Section 3.3 but produces a compact sensor, with the option to 

increase or decrease this separation depending on the depth of the absorption features 

of OHb in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region. The mould dimensions could be 

decreased further as the tips of the fibres were placed approximately halfway into the 

sensor cavity, with a gap remaining on either side of the fibres. However, the size was 

chosen for the stability of the sensor at this stage and could be reduced in future 

(a) 

(b) 
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iterations. Furthermore, the choice of epoxy will affect the coupling efficiency in the 

45° sensor design as light propagates from the side of the fibre through the epoxy.  
 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.15: 3D model of a mould used to form a two-fibre patch (sensor dimension 6 × 4 × 1 mm). 

The mould was produced using a 3D printer (Creality, model Ender-3 Pro) with a 

quoted printing precision of ±0.1 mm. The plastic mould formed was of the correct 

shape and dimensions with the resolution being sufficient to print a sensor of this size 

(Fig. 3.16a). However, the channels where the fibres were to be laid occasionally had 

the joint covered with plastic due to their small size. Therefore, the channels had to be 

cleared using a metal file. The mould was sprayed with two coats of PTFE mould 

release spray (Rocol, aerosol mould release 400ml) to aid in demoulding. The fibres 

were placed into the channels such that their tips were approximately halfway into the 

sensor mould cavity. The positions of the cleaved fibres were verified with a 

compound microscope to ensure the cleave was orientated so the light reflects from 

the tip of the fibre and out of the front of the sensor (Fig. 3.14). The fibres were held 

in place using Blu-Tack® so that they didn’t move or rotate during the filling of the 

mould. Blu-Tack® was also used to fill the void behind the sensor so that it could be 

easily demoulded by removing the Blu-Tack® and then pushing on the back of the 

sensor. Two drops of UV curable epoxy (Panacol, model Vitralit 1655) were pipetted 

into the mould (Fig. 3.16b) and then cured with a UV torch (Tattu, model UV395-

(a) 

(b) 
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U1S), emitting a power of 5W with a central wavelength of 395 nm for approximately 

20 minutes.  

 
 

  
 

Fig. 3.16: Photographs of the (a) 3D printed mould, (b) epoxy casting using the mould, (c) resulting 

sensor with optical fibres embedded in the epoxy (sensor dimension 6 × 4 × 1 mm). 

The resulting mould produced an approximately 6×4×1 mm sensor once the excess 

epoxy was removed with a handheld electric rotary tool (see Fig. 3.16c). After 

demoulding, the sensor was not of the correct dimensions and had an irregular shape 

due to the epoxy overflowing and causing bulging. Filing and polishing helped to 

refine the overall shape of the sensor. However, there was still some misshape to the 

sensor caused by the epoxy overflowing into the fibre channels during curing. In future 

fabrications with this mould, Blu-Tack® was pushed into the fibre channel where it 

connects to the sensor head. Filling the channels with Blu-Tack® made it so the epoxy 

could not flow into them, as the epoxy on the fibres was difficult to remove during the 

polishing stage.  

  
 

Fig. 3.17: Epoxy sensor highlighting the directionality of the emitted light, (a) parallel and (b) 

perpendicular (sensor dimension 6 × 4 × 1 mm). 

The sensor succeeded in emitting some of the light perpendicularly to its face (Fig. 

3.17a). However, a large amount of light was also emitted in parallel (Fig. 3.17b). It 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(a) (b) 
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should be noted that the ambient light levels of Fig. 3.17b are lower due to the 

shadowing caused by the surface used to demonstrate the directionality of the light 

emitted from the sensor. 

3.4.2 J-shape Fibres 
A large percentage of light is lost due to emissions parallel to the surface of the 45° 

cleaved fibre sensor (Sections 3.2 and 3.4.1). Furthermore, by cleaving the fibres to a 

sharp point, if the fibres become loose from the surrounding epoxy layer, they pose an 

increased likelihood of damage to the patient’s airway. Furthermore, they may damage 

the ETT if the sensor is integrated into the cuff, as this is made of a thin material which 

must remain inflated to function properly. Furthermore, producing a precision cleaved 

fibre is problematic without custom equipment, with the quality of the cleave and the 

angle of the cleave affecting the performance of the sensor. Therefore, a new method 

for launching light perpendicularly to the sensor face and into the tissues was explored.  

A possible solution for increasing the perpendicular emission of light is to coat the 45° 

cleaved fibre in a reflective material by sputtering, functioning as a mirror and 

increasing the amount of light reflected by the tip [137]. However, only the cleaved 

surface must be coated in the material so that the light can still emit from the side of 

the fibre, requiring some precision in the coating process. A simpler method is to bend 

a standard fibre (90° cleaved) so that the tip is pointing out of the sensor face, 

producing a ‘J-shape’ fibre tip (schematically shown later, see Fig. 3.24). However, 

bending the fibres at sharp angles will incur bend losses as light from the core modes 

couple to cladding modes [138,139]. Once a certain critical bend radius for the fibre 

is achieved these bending losses increase rapidly. Furthermore, bend losses increase 

more rapidly for longer wavelengths of light, introducing a wavelength dependency 

on the bend radius.  

The minimum bend radius for the optical fibres used (commercial grade 

PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500) is described on the data 

sheet as 10 mm to give a ≥ 90% transmission rate. However, exceeding the 10 mm 

bend limit may still yield enough optical power, particularly at shorter wavelengths 

such as those used to distinguish the tracheal and oesophageal tissues. A simplified 

bend loss coefficient (𝛼) at the bend of a multimode optical fibre can be found 

theoretically from the properties of the fibre [140], as shown in Eq. (3.4), 

 
𝛼 =

4𝜋𝑛1(𝜃𝑐 − 𝜃2)

𝛾
exp (−

4𝑛1𝑟

3𝛾
(𝜃𝑐

2 − 𝜃2 −
2𝑎

𝑟
)) (3.4) 

Where 𝑛1 is the refractive index of the fibre core, 𝜃𝑐 is the critical angle, 𝜃 is the angle 

of propagation of the light relative to the fibre axis, and is on average equal to 0 for a 

large diameter multimode fibre, 𝛾 is the wavelength of the light, r is the bend radius 

of the fibre, and 𝑎 is the fibre core radius.  
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Fig. 3.18: Bend loss coefficient of a PMMA multimode optical fibre with a NA of 0.5 at varying bend 

radius. 

The light is heavily attenuated at long wavelengths with decreasing bend radius (Fig. 

3.18). For a 1 mm thick sensor patch, the bend radius required for the ‘J-shape’ fibres 

is approximately 3 mm, estimated by bending the fibres into the shape and then 

measuring the radius. The bend loss coefficient is expressed in units of dB/mm, with 

losses occurring over an estimated 5 mm of bending. A 3 mm bend radius follows the 

pink line in Fig. 3.18, producing losses of less than 1 × 10−4 dB/mm over the 

wavelength region of interest (530 – 590 nm). A sharper bend could be used if 

required, theoretically down to > 1 𝑚𝑚, as the bend loss coefficient in the relevant 

wavelength  region for the fibre is below 0.7 dB/mm (green line on Fig. 3.18), which 

translates to a loss of less than 3.25 dB over an estimated effective bend length of 5 

mm (0.65 𝑑𝐵/𝑚𝑚 × 5 𝑚𝑚). The light lost at the bend is emitted parallel to the fibre 

axis and perpendicular to the tissue surface and therefore doesn’t contribute to the 

measurement of tissue reflectance. Therefore, the attenuation of light at the 

wavelength region of interest is acceptable, with only longer wavelengths being 

significantly affected (> 1200 𝑛𝑚). However, Eq. (3.4) is a simplified version which 

does not account for effects such as: the effective refractive index change of the core 

and cladding due to stresses induced by the bend; interference from reflected light 

between any core and cladding modes; and it also assumes a perfect circular bend 

where a less sharp oval type bend could be used experimentally. Furthermore, only 

the bend loss coefficient is calculated here, where the proportion of optical power loss 

(𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠) caused by the bend can be found from optical power that reaches the bend (𝑃0), 

which is given by the optical power of the light source, properties of the fibre, and 

coupling of the light with the fibre (Eq. (3.5)) [140]), 

 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
[∫ 𝑃0(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 −

𝜃𝑐

0
∫ 𝑃0(𝜃) exp(−𝛼𝑙) 𝑑𝜃

𝜃𝑓

0
]

∫ 𝑃0(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃
𝜃𝑐

0

 (3.5) 
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𝜃𝑓 = 𝜃𝑐 (1 −
2𝑎

𝑅𝜃𝑐
2

) (3.6) 

where 𝜃𝑓 is the angle at which all modes are effectively lost at the bend (Eq.(3.6)). All 

variables are the same as in Eq. (3.4), and 𝑙 is the distance of propagation around the 

bend. 

There is approximately zero bending loss for a bend radius of 3 mm or more, whereas 

the theoretical limit for the cleaved fibres was 38.1% loss (61.9% transmission, 

Section 3.2). Therefore, bending the fibre so that light emits perpendicular to the face 

of the patch will theoretically produce a higher optical power output. A bend radius of 

1 mm gives a loss of 3.25 dB (47.3% loss). 

To investigate experimentally how varying the bend radius of a plastic optical fibre 

(POF) varies the optical power lost (Fig. 3.19), 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter fibres were bent in 

increments of 1±0.25 mm from 10 mm to 1 mm. One end of the fibre (commercial 

grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500) was connected to a 

broadband LED (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model MBB1F1), which was 

connected to an LED driver (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, model LEDD1B). The 

other end of the fibre was connected to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, model 

USB2000+UV-VIS-ES). The integration time was set to 1 ms, which is considerably 

lower than for diffuse measurements as the fibre was directly coupled from the LED 

to the spectrometer and delivered a high optical power. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.19: Design of an experiment to investigate how varying fibre bend radius (r) optical power loss 

at the bend. (a) Schematic. (b) Photograph of fibre at a bend radius r = 10 mm. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The fibre was bent by drawing a circle of radius r onto paper (Fig. 3.19b) and then 

gently heating the fibre with a heat gun and bending it to the desired radius. The POF 

travelled around half the circumference (180°) of the circle, causing it to leave the 

bend in the same direction it entered (back towards the opto-electronic equipment). 

The fibre was bent whilst it was connected to the opto-electronic equipment. For each 

increment, the fibre stayed connected to the equipment to minimise the variation in 

losses at the connections. Three POFs were bent through the full range of increments 

and 100 spectra were recorded for each bend radius.  

 

Fig. 3.20: POF bent into a J-shape. The fibres would be cut at the bend for use in a sensor. The loss of 

optical power is seen as yellow light at the bend.  

Three more fibres were then bent into a J-shape without cutting them at the bend (Fig. 

3.20), and then both fibre ends were connected to the equipment so that the power loss 

for a J-shape fibre could be compared to the varying bend radius. By leaving the J-

shape fibre uncut, an upper limit on the bend losses is found, as light is lost coming 

into and out of the bend in this experiment, whereas in the sensor the light leaves the 

tip of the fibre halfway through the bend and couples with the tissue.  

 

Fig. 3.21: Average intensity spectra for the first POF with varying bend radius from a straight fibre to 

a radius of 1 mm. 
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Fig. 3.21 shows the mean of the 100 spectra measured at each bend radius for the first 

fibre. The peak light intensity decreases with decreasing bend radius. The straight fibre 

gave the highest peak intensity and each subsequent bend radius gave a lower 

intensity, with the bend radius r = 1 mm giving the lowest. The J-shape fibre (black 

line in Fig. 3.21) gave a peak intensity that is closest to a bend radius of 3 mm. 

 

Fig. 3.22: Area under the curve of the mean spectra for three fibres at each bend radius. The fitted 

curves are of an exponential form. 

The area under the average spectra for each bend radius (found from Fig. 3.21) was 

obtained, giving Fig. 3.22. The error on the bend radius was from instrument 

precisions and estimated at 0.5 mm from using a protractor and callipers. The error in 

the optical power was found from the standard deviation of the area of the 100 spectra 

measured at each bend radius and is too small to be seen in Fig. 3.22. The spectrometer 

has a varying quantum efficiency with wavelength and so the absolute optical power 

could not be acquired without calibration by an appropriate black body light source. 

Instead, the optical power in arbitrary units (a.u.) is used, allowing for comparisons 

between bend radii. A bend radius of 10 mm was when losses were first observed, and 

measurements began. However, since the straight fibre’s optical powers are 

consistently above the fitted curve at 11 mm, there were likely losses at bend radii 

higher than 10 mm. Therefore, the losses of a straight fibre are equivalent to those of 

a larger bend radius, with 12 mm having been chosen to illustrate the straight fibre as 

it best matches the fitted curve. An exponential curve was found to model the data 

well, with all three fitted curves having an R-squared of above 99%. 
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Fig. 3.23: mean area under the curve of the spectra for three fibres at each bend radius from the mean 

of the repeats in Fig. 3.22. The fitted curve is of an exponential form. 

The mean of the three repeat fibres was then calculated and is shown in Fig. 3.23. The 

error in the optical power was found from the standard deviation of the three repeats. 

Notably, the error on the smallest bend radius (1 mm) is larger than the others as 

variations in bend radius for small radii affect the optical power more. The average 

optical power of the three J-shape fibres is also shown in  

Fig. 3.23 (Black data point). A two-term exponential (Eq. (3.7)), where P is the optical 

power and r is the bend radius in mm, gives an R-squared percentage of 99.9%. 

Interestingly, a two-term exponential function better models the experimental data, 

whereas a one-term exponential is used theoretically (Eq. (3.4)) giving an R-squared 

of 88%. This is likely due to this equation being a simplified one where strains induced 

in the fibre are not accounted for and require a second term.  

 
𝑃 = 7.7 exp(0.025𝑟) − 4.1exp (−0.80𝑟) (3.7) 

Comparing the optical power of the straight fibre (1.05 ± 0.05 × 107) to the J-shaped 

fibre (0.75 ± 0.03 × 107) shows a power loss at the bend of 29 ± 2%.  

A sensor that incorporates J-shape fibres is preferred to one that incorporates 45° 

cleaved fibres. Observationally, the light produced by those sensors was much 

brighter. Furthermore, the theoretical limits for the losses of a J-shape fibre are lower 

than those of the cleaved fibres (limit of zero loss compared to 38.1%, respectively). 

Experimentally, the J-shaped fibres produced a loss of 29% compared to 81.9% for 

the cleaved fibres. Furthermore, the bend loss was measured for fibres bent through 

180°, whereas in the sensor they are bent through 90°, decreasing the bend length by 

half and decreasing losses to a projected ~15%. However, it should be noted that the 

bend losses increase exponentially with bend radius (Eq. (3.7)), and small changes to 

the bend radius below 2 mm may drastically decrease the performance of a sensor due 

to bend losses. 
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A sensor that incorporates the J-shape fibres is superior to one that uses a 45° above 

approximately 1 mm bend radius. The sensor design is conceptualised in (Fig. 3.24), 

with the detection fibre being behind the emission fibre. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.24: (a) J-shape bent emission fibre in an epoxy layer. (b) 3D rendering of the J-shape fibres in 

an epoxy layer. 

A fibre with the maximum bend radius should be used to minimise losses. Therefore, 

the fibres were bent to maximise the space inside the epoxy layer forming a J-shape. 

To achieve this, the fibres were bent under moderate heating from a heat gun so that 

they became more malleable. Initially, this was performed by hand using a piece of 

paper that had been marked with the bend shape. Performing this step by hand 

introduced some variations between sensors, with future mould designs accounting for 

this. Furthermore, the variations are less impactful than a 45° cleaved fibre that is off 

by a few degrees. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 3.25: (a) Photograph of J-shape fibre sensor being cast, (b) sensor curing with a UV torch, (c) and 

(d) showing the directionality of the light emitted is mostly perpendicular to the sensor face. 

The sensor was produced using the same mould and the same general process as 

Section 3.4.1, with the bend of the fibres now being located centrally in the sensor 

mould (Fig. 3.25a-b). It was easier to leave excess fibre after the bend that can be 

removed during the final shaping and polishing of the fibre, as opposed to bending the 

end of a fibre. The sensor produced visibly more light perpendicular to the sensor face 

when compared to its 45° cleaved counterpart (Fig. 3.25c-d).  

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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3.4.3 Three-fibre sensor 
The capabilities of a ‘smart’ ETT, one with integrated optical fibres to make 

physiological measurements could detect more than ETT placement. With little 

modification to the sensor, oxygen saturation could be measured at the tracheal level, 

as discussed in Section 5.3.1. Typically, oxygen saturation measurements (Section 

1.3.3) are made with red and infra-red light (660 and 940 nm) with few available light 

sources producing sufficient optical power in both these regions. It is also possible to 

use only 2 fibres and multiplex measurements. However, this may reduce the optical 

power due to coupling losses. Furthermore, the three-fibre design was deemed less 

complicated to implement at this stage. Therefore, a sensor was designed to 

incorporate two illumination fibres so that light could be coupled to the tissues from a 

light source in the visible region (white light) and the infrared region. A sensor design 

with two illumination fibres can therefore make both ETT placement detection and 

oxygen saturation measurements. The illumination fibre diameters were also reduced 

to compensate for the increase in the number of fibres. Decreasing the fibre diameters 

kept the sensor size to a minimum, as well as reducing the space the fibres take up 

running down the lumen of the ETT. Therefore, the illumination fibres’ diameters 

were changed from 500 to 250 𝜇𝑚 (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate 

(PMMA), Asahi, model DB-250) and a three-fibre sensor was designed. A smaller 

fibre diameter may also contribute to less optical power loss at the bend as it has a 

larger inner bend radius. 

  
 

  
 

Fig. 3.26: Concept designs for different three-fibre sensors. (a) Three-fibre rectangle sensor; (b) 

Three-fibre circular sensor. (c) Three-fibre circular sensor with a rectangular base. (d) Square patch 

that reduces overall patch dimension by reducing the length of the rectangular patch from 6 to 4 mm. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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The sensors were designed with the criteria of being compact and easily integrated 

into the ETT as described in Section 3.1. A sensor with the dimensions (6×4×1 mm) 

was conceptualised that could incorporate one J-shape 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter detection 

fibre and two J-shape 250 𝜇𝑚 diameter illumination fibres for the white (broadband) 

and infrared (IR) light (Fig. 3.26a). A circular sensor was also designed to utilise more 

of the space inside the sensor by removing the sharp edges of a rectangle (Fig. 3.26b). 

Further modifications to the design were implemented to improve the stability by 

increasing the surface area of the fibre in the epoxy. Furthermore, it was discovered 

that two separate castings were beneficial to achieving a consistent bend and stability, 

as visually the fibres were better aligned and more durable. Therefore, a sensor design 

consisting of a circular head with a rectangular base was conceptualised. Throughout 

the sensor designing process, multiple versions were formed and refined through 3D 

printed moulds with small modifications to improve the casting process and overall 

performance of the sensor, with all of them not being shown here. An example of one 

of these smaller modifications is shown in Fig. 3.26d, where the patch is made square 

to reduce its length by 2 mm and the fibres are moved away from the central axis to 

increase the separation between the detection and illumination fibres. A ‘triangular’ 

arrangement of fibres saves space and could result in a more compact sensor. 

However, arranging the fibres side-by-side was easier to manufacture at this stage. 

3.5 Sensor Placement 
There are three suitable places the sensor can be positioned on the ETT (Fig. 3.27), 

each with its advantages and disadvantages. Preliminary measurements suggest that 

diffuse reflectance can be performed from a range of distances from the surface of the 

tissue (Appendix G). Therefore, viable placements are investigated. Integrating the 

sensor inside the lumen of the ETT gives the sensor and patient the most protection. 

A thick ETT lumen separates the sensor from the tissue and provides a barrier during 

normal operation. However, if the sensor is damaged some of the materials could fall 

through the ETT lumen and be inhaled by the patient. The sensor is also separated 

from the tissue by a few millimetres depending on the exact type of ETT used [141], 

as there is an air gap between the ETT and the tissue. Furthermore, the light must 

travel through the relatively thick lumen, which attenuates it.  

The sensor's placement outside the lumen of the ETT means it is brought closer to the 

tissue and the light doesn’t have to travel through the relatively thick lumen. However, 

there is still a few millimetres gap between the sensor and the tissue at times. At other 

times, the sensor may press directly into the tissue which necessitates stricter 

biocompatibility standards.  

The third option is initially the most appealing, by integrating the sensor behind the 

cuff of the endotracheal tube the sensor and tissues are protected by the cuff. The light 

then only has to penetrate the thin material of the cuff. Furthermore, the sensor is 

brought into intimate contact with the tissue as the cuff is pressed directly into it. 

Furthermore, if the sensor was damaged and broke apart, it would remain in the cuff. 

the other capabilities of the iTraXS ETT, as discussed in Section 5.2, greatly benefit 

from integration into the cuff, especially the contact pressure sensor which would not 

be able to function in any other position. Therefore, integration into the cuff gives two 
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means of protection from inhaling the sensor: the sensor must break; and the cuff must 

break as well. However, sealing the sensor inside the cuff is the most challenging 

integration method as the fibres need to run out of it. Furthermore, the sensor must be 

small enough to not significantly alter the shape of the cuff or to apply uneven pressure 

to the trachea. It may cause harm to the patient if there is too much pressure on the 

trachea where the sensor is located, or not enough pressure to form a good seal. 

Therefore, an experiment was designed to compare the sensor positions. 

 

Fig. 3.27: Possible sensor locations for the ETT placement sensor. 

A size 8 Mallinckrodt ETT (Covidien, model 107-80) with a high volume, low 

pressure (HVLP) cuff made from polyvinylchloride (PVC) was used. Sensor 

placement was determined before the metal moulds were manufactured. Therefore, a 

two-fibre rectangle sensor containing J-shape fibres was fabricated using a 3D printed 

mould (Section 3.4.1). A 3D-printed mould was used for convenience at this stage. 

Two PMMA fibres with a 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter and a separation of 1.5 mm were used. 

The epoxy layer was made from UV-curable epoxy (Panacol, model Vitralit 1655). 

The sensor was attached in three positions and swapped sequentially after 

measurements: inside the ETT lumen; outside the ETT lumen; and behind the ETT 

cuff. The sensor was attached to the ETT, each time using a drop of UV curable epoxy 

(Fig. 3.28). The cuff was resealed using insulation tape so that it could maintain 

pressure. The tube was also covered with a transparent medical sensor sleeve (Pegasus 

Surgi Safe Tubing Sleeve small (18″×" 1.75″), Dental Sky, model 50-137) so that the 

sleeve could be replaced between measurements. This ensured the sensor and ETT 

remained clean from fluids that could affect different measurements. A new light 

source is used here, selected for its high optical output in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength 

region and fibre coupling capabilities. The light source used was a broadband LED 

with a wavelength range of 470 - 850 nm (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model 

MBB1F1). The LED driver was set to deliver a drive current of 500 mA with a current 
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ripple of 8 mA (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, model LEDD1B). The detection fibre 

was coupled to the same UV-visible spectrometer as used previously (Ocean Optics, 

model USB2000+UV-VIS-ES). 

   
 

 
 

Fig. 3.28: Two-fibre sensor integrated into the (a) inside lumen (b) outside lumen, and (c) behind cuff 

of an ETT. 

The ETT with integrated sensor (Fig. 3.28) was covered by a transparent sensor sleeve 

and then light and dark references were taken before measurements began. The ETT 

with the integrated sensor was then placed through the larynx of an ex-vivo porcine 

sample and into the top of the trachea (Fig. 3.29). The sensor was repositioned in the 

trachea 20 times by moving the ETT deeper into the trachea and rotating it in a 

spiralling motion, ensuring that different depths in the sample and different 

orientations were measured. The ETT was then removed from the sample, the sleeve 

replaced, and the tube moved into the oesophagus. The same motion of a downward 

spiral was used in the oesophagus to obtain 20 more spectra. The sensor was then 

moved to the next position on the ETT and measurements were repeated. There were 

two sets of measurements when the sensor was in the cuff of the ETT. One set was 

made when the cuff was fully deflated, as the cuff is during intubation (0.0 ± 0.1 

cmH2O). The second set was when the cuff had been inflated to a typical cuff pressure, 

as if during normal ventilation (25.0 ± 0.1 cmH2O). The pressure was measured by 

an inline manometer. A total of 40 measurements for each sensor position were made 

(20 for the trachea and 20 for the oesophagus). 

(b) (a) 

(c) 
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Fig. 3.29: Porcine sample with the ETT placement sensor integrated into the cuff of the ETT and then 

placed into the trachea. 

The spectra were normalized at a single wavelength of 530 nm. The spectra when the 

ETT placement sensor was at different ETT locations can be seen in Fig. 3.30. 

Qualitatively, the tracheal spectra when the sensor was positioned in the lumen (Fig. 

3.30a) do not provide a strong trough-peak-trough reflectance typical of the OHb 

absorption characteristic when taking measurements in the trachea. Furthermore, the 

signal contains more noise than the other measurements. This noise is caused by the 

distance from the tissue as well as the lumen material attenuating the signal such that 

less light is detected by the detection fibre giving a smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

The tracheal spectra when the sensor was outside the lumen and behind the cuff for 

both the inflated and deflated measurements (Fig. 3.30b-d) all give spectra where the 

characteristic is visible. Interestingly, the oesophageal spectra contain some 

absorption in the second trough position (578 nm), which is more pronounced when 

the sensor is behind the inflated cuff. This implies some OHb is being accessed when 

the sensor is behind the cuff and pressed into the tissue slightly when it is inflated in 

the oesophagus, although much less than for the trachea. 
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Fig. 3.30: Normalized reflectance spectra for an ex-vivo porcine trachea (blue) and oesophagus (red) 

when the ETT placement sensor is integrated (a,e) inside the ETT lumen, (b,f) outside the ETT lumen, 

(c,g) behind a deflated cuff, and (d,h) behind an inflated cuff. The thinner lines on each figure are the 

individual measurements and the thicker line is the average of the repeats.  
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The relative depth of the troughs in the absorption characteristic can be expressed by 

taking a ratio between the reflectance at 543 nm (𝑅543) and the central peak at 561 nm 

(𝑅561) giving the first ratio (𝑅1), whereas the second ratio 𝑅2 includes the second 

trough at 578 nm (𝑅578). 

  

𝑅1 =
𝑅543

𝑅561
 

 

(3.8) 

  

𝑅2 =
𝑅578

𝑅561
 

 

 

(3.9) 

Therefore, a comparison can be performed by comparing the relative depth of each of 

the troughs expressed in the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 (Fig. 3.31). 

   

   

Fig. 3.31: Boxplots of the ratios 𝑅1 (Eq. (3.8)) and 𝑅2 (Eq. (3.9))) for the ETT placement sensor in an 

ex-vivo porcine trachea (Trach) and oesophagus (Oeso), when the sensor is positioned (a) inside the 

lumen, (b) outside the lumen, (c) behind a deflated cuff, and (d), behind an inflated cuff. The 

statistical significance of a t-test is denoted by an asterisk, with n.s denoting the results not being 

statistically significant, * symbolises p < 0.05, and *** represents p < 0.001. 

The ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 compare the depth of the troughs relative to the central peak. 

Therefore, a value of 1 in Fig. 3.31 corresponds to reflectance at a wavelength of 543 

or 578 nm which is equal to that of 561 nm. A value greater than 1 corresponds to an 

increase in reflectance (reflectance is above the central peak) and a value less than 1 

corresponds to a decrease in reflectance (reflectance is below the central peak). The 

Cuff 

Deflated 

Cuff 

Inflated 

Inside 

Lumen 

Outside 

Lumen 
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(d) (c) 
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inside lumen poorly differentiates the trachea and oesophagus as the two ratios are not 

different (Fig. 3.31a). All other sensor positions (Fig. 3.31b-d) produce ratios that have 

different values when considering the median and interquartile range. The inflated and 

deflated cuff gave the largest separation in reflectance ratios between the two tissues. 

Therefore, the sensor can perform well if it’s located outside the lumen of the ETT but 

is unlikely to function as intended with a similar system if it was located inside the 

lumen. The best performance is achieved when the sensor is behind the cuff of the 

ETT, with this becoming more appealing due to the cuff protecting the tissue and 

sensor from each other by providing a protective barrier. The sensor performing well 

in the cuff is unsurprising as it is brought into intimate contact with the tissue, with 

only a thin transparent cuff to attenuate the light. Therefore, integrating the sensor 

behind the cuff will be the preferred method.   

3.6 Sensor Manufacture 

3.6.1 Fabrication 
To produce a sensor that is easier to manufacture and more consistent, a collaboration 

with Bluefrog Design (Leicester) was formed. Their expertise in manufacturing and 

design solutions allowed the production of high-quality metal sensor moulds from 

design specifications based on the three-fibre circular sensor with a rectangular base 

(Section 3.4.3). The mould was manufactured with a precision computerized 

numerical control (CNC) machine and the dimensions were reduced to 4.5 × 4 × 1 

mm. A flowchart giving an overview of the sensor fabrication process is found in Fig. 

3.32, with a detailed description of each step in Fig. 3.33 - Fig. 3.35. 
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Fig. 3.32: 3D rendering of step-by-step sensor formation made by Bluefrog Design with a photograph 

of the finished sensor. 

The base mould (Fig. 3.33) was first sprayed with two coats of PTFE mould release 

to aid in demoulding. A 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter fibre was placed through the central channel 

in the base mould (Fig. 3.33). A 250 𝜇𝑚 diameter fibre was placed either side of the 

central fibre and separated by 1.75 mm from each other (0.875 mm from the detection 

fibre). A separation of 0.875 mm is lower than those explored in Section 3.3. However, 

preliminary measurements demonstrated the presence of the OHb characteristic 

spectral feature with a broadband LED, whilst minimising the size of the sensor and 

decreasing the impact to the normal function of an ETT. The circular mould cavity 

was 4 mm in diameter and 1 mm in depth. The base mould also had channels for each 

of the fibres to lay in after they had been bent (top of the mould on Fig. 3.33). The 

fibres were coated in a black pigment. The base mould had M4 threaded bolt holes to 

attach subsequent mould parts to the base and 4 risen guides that matched a negative 

shape in the top mould for more precise alignment.  
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Fig. 3.33: Base mould for positioning the fibres in a circular cavity. 

The epoxy was then pipetted into the mould cavity and the circular sensor was left to 

cure (Fig. 3.34a). By curing the mould in two parts the fibres did not move during the 

bending process, resulting in more consistent sensors. The bending bar was then 

placed behind the fibres and secured with M4 bolts (Fig. 3.34b). The fibres were then 

bent under moderate heating provided by a heat gun, with the bending bar providing 

a more consistent bend. The fibres were then placed into the fibre channels and held 

in place with the bending clamp. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.34: Base sensor mould with (a) epoxy-filled cavity and (b) fibres bent and then clamped into 

position. 

The top mould (Fig. 3.35a) had a cavity with a circular top and rectangular base and 

was also filled with epoxy. The top mould was then placed onto the bottom mould 

(a) 

(b) 

10 mm 

10 mm 

10 mm 
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using the guide holes and then secured using M4 bolts. The epoxy was cured with the 

mould on its side so that the epoxy settled into the mould and didn’t flow out. Once 

the epoxy was cured the top mould was removed from the base and then the sensor 

was demoulded by gently leveraging it out. The excess fibres were then trimmed, and 

the sensor filed to give its final shape. The sensor face was then polished using fibre 

optic polishing paper in decreasing coarseness. The final sensor dimensions were 

4.5 × 4 × 1 mm (Fig. 3.32).  

  
 

Fig. 3.35: (a) Top sensor mould and (b) combined moulds. 

3.6.2 Modifications 
To determine the final fibre separations, three metal moulds were fabricated by 

Bluefrog Design (Section 3.5) with a separation between an illumination fibre and the 

detection fibre of 1.375, 1.125, and 0.875 mm (centre-to-centre of fibre). Each of the 

sensors was connected to the broadband LED, IR LED and spectrometer (Ocean 

Optics, model OCEAN-HDX-XR) set to an integration time of 30 ms and then placed 

on the fingertip of a volunteer (Fig. 3.36). 

       
 

Fig. 3.36: Three sensors manufactured with metal moulds using a fibre separation of (a) 1.375 mm, 

(b) 1.125 mm, and (c) 0.875 mm. 

(a) (b) 

10 mm 10 mm 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Fig. 3.37: Intensity of light detected by the detection fibre from the two illumination fibres at 

separations of 1.375 mm (black), 1.125 mm (blue), and 0.875 mm (red). 

Only a small change in the optical power for three separations can be seen in Fig. 3.37. 

Furthermore, the absorption characteristic features in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength 

range are present for all three separations. Therefore, these preliminary data suggest 

that a separation of 0.875 mm (centre-to-centre of fibres) is acceptable and will be 

used for future fabrications as this was the most compact sensor. Preliminary 

measurements on an oesophageal sample showed a similar presence of the OHb 

absorption feature on the range of separations measured. 

Another area for improvement in the design is the choice of epoxy in which the fibres 

are embedded. A transparent epoxy allows more light to couple directly between the 

illumination and detection fibre. This DC light suppresses the absorption features 

being measured. Some of the light will be absorbed by the black pigment coating 

whilst some will still make it directly into the detection fibre. Previously, a UV-curable 

optical epoxy (Panacol, model Vitralit 1655) was used. A transparent epoxy was only 

beneficial with the 45° cleaved fibres (Section 3.4.1), as the light couples through the 

epoxy layer due to the side of the fibre not being perfectly in line with the face. 

Polishing the face of the sensor so that the side of the fibre is in line with it is 

impractical as removing too much material could damage the cladding of the fibre. 

Furthermore, the side of the fibre must be exposed to give the maximum optical power 

output. However, using J-shape fibres (Section 3.4.2) means that the fibre tip is 

perpendicular to the face of the sensor and the light does not have to travel through the 

epoxy layer. Therefore, the sensor can be filed and polished with the core of the fibre 

always being in line with the sensor face, so the epoxy can be non-transparent. 

Therefore, a non-transparent food grade (FDA compliant) epoxy was chosen (two-part 

epoxy, Permabond, model ET5143). Although this epoxy is temperature cured 

(approximately 3 hrs at 55℃) and takes significantly longer than the UV-curable 
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epoxy (30 minutes with a UV torch), its biocompatibility, opaqueness, and strength, 

make it the epoxy of choice (Fig. 3.38).  

       
 

Fig. 3.38: Photographs of a sensor made with (a) a transparent UV curable epoxy (Panacol, model 

Vitralit 1655), (b) a non-transparent temperature curable epoxy (two-part epoxy, Permabond, model 

ET5143). (c) shows the non-transparent epoxy being mixed for use. 

Fig. 3.39 was provided from research performed in parallel by Chenyang He [142], a 

collaborator on the iTraXS project and a member of the Optics and Photonics research 

group at The University of Nottingham. They compared the use of an epoxy layer 

made from a transparent and non-transparent epoxy used to fabricate the sensor 

described in Section 3.6.1. The sensor was placed between the cuffs of a double-cuff 

ETT and then a finger was placed on the sensor.  

  
 

  

Fig. 3.39: Comparison of a sensor manufactured with (a), (b) transparent epoxy, and (c), (d) non-

transparent epoxy. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (c) 

(b) (a) 
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Close to zero light intensity can be seen in Fig. 3.39c when a non-transparent epoxy is 

used in the manufacturing process and the finger is off the sensor (black line). There 

is a higher light intensity (approximately 300 counts at the peak) when a transparent 

epoxy is used (black line Fig. 3.39a). Furthermore, there is a higher light intensity 

when the finger is on the sensor when comparing the non-transparent epoxy to the 

transparent epoxy (approximately 6200 compared to 5250 peak intensity counts). 

Therefore, it was concluded that the non-transparent epoxy better shields the detection 

fibre from the illumination fibres and makes the light more directional so that a higher 

optical power can interact with the tissue instead of being dispersed. This is 

highlighted further by comparing Fig. 3.39b and  Fig. 3.39d, where the non-transparent 

epoxy causes the ETT cuff to glow as the light is scattered more by the cuff material.  

A flexible fibre is crucial for a sensor that is robust enough to handle being integrated 

into an ETT and used for intubation where bending and strains are unavoidable. 

Therefore, a plastic optical fibre (POF) is advantageous over a silica optical fibre due 

to having high elastic strain limits, bending flexibility, and fracture resistance [143]. 

Furthermore, the POFs can simply be bent in a J-shape to launch light perpendicularly 

to the sensor face and into the tissue where a silica fibre would break. However, one 

of the major downsides of POFs is their high signal attenuation and dispersion when 

compared to silica. For example, a 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter POF (commercial grade 

PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500) has a quoted attenuation of 

160 dB/km at 650 nm, whereas a comparable silica optical fibre may have an 

attenuation of a few dB/km [144,145]. This can be seen by POFs ‘glowing’ as light 

propagates (Fig. 3.40). This difference is normally not of great concern as the lengths 

of optical fibres used are no greater than 2 m, giving a maximum nominal attenuation 

of 0.32 dB. However, if light escapes through the cladding of the optical fibre then the 

light will also be able to enter through the cladding by following the reverse path. With 

very small optical powers, especially like those travelling through the detection leg of 

the opto-electronic units, ambient light from places such as a well-lit hospital room 

could interfere with measurements. There is also coupling between the fibres 

throughout their lengths. A relatively large amount of DC ambient light could suppress 

the features in the reflectance spectra. Varying light levels could also result in DC 

shifts in the spectra during measurements which confounds them. One solution is to 

use commercial POFs with a jacket, but appropriate solutions are scarce and 

expensive. A black pigment coating of the POFs was chosen as a preferable solution 

as it is much thinner than a commercial jacket, allowing the fibres to be more flexible 

and to be coated up to their tips, whereas a jacketed fibre has to be stripped near the 

tip to achieve the J-shape bend. The black pigment used was an aqueous-based ink 

containing acrylic resins (sprayable black backing, LCR Hallcrest, model SPBB), 

chosen for its thin consistency, adhesion to the fibres, and non-transparent qualities.  
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Fig. 3.40: Example of ‘glowing’ optical fibre as light from an LED is coupled to it, demonstrating a 

high loss of optical power through the cladding of plastic optical fibres. 

Initially, the pigment was deposited on the fibre by using a gloved hand to coat it, 

which proved time-consuming and inconsistent. Therefore a ‘production line’ was 

built to aid in the coating (Fig. 3.41a). The uncoated fibre is pulled through a coating 

pipette where a thin layer of pigment is deposited onto it. The drying process is then 

sped up as it passes by a coating dryer which blows warm air over it, before being 

wound on a cardboard tube for later use. The coating pipette (Fig. 3.41b) is the tip of 

an electronic pipette that has been filled with the black pigment and then had its end 

cut so that it is slightly bigger than the diameter of the fibre so that a thin coating is 

deposited on the fibre.  

 
 

 

Fig. 3.41: (a) ‘production line’ for consistently coating large lengths of optical fibre, and (b) close-up 

of coating pipette used to coat fibres. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The fibres can then be cut to the desired length when needed (Fig. 3.42), with the 

pigment on the tips removed easily with isopropanol alcohol (IPA) solution if an 

uncoated end is required to fit inside any opto-electronic units and connectors. The 

consistency of the coating process along the length of the fibre was verified by shining 

light through the fibre and observing if any light could escape. 

 

Fig. 3.42: Black pigment-coated optical fibres fabricated using the “production line” process of Fig. 

3.41. 

Fig. 3.43 was again provided by Chenyang He and performed in parallel to this 

research. The experiment compared a sensor manufactured by the process described 

in Section 3.6.1, with uncoated fibres and fibres coated in the black pigment. 

Measurements were made when a volunteer’s finger was on and off the sensor. 
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Fig. 3.43: Spectra comparing coated (red lines) and uncoated (black lines) sensors when a finger is on 

(squares) and off (no squares inside inset plot) the sensor. 

The coated fibres when the finger is off the sensor (black line on Fig. 3.43) show close 

to zero light intensity, whereas the uncoated fibres (red line) show a light intensity 

with a peak at approximately 550 counts. Interestingly, the light intensity when the 

finger is on the sensor for the coated fibres (black line with squares) is higher than the 

uncoated fibres (red line with squares). This may be caused by the black pigment 

reflecting some of the light back into the fibre through the cladding when it would 

otherwise be dispersed. This is beneficial as a higher optical power is emitted from the 

tip and interacts with the tissue. Although the pigment is black and absorbs visible 

light it may still be possible as it reflects a small amount of optical power. A white 

coating would reflect the light better than a black coating and may contribute to 

increased transmitted optical power. However, a suitable non-transparent pigment 

could not be found, so ambient light could still affect measurements. However, there 

could also be other factors affecting the DC light levels such as the quality of the fibre 

tip surface and connections. Chenyang He found significant improvements in the 

quality of the perfusion measurements with coated fibres compared to uncoated fibres 

in his research. Therefore, it was concluded that coating the fibres produces less direct 

light coupling between the fibres and shields them from ambient light conditions and 

is used as part of the fabrication process moving forward.  

3.7 Discussion 
An ETT placement sensor (Fig. 3.44) has been designed with the criteria described in 

Section 3.4 and from the knowledge gained from the first animal study (Section 5.3.3). 

A summary table of the final sensor design at this stage can be seen in Table 3.3, with 

a photograph of the chosen optimised sensor design in Fig. 3.44.  
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Table 3.3: Summary of the ETT placement sensor specifications with the chosen design shown in 

green and the tested and unchosen design in red. 

 
Design 

specification  
Advantages Disadvantages 

Position 

on ETT 

Between cuffs 

• Protected 

• Intimate contact 

with tissue 

• Varying pressure 

• Difficult to 

manufacture 

Inside Lumen • Protected 
• Non-intimate contact 

with tissue 

Outside Lumen • Proximal to tissue • Unprotected 

Number of 

sensors 

3 
• More measurement 

positions 
• Higher cost 

2 
• Lower cost 

• Limited measurement 

positions 
1 

Sensor 

shape 

Circular with a 

rectangular base 

(4.5 × 4 × 1 

mm) 

• Compact 

• Softer edges 

• Large contact area 

with fibre 

• Small fibre separation 

Larger/square/ 

rectangular 
• Larger fibre 

separation 
• Pronounced edges 

Fibre type PMMA 
• Cheap 

• Flexible 
• High attenuations 

Fibre 

diameter 

1 × 500 𝜇𝑚 

2 × 250 𝜇𝑚 

• Smaller fibre 

bundle  

• Pulse oximetry 

capable 

• Lower optical power 

output 

3 × 500 𝜇𝑚 
• More optical 

power 
• Larger fibre bundle 

Fibre tip 

J-shape 

• Higher optical 

power 

• More repeatable 

• Thicker sensor 

• Difficult to 

manufacture 

45° cleaved • Thinner sensor • Less optical power 

Fibre 

separation 

0.875 mm • Compact sensor  
• Below optimal 

spacing 

1.125 mm • Closer to optimal 

spacing 
• Less compact sensor 

1.375 mm 

Number of 

fibres 

3 
• 2 LEDs can 

perform pulse 

oximetry 

• More fibres 

2 • Less fibre 
• Difficult to perform 

pulse oximetry 

Epoxy 

type 

Non-transparent • Less DC shunting 
• Requires J-shape 

fibres 

Transparent • Can use 45° fibres • DC shunting 

Coated 

fibres 

Coated • Less DC shunting 
• Extra manufacturing 

cost 

Uncoated 
• Lower 

manufacturing cost 
• DC shunting 
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The optimal placement for the sensor is in the cuff of the ETT. Attaching the sensor 

to the outside of the lumen of ETT is a viable alternative as it produces spectra with 

the OHb absorption characteristic present. However, more intimate contact is achieved 

by placing the sensors in the cuff, outperforming the other positions. The protection 

provided to the patient and the sensor makes this option preferable. Furthermore, the 

contact pressure sensing capabilities of iTraXS rely upon the sensor being in the cuff. 

However, a varying cuff pressure could introduce a varying spectrum. 

 

Fig. 3.44: Final sensor design with dimensions in mm. 

The best performance was with the mid-range detection-illumination fibre separation 

(2.54 mm, Section 3.3), although the OHb absorption characteristic was still present 

at the minimum separation measured of 1.27 mm. However, to produce a more 

compact sensor this was reduced further to 0.875 mm. A larger separation would be 

preferable, although this compromise was made because of concerns over the size of 

the sensor in the cuff. This separation still produced tracheal spectra where the spectral 

characteristic features were present. Furthermore, a simulation demonstrated a range 

of acceptable separations of 0.5 to 3 mm. This allows for an extremely compact sensor 

(4.5 × 4 × 1 mm). 
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The chosen method for directing light in and out of the front of the sensor is bending 

the fibres into a J-shape. A viable alternative method is to cleave them at 45°. 

Observationally, the sensor made from bent fibres had more light coming out from the 

front and was a clear choice. Bending the fibres is also easier to perform repeatably, 

with the cleave angle being more difficult to control during manufacturing. Achieving 

a good cleave surface also proved more difficult with POFs, as inspection under a 

microscope often revealed an uneven surface. Angle polishing is an alternative method 

for achieving a cleaved surface, although PMMA fibres can melt and deform from the 

heat generated by polishing. Theoretically, there is zero light loss in the 530 – 590 nm 

wavelength region when a bend angle above 3 mm is used, with bend angles above 

approximately 1 mm being comparable to the theoretical limit of the cleaved fibres 

(Sections 3.2 and 3.4.2). However, experimentally, it was found that bending the fibres 

also produced a light loss. This is likely caused by stress-induced damage to the bend 

site, not accounted for by the model used (Eq. (3.4)). Furthermore, during initial 

fabrications by hand, and the fibres being somewhat elastic (PMMA has a Young’s 

modulus of 2.9 GPa), they may have been ‘over bent’ so they relaxed to the correct 

bend radius to fit inside epoxy. This overbending could have potentially damaged the 

fibres, with later sensor mould versions accounting for this by implementing a bending 

rod during senor manufacture, which allowed consistent bending to the required bend 

radius. 

Due to the fibres being made from PMMA, they have an attenuation of 160 dB/km, as 

discussed in Section 3.6. Therefore, a significant amount of light can escape and enter 

the fibres. Research performed in parallel revealed that a transparent epoxy allows 

more light to directly couple between the tips of the fibres. By choosing a non-

transparent epoxy this effect was reduced. Furthermore, by coating the fibres in a black 

pigment, ambient light from the room and direct coupling between the fibres 

throughout their length was reduced. The use of silica optical fibres reduces both 

concerns, although they could not be bent into a J-shape and pose an increased 

likelihood of puncturing the cuff if they were to break.  

To conclude, this chapter has presented a detailed design and manufacturing process 

of the epoxy sensor having been placed inside the cuff and is ready for further trials in 

subsequent chapters.  
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Chapter 4 Ex-vivo measurements & 

Computational Methods 

4.1 Introduction 
The sensor’s design was chosen and refined in Chapter 3, producing an ETT with an 

integrated fibre optic sensor. However, once the raw diffuse reflectance data are 

acquired from the tissue they must be identified and classified into being tracheal or 

oesophageal, which is the subject of this chapter.  

A flow chart (Fig. 4.1) describes the relationship between the methods explored in this 

chapter. Firstly, two experiments are described which provide spectral data from 9 ex-

vivo porcine trachea and oesophagus samples and then 10 sensors. A different sensor 

design was implemented between these two experiments. A set of computational 

methods is then developed to numerically study the spectra. A wide array of tools are 

available, with spectral ratios (Section 4.3.1) and principal component analysis 

(Section 4.3.2) being used to identify the difference between the spectra. Three 

statistical measures (mean, skewness, and kurtosis) are then used to summarise the 

characteristics of the tissue data sets (Section 4.4). The tissues are then classified using 

four different algorithms (Sections 4.5.1 - 4.5.4). Finally, the results are compared and 

discussed to summarise the strengths of each method (Section 4.6). 

 

Fig. 4.1: Flow chart of the computational methods used in this chapter to analyse data from 

experimentation. 

4.2 Experimental Methodology 
The computational methods explored and compared in this chapter use data from two 

experiments. The first experiment was designed to generate a large data set to apply 

the computational methods and to verify the reliability of the sensor across multiple 
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samples. Measurements were made on 9 porcine trachea and oesophagi, acquired from 

an abattoir (Tamworth breed, 6-10 months age, weights from 60 to 80 kg). The sensor 

used in the first experiment was the two-fibre rectangle (Section 3.4.1) with J-shape 

fibres (Section 3.4.2), fabricated using a 3D printed mould. The resulting sensor was 

6×4×1 mm (Fig. 4.2) made from an epoxy layer (Panacol, model Vitralit 1655), and 

two J-shape 500 𝜇𝑚 POFs (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), 

Asahi, model DB-500) with a detection-illumination fibre separation of 1.5 mm.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.2: (a) Photograph of the two-fibre rectangular sensor with J-shape fibres. (b) 3D rendering of 

the sensor.  

The sensor was integrated into the cuff of a size 8 Mallinckrodt ETT (Covidien, model 

107-80) with a high volume, low pressure (HVLP) cuff made from polyvinylchloride 

(PVC). A “double-cuff” arrangement was used to facilitate this [147], where the sensor 

was attached to the outside of a standard ETT cuff, referred to as the inner cuff, using 

a drop of epoxy. A second cuff, referred to as the outer cuff, from the same model of 

ETT was then stretched over the inner cuff, resulting in the sensor lying between the 

inner and outer cuffs (Fig. 4.3). The outer cuff was then sealed at the top and bottom 

using tape. The inner cuff expansion brings the sensor into intimate contact with the 

tissues, and the outer cuff protects the sensor and the tissue from each other. The fibres 

(a) 

(b) 
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running out of the sensor exited between the inner and outer cuffs and were taped to 

the length of the tube.  

 

Fig. 4.3: Photograph of the tube placement Sensor integrated between a double-cuff ETT 

The detection fibre is situated behind the emission fibre in Fig. 4.3b. Due to the 

sensor’s small size which was refined in Chapter 3, a visual inspection by an expert 

anaesthetist [148] confirmed there was minimal impact on the shape and performance 

of the cuff once inflated. The ETT was then covered with a medical sensor sleeve 

(Pegasus Surgi Safe Tubing Sleeve small (18″×" 1.75″), Dental Sky, model 50-137) 

to protect the tube from fluids so it did not have to be thoroughly cleaned or replaced 

between measurements and the sleeve could simply be swapped for a new one.  

The opto-electronic components are shown in Fig. 4.4. Consisting of an illumination 

leg with a broadband white LED (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model MBB1F1), 

LED driver (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, model LEDD1B), and a detection leg with 

a UV-visible spectrometer (Ocean Optics, model USB2000+UV-VIS-ES). 

 

Fig. 4.4: Experimental set-up used for ETT placement measurements with a sensor-integrated ETT. 
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9 ex-vivo porcine trachea and oesophagi were measured generating 900 spectra across 

18 total samples (9 samples of each organ with 450 spectra each). The ETT with the 

sensor between the cuffs was placed into the trachea where measurements began once 

the sensor passed the vocal cords. The ETT was then rotated and pushed further into 

the trachea whilst storing measurements until a total of 50 spectra had been obtained 

for each tissue. The ETT was then removed, the sleeve replaced and then 50 

measurements were made in the oesophagus where the same downward spiralling 

motion was used. This was then repeated for a total of 9 ex-vivo porcine trachea and 9 

oesophagi. 

The second experiment follows a similar protocol as the first, although a different 

sensor design is used. The aim is to acquire a large data set to which to apply the 

computational methods. However, the focus was on whether a batch of sensors with 

repeatable performance could be manufactured. Therefore, 10 sensors with nominally 

the same configuration were manufactured and verified on a single porcine trachea 

and oesophagus. The sensors (Fig. 4.5a) were fabricated using the three-fibre design 

made using the metal mould (Section 3.5). Consisting of a 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter central 

detection fibre (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model 

DB-500) and a 250𝜇𝑚 diameter illumination fibre either side (commercial grade 

PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500), with a fibre separation of 

0.875 mm between the illumination and detection fibre. The fibres were coated in a 

black pigment (sprayable black backing, LCR Hallcrest, model SPBB) to reduce the 

effects of ambient light, as described in Section 3.6.2. However, the epoxy used was 

still transparent (Panacol, Vitralit, 1655, US). The same opto-electronic configuration 

was also used, as described previously in this section, with the same downward spiral 

motion used when acquiring 50 spectra in the trachea and 50 spectra in the oesophagus 

(Fig. 4.5b) for all 10 sensors, generating 1000 spectra across 10-sensors (100 spectra 

per trachea and oesophagus sample).  

  
 

Fig. 4.5: (a) 10 ETT placement sensors fabricated using the metal mould. (b) ETT placement sensor 

integrated ETT inside the oesophagus of an ex-vivo porcine oesophagus. 

4.3 Spectral Identification 

4.3.1 Spectral Ratios 
The measurement of absolute reflectance is challenging. Small variations in ambient 

light, sensor design, light source, distance to the tissue, and connections, can all 

contribute to a variable absolute reflectance. This can be partially accounted for by 

(a) (b)

1 
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removing the dark noise and comparing the diffuse reflectance to a known white 

reflector by performing dark and light referencing, as is explored in Section 2.3. 

However, particularly with physiological measurements, the condition of the sensor is 

difficult to control. Movement of the sensor relative to the tissue can generate a 

varying spectrum due to changes in the source-detector separation and angle. 

Furthermore, temperature and humidity can elicit a physiological response that can 

change the absolute reflectance values. Therefore, taking a ratio between two 

reflectance values gives more robust results as proportional DC shifts are accounted 

for. Taking a ratio between diffuse reflectance values is common practice, particularly 

during physiological measurements and other difficult-to-control environments 

[149,150]. Since it is the absorption features of OHb being used to characterise the 

tissues, two absorption troughs and a central peak are used to provide the ratios 𝑅1 =

𝑅543/𝑅561 (Eq. (3.8)), and 𝑅2 = 𝑅578/𝑅561 (Eq. (3.9)). These ratios are preferred over 

the reciprocals as it allows for a single wavelength normalization at the central peak 

(𝑅561) to generate spectra where the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 can be read directly from the 

spectra. An example spectrum taken from a tracheal measurement is used to 

demonstrate the pre-processing that was performed before the computational methods 

were applied. 

The dark reference was recorded by turning off any ambient light sources, turning off 

the light source, and covering the sensor with a non-transparent black felt. This is 

either stored as a separate measurement or performed by the OceanView software’s 

‘dark reference feature’, both methods result in the same dark referenced signal. The 

raw spectrum was then measured and recorded. The dark reference was then subtracted 

from the raw spectrum, producing the dark referenced spectrum, where the dark noise 

DC offset has been removed.  

The sensor was then placed on a white reference standard (Spectralon diffuse 

reflectance targets, Labsphere, model SRT-99-180) and a white reference was stored. 

Again, this could also be performed by the OceanView software, generating the same 

referenced spectra. If the referencing is performed manually (not by OceanView), then 

the white reference must also have the dark reference subtracted.  

 

Fig. 4.6: (a) Normalized reflectance spectrum with the dark and white references in the 400-900 nm 

wavelength region. 
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The dark referenced tissue spectrum as then divided by the white reference, giving a 

normalized reflectance (Fig. 4.6). As there is low optical power emitted at short and 

long wavelengths by this light source (approximately < 400 nm and > 900 nm). The 

signal is dominated by noise in this wavelength range. However, outside this 

wavelength range, the normalized reflectance with the dark and white references 

accounted for, can be seen in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, the normalized reflectance spectrum 

(𝑆𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚) was found from Eq. (4.1). 

 
𝑆𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑤 − 𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘

𝑆𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 − 𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘
  (4.1) 

where, 𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑤 is the raw spectrum, 𝑆𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 is the white reference spectrum, and 𝑆𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 is 

the dark reference spectrum.  

 
 

Fig. 4.7: (a) Normalized reflectance spectrum in the 530 – 590 nm region. (b) Normalized reflectance 

spectrum with another single wavelength normalization performed at 561 nm. 

The result is that the characteristic region has been normalized appropriately with the 

dark and white references, and ratios are ready to be taken (Fig. 4.7a). However, since 

we will often be taking ratios between the central peak and the troughs on either side, 

it is simpler to perform a single wavelength normalization at the central peak (561 

nm). Therefore the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 (Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9), respectively) can be found 

graphically by reading the normalized reflectance values at 543 and 578 nm (Fig. 

4.7b), with minima having been found computationally. Furthermore, these ratios 

make sense as they directly relate to the depth of these troughs, the smaller the number 

the deeper the trough. A number larger than 1 demonstrates an increase in the 

normalized reflectance when compared to the central peak. For the spectrum in Fig. 

4.7b, the ratios are approximately 𝑅1 = 0.81 and 𝑅2 = 0.87. 

  

(a) (b) 

𝑅1 
𝑅2 
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Fig. 4.8: Normalised spectra from 9 different porcine tracheal and oesophageal ex-vivo samples. (a) 

and (b) are from sample 1, (c) and (d) are from sample 2 etc., up to (q) and (r) being from sample 9. 

The blue spectra, which are the left-side figures (a), (c), (e), … ,(q) are tracheal. The red spectra, 

which are the right-side figures (b), (d), (f), … ,(r) are oesophageal. The individual spectra are shown 

with faint colours, with the thicker line showing the average for all 50 measurements. 

The OHb characteristic was more pronounced in the tracheal spectra when compared 

to the oesophageal across all samples (Fig. 4.8). The scale on the y-axis was kept the 

same to highlight this difference and a quantitative comparison can be made by 

comparing the ratios directly. The data is grouped according to tissue type and ratio 

(𝑅1 and 𝑅2), forming four data sets across all 9-samples, which are the trachea 𝑅1, 

oesophagus 𝑅1, trachea 𝑅2, and oesophagus 𝑅2). A one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test [151] was used with the null hypothesis that the data comes from a standard normal 

distribution. The null hypothesis was rejected at a 5% significance for all four data 

sets and we can conclude that the data is not from a standard normal distribution and 

a median and IQR are preferred. However, the skewness values for the trachea and 

oesophagus 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are 0.32, 0.05, 0.40, and 0.80, respectively. Therefore, all the 

distributions are moderately positively skewed or close to symmetrical (all skewness’s 

between 0 and 1) [152] and a mean and standard deviation is also an appropriate 

statistical measure. 

(m) (n) 

(o) (p) 

(r) (q) 
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Fig. 4.9: Boxplot comparing the 9 trachea and oesophagi by ratios (a) 𝑅1 and (b) 𝑅2. Each boxplot 

contains 450 spectra per tissue, leading to 450 𝑅1and 450 𝑅2 data points (900 total). The statistical 

significance of a t-test is denoted by an asterisk, with *** representing p < 0.001.  

The median and IQR for the trachea 𝑅1 values across all 9-samples (Fig. 4.9a) was 

0.96 ± 0.02 (n = 450), where the oesophagus gave 1.008 ± 0.008 (n = 450). 

Furthermore, the trachea and oesophagus 𝑅2 values (Fig. 4.9b) were 0.96 ± 0.02 (n = 

450 spectra) and 1.001 ± 0.009 (n = 450 spectra), respectively. The t-test is robust 

enough to handle data that is moderately skewed [153], as is the case here.  Performing 

a two-sample (independent) t-test with the null hypothesis that the trachea and 

oesophagus 𝑅1 come from independent random samples with equal means yielded z = 

87.2, p < 0.001. Performing the test for 𝑅2 yielded, z = 75.3, p < 0.001. Therefore, the 

null hypothesis was rejected and the means of the two tissues are significantly different 

for both 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 values. By use of appropriate thresholds an unknown tissue 

spectrum could be classified into being tracheal or oesophageal. An 𝑅1 threshold of 

0.99 correctly identifies all tissues in this 9-sample experiment with 100% sensitivity 

and specificity. An 𝑅2 threshold of 0.98 correctly classifies 100% of the oesophageal 

data and 99.6% of the tracheal data giving a 100% sensitivity and a 99.8% specificity, 

with oesophageal placement identification considered as the positive rate. However, 

these thresholds are close to the group’s extreme values and in practice, a threshold 

range should be used where if an unknown tissue falls into this range it is classified as 

‘unknown’ or ‘undetermined’, decreasing the likelihood of the most dangerous 

outcome of a false negative (ETT is in the oesophagus whereas the algorithm 

determines it’s in the trachea), at the cost of sensitivity. The same methodology was 

then used to analyse the 10-sensor experiment. The sensors were fabricated using the 

same protocol over a week. All the sensors were calibrated with a dark and white 

reference individually before each experiment. 

  

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4.10: Spectra from 10 ETT placement sensors measured in a single tracheal and oesophageal ex-

vivo sample. (a) and (b) are from sensor 1, (c) and (d) are from sensor 2 etc., up to (s) and (t) being 

from sensor 10. The blue spectra, which are the left-side figures (a), (c), (e), … ,(s) are tracheal. The 

red spectra, which are the right-side figures (b), (d), (f), … ,(t) are oesophageal. The individual spectra 

are shown with faint colours, with the thicker line showing the average for all 50 measurements. 

The spectra of the 10 different sensors on a single ex-vivo sample can be seen in Fig. 

4.10. Again, most sensors produce a strong trough-peak-trough spectral characteristic 

in the trachea with near absence in the oesophagus. However, there are some 

differences in the quality of the spectra. Sensor 6 (Fig. 4.10k-l) performed particularly 

poorly as can be seen by the noisy signal. This likely originates from a poor-quality 

sensor that was improperly filed and polished. However, the fibres may have been 

overbent, producing significant bend loss due to damage. 

(m) (n) 

(o) (p) 

(q) (r) 

(s) (t) 
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Fig. 4.11: Boxplot comparing the 10 sensors in a single trachea and oesophagus by ratios (a) 𝑅1 and 

(b) 𝑅2. Each boxplot contains 500 spectra per tissue, leading to 500 𝑅1and 500 𝑅2 data points (1000 

total). The statistical significance of a t-test is denoted by an asterisk, with *** representing p < 0.001. 

The median and IQR for the trachea 𝑅1, oesophagus 𝑅1, trachea 𝑅2, and oesophagus 

𝑅2 values were 0.98 ± 0.03, 1.01 ± 0.02, 0.96 ± 0.03, and 1.00 ± 0.02 (n = 500 

spectra for all). There are overlaps in the IQRs’ when comparing the trachea and 

oesophagus for both ratios, as can be seen in Fig. 4.11. A one-sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test concluded that the trachea 𝑅1, oesophagus 𝑅1, trachea 𝑅2, and 

oesophagus 𝑅2 values were not from a standard normal distribution, with skewness’s 

of -1.97, -0.72, -0.59 and -0.24, respectively. All the distributions are moderately 

negatively skewed or close to normally distributed, except for the trachea 𝑅1values (-

1.97). Most of the skewness in the trachea 𝑅1values come from a single sensor (sensor 

1), accounting for 10% of the data (50/500) with the skewness reducing to -0.97 when 

the values from sensor 1 are neglected. Therefore, the results from the t-test are still 

valid and representative due to the sample size being large enough. However, a Mann-

Whitney test [154] is preferred when comparing the 𝑅1 values under the null 

hypothesis that the trachea and oesophagus values are from distributions with equal 

medians. The Mann-Whitney test for the 𝑅1 values indicates a significant difference, 

z = 20.46, p < 0.001. A t-test was performed on the 𝑅2 values and indicated a 

significant difference between them, z = 32.39, p < 0.001. 

The tissue ratios overlap more in the 10-sensor experiment, with the ratio thresholds 

chosen to produce 100% sensitivity (correct oesophageal identification) and being 

unable to produce a 100% specificity as well, as can be seen in the overlapping tails 

of Fig. 4.11. A good compromise is using the lower IQR of the oesophagus as the ratio 

threshold. Therefore, an 𝑅1 threshold of 0.99 (oesophagus 𝑅1 median minus the IQR) 

gives a sensitivity of 90.2% and a specificity of 66.8%. An 𝑅2 threshold of 0.98 

(oesophagus 𝑅2 median minus the IQR) gives a sensitivity of 87.6% and a specificity 

of 82.2%. However, once again, a threshold range is more practical to decrease the 

likelihood of incorrect tracheal identifications. It is useful to produce a receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curve which compares the true positive rate to the false 

positive rate (Fig. 4.12). A compromise can be chosen from the ROC depending on 

the desired outcome.  

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4.12: ROC curve for the 10-sensors using 𝑅1 and 𝑅2, the true positive rate refers to a correct 

identification of oesophageal tissue, whereas the false positive rate is for the incorrect identification of 

oesophageal tissue. 

The area under the curves (AUCs) for the 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 ROCs (Fig. 4.12) are 0.87 and 

0.94, respectively, demonstrating that the ratio values identify the tissues well. 

However, further computational processing can improve sensitivity and specificity as 

is described in the remainder of this chapter. Furthermore, what constitutes a true 

positive is open for choice, where it can either be identifying tracheal placement or 

oesophageal placement. Oesophageal intubation is chosen as the true positive as this 

is what is being studied here, although identifying the tube is correctly placed in the 

trachea as the true positive may be more useful in clinical practice. 

In conclusion, there is a significant difference when comparing the 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 values 

measured in the trachea and oesophagus of ex-vivo porcine samples when 9 different 

samples are used (N = 900 spectra) and when 10 sensors are used (N = 1000 spectra). 

Therefore, these ratios can be used to significantly distinguish and identify the two 

tissue types given their spectra. A single sensor measured across multiple porcine 

models performs well, correctly identifying 99.9% of the tissues. However, the use of 

multiple sensors produces a weaker identification, with 𝑅2 outperforming 𝑅1 and 

giving an average correct tissue identification of 84.9% if the median and IQR are 

used as the threshold. Therefore, individual calibration of the sensors may be required, 

or more consistent fabrication. However, by combing the two ratios and using further 

computational methods, a stronger classification of the unknown tissue types can be 

performed. This is explored throughout the remainder of this chapter, closing with a 

comparison between the methods. 

4.3.2 Principal Component Analysis 
Large datasets containing many variables can be problematic to interpret. An optical 

spectrometer measures the properties of light and typically has a few thousand pixels 

[155]. The miniature spectrometer used here (Ocean Optics, model USB2000+UV-

VIS-ES) has 2048 pixels with a wavelength interval of 0.384 nm. To compare spectra 

involves comparing thousands of wavelengths, which can be difficult to visualise and 

interpret. However, the spectra may only differentiate from each other at a few 

wavelengths. Therefore, dimensionality reduction [156] can be useful to reduce the 
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size of the dataset whilst still retaining most of the meaningful properties. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) [157] is a popular form of dimensionality reduction and is 

often utilised in spectrometry [158,159,160]. PCA creates a new set of uncorrelated 

variables known as principal components, these new variables maximise variance and 

retain the maximum amount of information. The USAISR utilised this technique when 

first determining the tracheal and oesophageal spectral differences [85]. However, the 

spectral wavelength range most of interest has been determined to be between 530 - 

590 nm, and dimensionality reduction is less impactful as a narrower wavelength range 

is utilised. 

PCA was performed on the data from the 9-sample experiment and computed on a 

large matrix containing all tracheal and oesophageal data using Matlab (MathWorks, 

version 2018). Therefore, each spectrum represented an observation and each 

wavelength a variable. Therefore, by performing PCA, the dimensionality of this 

matrix was reduced into two principal components (PCs). The PCs were then 

normalized at a wavelength of 561.1 nm (after standard white reference normalization) 

so that they could be compared to the mean tracheal and oesophageal spectra across 

all 9 samples (Fig. 4.13).  

 

Fig. 4.13: Average 𝑒𝑥 𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑜 porcine tracheal and oesophageal spectra highlighting the similarity 

between the first principal component (PC1) and second principal component (PC2). 

The first principal component (PC1) had a correlation coefficient with the mean 

trachea and oesophagus spectra of 0.9959, p = 0.01, and 0.9868, p=0.01, respectively. 

The second principal component (PC2) gave a correlation coefficient of the mean 

trachea and oesophagus spectra of 0.9945, p = 0.01, and 0.9807, p = 0.01, respectively. 

These results contrast those of Nawn et al [85], as they found a high positive 

correlation coefficient between the tracheal mean and PC2, and the oesophageal mean 

and PC1. Perhaps the reason for this difference is in the larger number of datasets with 

which the PCA was applied during the analysis performed here (111 spectra compared 

with 900 spectra in this thesis). PCA applied in this manner, where the wavelengths 

are the variables, functions as a type of averaging, where the components in a dataset 

with the most variance are maximised. The larger dataset, documented here, gives 

access to more variance and is expressed more in higher-order principal components. 

Furthermore, the less pronounced spectral characteristic in the oesophageal data (Fig. 

4.14) may contribute to the second principal component expressing this shape and 

therefore giving both PC’s a high correlation with the tracheal and oesophageal mean 

spectra.  
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Fig. 4.14: Sample 1 oesophageal spectra from the 9-sample experiment.  

The tissues can be distinguished by performing PCA over the characteristic 

wavelength range (530 - 590 nm) and then comparing the first and second principal 

components (Fig. 4.15). Instead of using PCA as a type of averaging (Fig. 4.13) over 

multiple spectra, where many spectra are used to generate 2 spectra containing the 

maximum amount of variance (PC1 and PC2), each spectrum is reduced into two 

variables PC1 and PC2. This process reduces all the information contained over the 

characteristic range into two variables with the maximum amount of variance.  

 

Fig. 4.15: 9-sample experiment comparing the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) found 

from performing PCA over the characteristic range (530 – 590 nm) (N = 900 spectra). 

A separation forms between the two tissue types when comparing the first two 

principal components. A clear separation can be seen (Fig. 4.15) between PC1 for the 

trachea and the oesophagus. By utilising the information available over the 

characteristic range and then reducing it into two variables PC1 can perfectly separate 

the 9-sample data (100% sensitivity and specificity), given a threshold of 0.0657, 

found from the midpoint between the maximum tracheal and minimum oesophageal 

value. 
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Fig. 4.16: 10-sensor experiment comparing the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) found 

from performing PCA over the characteristic range (530 – 590 nm) (N = 1000). 

A similar approach using PCA can be made for the 10-sensor data (Fig. 4.16). 

However, here the tissues are less distinguished when comparing the 10-sensor PCA 

(Fig. 4.16) to the 9-sample PCA (Fig. 4.15), as we have seen previously in this chapter. 

This is likely attributed to batch variation caused by a handmade custom sensor. A 

separation can be seen between the two tissue types, although the boundary is less 

defined, particularly if the PCs are viewed separately. However, by utilising both 

principal components a boundary can be formed to better separate the tissue types. 

 

Fig. 4.17: 10-sensor experiment processed with PCA and a boundary drawn between the two. 

A boundary was formed through trial and error to classify the two tissue types (Fig. 

4.17), with an equation f(x) = -0.5882x + 0.02353. Using the boundary, a sensitivity 

of 90.4% (correct oesophageal identification) and a specificity of 83.6% (correct 

tracheal identification), giving total correct tissue identifications as 87%.  This 

boundary could be formed and optimised in multiple ways, as described in Section 
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4.5. However, the boundary was placed by hand as an example and could likely be 

optimised to give a better performance if this method is utilised further.  

4.4 Statistical Measures 
The overall characteristic shape changes in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength range 

between the trachea and oesophagus can be quantified using statistical measures. 

Although statistical measures are typically used to summarise the characteristics of a 

data set, these differences could be used to differentiate that data. Therefore, the mean, 

skewness, and kurtosis of the spectra in the 9-sample and 10-sensor experiments were 

used as measures of spectral shape to differentiate the tissues. 

 

 

Fig. 4.18: (a) Mean, (b) skewness, and (c) kurtosis for the 9 porcine sample experiment, where the 

statistical measures are calculated over the characteristic range (530 – 590 nm) for each spectrum and 

then separated into trachea and oesophagus. The statistical significance of a t-test is denoted by an 

asterisk, with *** representing p < 0.001. 

The tissues can be separated as indicated above using mean, skewness and kurtosis 

(Fig. 4.18). These statistical measures offer another way to distinguish the tissues. A 

summary of their performance is described at the end of this section. 

(c) 

(c) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4.19: (a) Mean, (b) skewness, and (c) kurtosis for the 10-sensor experiment, where the statistical 

measures are calculated over the characteristic range (530 – 590 nm) for each spectrum and then 

separated into trachea and oesophagus. 

The data from the 10-sensor experiment form a worse separation between the trachea 

and oesophageal data when using mean, skewness, and kurtosis (see Fig. 4.19). This 

data is more difficult to separate as seen in Section 4.3.1, although using these 

statistical measures produces a particularly poor result. The likely cause is that 

changing between sensors produces a change in the characteristic range which is 

enough to significantly change the shape of the characteristic. A summary of the 

statistical measures is given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of the performance of using the mean, skewness, and kurtosis of each 

spectrum over the characteristic range (530 – 590 nm) to distinguish the tissues. 

 Method 

Mean Skewness Kurtosis 

P
er

fo
rm

a
n

ce
 

9-sample sensitivity (%) 100.0 76.9 93.9 

9-sample specificity (%) 100.0 74.9 74.9 

9-sample correct tissue 

identification (%) 
100.0 75.9 84.4 

10-sensor sensitivity (%) 82.8 75.0 75.0 

10-sensor specificity (%) 75.0 48.0 63.0 

10-sensor correct tissue 

identification (%) 
78.9 61.5 69.0 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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In Table 4.1 the threshold value between whether a spectrum was identified as tracheal 

or oesophageal was the 75th percentile of the tissue which gave the highest sensitivity, 

where the sensitivity is the percentage of correct oesophageal identifications. 

Therefore, most of the sensitivity and specificity pairs contain a value which is ~75%, 

except for the mean method for the 9-sample experiment, where a perfect separation 

could be achieved by choosing a value in between the maximum tracheal and 

minimum oesophageal values. Once again, a balance between sensitivity and 

specificity can be achieved in multiple ways. However, the chosen method was used 

to prioritize sensitivity as it is the most important aspect. The use of ROC analysis 

(Section 4.3.1), or other appropriate methods, could refine the threshold depending on 

the required outcome. The mean normalized reflectance intensity across the 

characteristic range performs best for both the 9-sample and 10-sensor experiments, 

with 100.0 and 78.9% correct tissue identification, respectively. However, overall, 

these 3 statistical methods perform worse than both PCA and the spectral ratios 𝑅1 

and 𝑅2 method. 

4.5 Spectral Classification 
Identification of known tracheal and oesophageal features can be achieved using: 

individual spectral ratios; PCA; or statistical measures. However, the intention is to 

classify unknown tissues into tracheal and oesophageal. Previously, this has been 

investigated by forming thresholds using IQRs and boundaries formed using trial and 

error, with these methods performing well when the data is highly separable, such as 

is the case with the ex-vivo 9-sample data with the same sensor. However, the use of 

a single ex-vivo sample with 10 different sensors already produces data that is more 

difficult to separate, with PCA being able to correctly identify 87% of the tissues using 

trial and error to form the boundary. Furthermore, in-vivo data is likely more 

complicated with the boundaries between the tissues less obvious and perfect 

separations unlikely. Therefore, three algorithms are used next to provide a more 

reliable method to classify the tissues. Furthermore, it is illustrated that by utilising 

both spectral ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2, instead of viewing them separately, a stronger 

classification can be performed. The statistical significance of a t-test is denoted by an 

asterisk, with *** representing p < 0.001. 

4.5.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis 
We have seen that PCA can distinguish the data by taking the characteristic range (530 

– 590 nm) and reducing it into the first two principal components (Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 

4.16). However, most of the variance is expressed in the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2. Therefore, 

by using the two ratios together the aim is to better distinguish the data without having 

to use the full characteristic range and PCA. 
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Fig. 4.20: Comparison of the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 for the (a) 9 ex-vivo samples with the same sensor and 

(b) 10 different sensors with the same single sample experiments.  

There are similarities in the distributions when comparing PC1 and PC2 to 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 

for the 9-sample and 10-sensor experiments (comparing Fig. 4.20a with Fig. 4.16, and 

comparing Fig. 4.20b with Fig. 4.17), indicating that PCA is extracting most of the 

same features that are described by using the variables 𝑅1 and 𝑅2. Therefore, it is not 

necessary to use PCA during classification of the tissues as 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 can produce a 

similar identification performance. However, PCA has been a useful tool in finding 

these ratios by which to distinguish the tissues. Furthermore, as stated previously, if 

more variables are measured (temperature, perfusion, oxygen saturation, pressure, and 

CO2) then it may once again become useful. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.21: Comparison of the means of ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 for the (a) 9-sample and (b) 10-sensor 

experiments. The error bars refer to the standard deviation. 

The mean 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 values for each (a) sample and (b) sensor can be seen in Fig. 4.21, 

with their standard deviations expressed by the error bars. By separating the data into 

individual samples and sensors, the variance in each class can be seen. Furthermore, 

this reiterates sensor 1 (Fig. 4.21b) has a mean 𝑅1 which is an outlier from the other 

sensors.  

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is commonly used as a form of dimensionality 

reduction and as a classifier. It is closely related to PCA as they both find linear 

combinations of variables to better explain the data. LDA maximises the variance 

between classes and can explicitly be used as a tool to classify a group [161,162], by 

forming a boundary. LDA is an a priori classifier and functions by first using a training 

data set to generate a model which can classify a test data set. 2 variable LDA first 

(a) 

(b) 
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calculates the variance between the classes (𝑆𝑏) defined as the distance between the 

means of each class (Eq. (4.2)). 

 

𝑆𝑏 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)𝑇 (4.2) 

where, 𝑁𝑖 is the sample size of each class, 𝑥𝑖 is the mean of each class, 𝑥 is the overall 

mean, and T is the threshold, typically 0.5 for two classes, although lowering this 

improves sensitivity. The variance within each class (𝑆𝑤) is then found (Eq. (4.3)) as 

follows: 

 

𝑆𝑤 = ∑(𝑁𝑖 − 1)

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑆𝑖 = ∑ ∑(𝑥𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖)(𝑥𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖)
𝑇

𝑁𝑖

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (4.3) 

An argument is then constructed (Eq. (4.4)) that maximises the variance between 

classes (𝑆𝑏 , Eq. (4.2)) and minimises the variance within classes (i.e. 𝑆𝑤, Eq. (4.3)) 

using Fisher’s criterion. 

 
𝑃𝑙𝑑𝑎 = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃)

|𝑃𝑇𝑆𝑏𝑃|

|𝑃𝑇𝑆𝑤𝑃|
 (4.4) 

 

where, P is the space projection in a lower dimension, and 𝑃𝑙𝑑𝑎 is the LDA space 

projection.  

 

Fig. 4.22: LDA boundary formation for the 9-sample experiment. 

A boundary between the two classes was formed using LDA for the 9-sample 

experiment (Fig. 4.22) when all 900 data points are used for training data. The groups 

are already well separated, and the boundary placement can be determined without the 

use of LDA. However, automating this step may become useful when the data is less 
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well separated. Furthermore, the boundary can be easily updated when introducing 

more training data. The performance of the LDA can be tested by using the data such 

that all but one data point is used as the training data (899 training data points) and the 

remaining one is used as the test data (1 test data point) and then permutated through 

so that the next point becomes the test until each data point has been the test data (900 

iterations). LDA could perfectly separate the data (100% sensitivity and specificity) 

through all 900 iterations. However, once again, this is unsurprising given the high 

separability of the trachea and oesophagus in the 9-sample experiment. 

A confidence level in tissue identification helps better inform the user of how well an 

identification can be trusted. This can be performed with LDA by calculating the 

distance between the data point and the boundary. Distances further from the line have 

higher confidence and are more ‘tracheal’ or ‘oesophageal’, whereas those closer to 

the line have a lower confidence. 

 

Fig. 4.23: Confidence estimate on the LDA tissue identification method for the 9-sample experiment. 

The confidences were found by calculating the shortest distance to the LDA boundary. 

The data point furthest away from the LDA boundary was then assigned a confidence 

of 100% in Fig. 4.23, with distances closer to the line having proportionally less 

confidence. However, the scale for generating confidence is arbitrary as there is not 

enough context to sufficiently determine “realistic” confidence, and they could be 

artificially scaled to give higher or lower mean confidence. The same LDA boundary 

formation and confidences were then found for the 10-sensor experiment (Fig. 4.24). 
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Fig. 4.24: LDA boundary formation for the 10-sensor experiment. 

A permutation through the data where one data point is used as the test data and the 

remaining 999 data points were used as the training data gave on average a 92.6% 

sensitivity and 80.2% specificity (86.4% correct tissue identification). This is 

comparable to the PCA method which gave 87% correct tissue identification without 

the need to store the full characteristic range. 

 

Fig. 4.25: Confidence estimate on the LDA tissue identification method for the 10-sensor experiment. 

The black data points refer to incorrect tissue identifications. 

The confidences (Fig. 4.25) for the 10-sensor experiment were generated using the 

same method as the 9-sample experiment, where the data point furthest from the line 

was given a confidence of 100%. The data points that are on the wrong side of the 

LDA boundary (causing an incorrect tissue identification) are highlighted by black 

triangles (trachea) and black circles (oesophagus) in Fig. 4.25. A benefit of this method 

is that data points on the wrong side of the boundary tend to be close to the boundary 
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and therefore tend to give low confidence. However, the confidences can be scaled 

differently such that data points close to the line give much lower values which 

increases sensitivity and decreases specificity, as this may be more appropriate in 

practice.  

4.5.2 Logistic Regression Analysis 
Logistic regression analysis (LRA) [163,164] is a predictive statistical classifier used 

when a result is binary, such as predicting oesophageal intubation (tube is or isn’t in 

the oesophagus). Therefore, assigning the oesophageal data a value of 1 and non-

oesophageal data (tracheal data) a value of 0 allows for identification through LRA.  

The equation for a straight line 𝑓(𝑥) in linear regression is given by Eq. (4.5). 

 
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 → 𝑃𝐿 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥 (4.5) 

Where the straight-line function equals the LDA probability function 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑃𝐿, the 

gradient is a constant 𝑚 = 𝛽1, and the y-intercept is a different constant 𝑚 = 𝛽0. To 

form a probability between 0 and 1 we divide the probability by 1 − 𝑃𝐿 and then 

increase the restricted range by taking the log, giving Eq. (4.6). 

 
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃𝐿

1 − 𝑃𝐿
) =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥 (4.6) 

Solving Eq. (4.6) for 𝑃𝐿 gives the logistic function (Eq. (4.7)) and describes the 

exponential growth of a population (𝑃𝐿). 

 
𝑃𝐿 =

1

1 + 𝑒−(𝛽0+𝛽1𝑥)
 (4.7) 

LRA was performed for the ratio values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 separately as this produces a two-

dimensional logistic regression curve and is easier to conceptualise. This further 

investigates the performance of each ratio separately as a predictor for oesophageal 

tissue identification. 
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Fig. 4.26: (a) LRA model and (b) confidences for the 9-sample experiment using 𝑅1. 

Using the LRA model with 𝑅1 gives a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 99.8 % 

(1 wrong tracheal identification). However, where this method excels is in the 

confidence (Fig. 4.26b). The regression model predicts the likelihood a data point has 

a specific outcome, with the data’s likelihood of being oesophagus described by the 

y-axis of (Fig. 4.26a). Therefore, a more obvious way to assign confidence arises, one 

that follows the regression curve. This gives a steep drop in confidence for 

measurements close to the boundary, such that most measurements give 100% 

confidence. Therefore, the one incorrect data point gives a confidence of being 

tracheal of 45.12% and is identified as oesophageal, as displaying both confidences 

on the same figure means that those below 50% are identified as being the other tissue 

in Fig. 4.26b. Therefore, the confidence of this data point being oesophageal is only 

55.12% and would be rejected given an appropriate confidence threshold. The same 

process can then be applied to the 𝑅2 values. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.27: (a) LRA model and (b) confidences for the 9-sample experiment using 𝑅2. 

Using 𝑅2 the LRA model has a sensitivity of 99.8% and a specificity of 99.8%. Most 

of the other methods have been able to perfectly separate the tissues in the 9-sample 

experiment, with LRA performing slightly worse. However, its ability to assign a 

likelihood to each measurement is advantageous. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.28: (a) LRA model and (b) confidences for the 9-sample experiment using 𝑅1. 

LRA was then performed on the 10-sensor experiment (Fig. 4.28). Due to the 

overlapping 𝑅1 values in this data (Fig. 4.28a) and the maximum oesophageal values 

being close to that of the tracheal and with a small spread, the LRA model falls off 

sharply as it approaches the end of the oesophageal data, producing no oesophageal 

likelihoods of ~100%. However, this causes a low likelihood for data close to the 

boundary. The LRA model produced a sensitivity of 83.4% and a specificity of 78.2%. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.29: (a) LRA model and (b) confidences for the 10-sensor experiment using 𝑅2. 

The 𝑅2 values processed with the LRA model (Fig. 4.29a) gave a sensitivity of 86.2% 

and a specificity of 85.6%. Overlapping values and a larger spread in the data cause 

higher confidence in the incorrect tissue identifications, as can be seen from Fig. 4.29b. 

4.5.3 Support Vector Machine 
A Support vector machine (SVM) is a popular type of supervised machine learning 

model [165,166]. It functions by forming a hyperplane which has its position and 

orientation influenced by data points close to the margins of the classes, known as the 

support vectors. Therefore, only the data points close to the boundary impact the 

hyperplane. Margins are then formed between the hyperplane and the support vectors. 

A process known as the ‘kernel trick’ allows for data to be more easily separated by 

forming the hyperplane in one higher dimension. The hyperplane is then projected 

onto the lower dimension plane and the margins are maximised. 

(a) 

(b) 
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An SVM was first applied to the 9-sample data. The data is well separated when 

combining the 𝑅1 and 𝑅2, and a linear support vector machine could well separate the 

tissues. However, by implementing the kernel trick (increasing the number of 

dimensions and then projecting to the reduced dimensionality) and forming a quadratic 

hyperplane a more robust algorithm can be developed.  

   

 

Fig. 4.30: (a) Three-dimensional optimisation generated by the SVM method for the 9-sample 

experiment. (b) The minimum of the objective function (hyperplane) with the number of function 

evaluations (iterations).  

The boundary is formed over an iterative process and can be seen in Fig. 4.30a, where 

30 function evaluations were chosen, although this could be increased for a larger 

more complicated data set, with the minimum of the objective function being ~0 after 

the first 5 function evaluations (Fig. 4.30b). The kernel scale is a hyperparameter 

which determines the width of the kernel, where the kernel is used to transform the 

hyperplane to a lower dimension. The box constraint controls the penalty imposed on 

the data points violating the margins.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.31: SVM processed data from the 9-sample experiment. The support vectors are shown with a 

black circle.  

The SVM model (Fig. 4.31)  provides a perfect separation with 100% sensitivity and 

specificity. Using a quadratic SVM is unnecessary here as a straight line can also 

separate the tissues perfectly. However, the data from the 10-sensor experiment cannot 

be perfectly separated and provides a better test of the SVM model.  

 

 

Fig. 4.32: (a) Three-dimensional optimisation generated by the SVM method for the 10-sensor 

experiment. (b) The minimum of the objective function (hyperplane) with the number of function 

evaluations (iterations). 

(a) 

(b) 
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The SVM was operated over 30 iterations and produced the structure seen in Fig. 

4.32a. The minimum objective function stabilised at 16 iterations with a final 

minimum objective function value of 0.113 and was unable to perform a perfect 

separation. 

 

Fig. 4.33: SVM processed data from the 10-sensor experiment. The support vectors are shown with a 

black circle. 

A boundary is formed around the oesophageal data in the SVM-processed 10-sensor 

experiment data (Fig. 4.33). This is typical of an SVM classification as the class that 

contains more variance surrounds the class with less variance. This classification 

algorithm gave a sensitivity of 91.2% and a specificity of 87.2%. 

SVMs are a powerful classification method with a correct tissue identification of 100% 

for the 9-sample experiment and 89.2% for the 10-sensor experiment, although they 

are computationally demanding, taking several times longer to process than the other 

methods presented previously in this chapter for the 30 iterations. However, in 

practical application, the hyperplane is determined only once, and its projection into 

two dimensions (the boundary on Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4.33) could be stored as an 

equation and used to classify an unknown measurement quickly, as could all methods 

that form a boundary. Furthermore, although not utilised here, the margins formed by 

the SVM can be used as confidence values given an appropriate threshold. A tight 

boundary around the oesophageal data forms a precise shape that is highly sensitive to 

the support vectors (data points closest to the boundaries). Therefore, SVMs are highly 

susceptible to overfitting, and given more data, the shape of the boundary could change 

and approach a linear approximation at the boundary. 

4.5.4 K-Nearest Neighbour 
The K-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm [167,168] is another supervised machine 

learning algorithm. KNN has a simple concept, data is classified by the data around it. 

The distance between the test data point and all the training data points is calculated 

and then uses the most frequent label of its K-nearest neighbours to classify the query 
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data point, where K is the number of neighbours chosen. The Euclidian distance 

𝑑(𝑝, 𝑞) between two data points 𝑝 = (𝑥1, 𝑦1), and 𝑞 = (𝑥2, 𝑦2) in two-dimensional 

space is given by Pythagoras theorem (Eq. (4.8)). 

 
𝑑(𝑝, 𝑞) = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦2)2 (4.8) 

The distances are calculated for all data points and then the query data point is assigned 

to the class with the largest number of its K-nearest neighbours. The KNN algorithm 

was applied to both the 9-sample data and the 10-sensor data. 

 

 

Fig. 4.34: 9-sample data classification confidences with the KNN algorithm. (a) Full range of data, 

and (b) data showing only the test data and its neighbours. 

A random example of one of the data points used as the test data is shown in Fig. 4.34. 

A K value of 11 was used so that the algorithm uses the 11 nearest neighbours of the 

test data point to classify it. Using an odd number of neighbours avoids a test data 

(a) 

(b) 
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point having the same frequency of closest neighbours for both classes. For example, 

a K value of 10 may lead to 5 tracheal and 5 oesophageal neighbours and an unclear 

classification. Permutating through the data such that 1 data point is the test and the 

other 899 data points are the training gives 100% sensitivity and specificity for the 9-

sample data. A confidence percentage on the classifications (Fig. 4.35) can be found 

by counting the number of neighbours used that belong to each class.  

 

Fig. 4.35: 9-sample data classification confidences with the KNN algorithm. 

All but two data points are classified with 100% confidence, meaning that they had all 

11 of their neighbours as the correct class. One tracheal and one oesophageal data 

point didn’t have 100% confidence, with 72.7 and 90.9%, respectively. Therefore, 

these two data points had 8 and 10 of their 11 closest neighbours as the correct tissue 

type, respectively.  
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Fig. 4.36: 10-sensor data classification confidences with the KNN algorithm. (a) Full range of data, 

and (b) data showing only the test data and its neighbours. 

The same algorithm was then applied to the 10-sensor data (Fig. 4.36), permutating 

through with one test and the rest training gives a sensitivity of 90.0% and a specificity 

of 85.4%. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.37: 10-sensor data classification confidences with the KNN algorithm. 

The confidence in the classifications (Fig. 4.37) was found from the percentage of the 

number of the test data’s 11 closest neighbours, where a confidence below 50% gives 

an incorrect tissue identification. For example, a confidence on a tracheal 

measurement of 45.4% is incorrectly classified as oesophageal with a confidence of 

54.6%, having 6 of its 11 closest neighbours as oesophageal. 

The KNN algorithm provides another suitable option to classify the data, correctly 

identifying 100% of the tissues in the 9-sample experiment and 87.7% in the 10-sensor 

experiment. Furthermore, the number of nearest neighbours (K value) can be varied 

easily to optimize the algorithm. A small K value decreases the region around the test 

data point that the algorithm uses to classify it, giving it a low bias but a high variance, 

and the decision boundary is more irregular. A higher K value incorporates a larger 

region into the decision and is less affected by outliers, and therefore gives a more 

regular decision boundary. The number of neighbours was used to generate confidence 

in a classification. Incorporating the combined distance between a test data point and 

its nearest neighbours could increase decision-making accuracy. Therefore, if no close 

neighbours are available the test data could be labelled as an outlier. KNN is 

computationally demanding as every data point needs to be stored and then compared 

to the test data. Increasing the training database increases the computational power 

needed, whereas other methods form a boundary which needs only to be stored as an 

equation and updated once with more data. 

4.6 Summary & Discussion 
Several computational methods have been explored in this chapter and their 

performance with the two data sets from the 9-sample and the 10-sensor experiment 

(Section 4.1) was tested.  
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Table 4.2: Summary of the computational methods used to differentiate tracheal and oesophageal 

tissues from 9 ex-vivo porcine samples. 

 Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

Correct tissue 

identification 

(%) 

Spectral 

ratios 

𝑹𝟏 100 100 100 

𝑹𝟐 100 99.8 99.9 

PCA 100 100 100 

Statistical 

measures 

Mean 100 100 100 

Skewnes

s 
76.9 74.9 75.9 

Kurtosis 93.9 74.9 84.4 

LDA 100 100 100 

LRA 
𝑹𝟏 100 99.8 99.9 

𝑹𝟐 99.8 99.8 99.8 

SVM 100 100 100 

KNN 100 100 100 

 

Table 4.3: Summary of the computational methods used to differentiate tracheal and oesophageal 

tissues using 10 sensors in 1 ex-vivo porcine sample. 

 
Sensitivity 

(%) 
Specificity (%) 

Correct tissue 

identification 

(%) 

Spectral 

ratios 

𝑹𝟏 90.2 66.8 78.5 

𝑹𝟐 87.6 82.2 84.9 

PCA 90.4 83.6 87.0 

Statistical 

measures 

Mean 82.8 75.0 78.9 

Skewness 75.0 48.0 61.5 

Kurtosis 75.0 63.0 69.0 

LDA 92.0 80.2 86.4 

LRA 
𝑹𝟏 83.4 78.2 80.8 

𝑹𝟐 86.2 85.6 85.9 

SVM 91.2 87.2 89.2 

KNN 90.0 85.4 87.7 
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In Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, sensitivity refers to the percentage of correct oesophageal 

identifications and specificity refers to the number of correct tracheal identifications. 

The spectral ratios 𝑅1, PCA, statistical measure: mean, LDA, SVM, and KNN method 

all gave 100% correct tissue classification for the 9-sample experiment, with all other 

methods except skewness and kurtosis giving a minimum of 99.8%. A strong 

classification for this data is expected in all classifiers due to the high separability, 

with skewness and kurtosis proving to not be good indicators of tissue type. The best-

performing classifier in the 10-sensor experiment was the SVM method with a correct 

tissue identification of 89.2%, followed by KNN, PCA, spectral ratio 𝑅2 and LRA 𝑅2, 

all with above 85.9%. Using only the ratio values, 𝑅2 performs better in the 10-sensor 

experiment where the tissues are less separable, with a similar performance as 𝑅1 in 

the 9-sample experiment. Reducing the required wavelengths reduces the need for 

wider spectral measurements. Therefore, if only one ratio is used it should be 𝑅2. 

However, by utilizing both ratios a more accurate tissue identification can be achieved 

by up to 4.3%.  

SVM gives the highest correct tissue identification. However, it is highly susceptible 

to changes in the extremes of the test data and therefore performs poorly in data sets 

with outliers and more noise. There is also no confidence value implemented with this 

method, although one could be designed from the distance to the hyperplane. SVMs 

excel with higher dimension problems such as image recognition where an array of 

size 𝑤 × ℎ × 𝑐 is commonly used for images and text recognition where 𝑤 is the 

width, ℎ is the height of the image and c is the RGB channel values, forming a large 

multidimensional array for many images. Since only two dimensions 𝑅1 × 𝑅2  are 

used for oesophageal identification a simpler linear boundary such as that of LDA 

yields similar results.  

KNN performs well, correctly classifying 87.7% of the tissues. However, the distance 

between every data point and the test needs to be computed for each identification 

which may lead to a slow response. LRA using the 𝑅2 values gave a correct tissue 

identification of 85.9%. Combining the 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 values may provide a stronger 

identification. Using multiple variables in LRA is a method known as multiple logistic 

regression analysis (MLRA) and involves the formation of a three-dimensional surface 

from the variables and the likelihood, in our case, 𝑅1, 𝑅2, and the likelihood of being 

oesophagus. However, MLRA was not analysed as it is generally reserved for 

regression analysis of large multivariate data sets and was not likely to yield better 

results than the other better-suited classifiers. LDA forms a linear boundary between 

the groups that maximises the variance between classes and achieved the fourth-best 

tissue classification percentage, although it is relatively easy to implement and update 

as required. This method is expected to improve as more data is acquired and the 

boundary between the classes becomes more linearly separable. 

PCA is useful in initially characterizing the tracheal and oesophageal tissues, allowing 

the variation between the spectra to be highlighted. PCA also gave the third highest 

correct tissue identifications, although the full characteristic wavelength range 

between 530 and 590 nm was used. Furthermore, the method of comparing the first 

and second principal components still requires the use of an appropriate classifier to 

generate a decision boundary or to classify the data by other means, where a boundary 
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was formed through trial and error to maximise the number of correct tissue 

identifications. Therefore, the use of PCA over the characteristic range used in 

conjunction with a classifier may yield a higher percentage of correct tissue 

identifications. However, PCA can still be utilised to distinguish the two tissue types, 

with the possibility of wavelength ranges not explored by the USAISR helping to 

identify the tissue. Furthermore, a smart ETT could provide more physiological 

measurements, as discussed later in Chapter 5. These physiological measurements 

could be used as more variables to distinguish the trachea and oesophagus, whereas 

PCA could reduce the dimensionally of this matrix of variables into a smaller number 

of more interpretable ones. 

In summation, using only two wavelengths in the form of the ratio values 𝑅2, a correct 

tissue identification of 99.9% can be achieved using the same sensor across multiple 

ex-vivo porcine trachea and oesophagi and a correct tissue identification of 84.9% if 

multiple sensors are used on a single ex-vivo porcine sample. By utilizing three 

wavelengths in the form of the ratio values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 this can be increased to 100% 

across multiple samples and 89.2% across multiple sensors. However, the SVM 

method and KNN are both highly dependent on the extreme values in the data set, and 

a simple linear boundary formed by LDA may be more appealing in practice as the 

amount of training data is increased. Furthermore, the lower percentage of tissue 

classifications in the 10-sensor experiment demonstrates that there is variability 

between the sensors that is not entirely accounted for by the light and dark referencing. 

Therefore, a more consistent sensor with less batch-to-batch variability may improve 

performance, or a method for calibrating each sensor in a ‘phantom trachea’ may be 

required. However, the sensor design was changed between the two experiments and 

could also explain the less separable data in the 10-sensor experiment. In the 10-sensor 

experiment, a sensor with a separation of 0.875 mm between the detection and 

illumination fibres was used. This produces a more compact sensor, although the 

penetration depth of the light is reduced and may contribute to the reduced 

classification rates. However, the two tissues are distinguishable using the developed 

classifiers, in both experiments.  
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Chapter 5 iTraXS & The Animal Studies 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter’s focus is to describe and analyse data from two animal studies. This first 

animal study was conducted before this author started their PhD research and hence it 

was with this author's role to analyse the data obtained. This analysis subsequently led 

to a publication [178] for the author. The sensors were limited to detecting only 

perfusion and cuff-trachea contact pressure information. The main findings and 

knowledge gained are described in Section 5.3.3, as this informed the design of the 

ETT placement sensor. However, firstly, a brief description of iTraXS is provided so 

that context can be given to some of the findings and developments of the sensors. In 

the second study, the integrated sensors could detect ETT placement and contact 

pressure, along with physiological parameters such as heart rate and oxygen 

saturation. The protocol was also expanded to include capillary refill time (CRT) 

measurements and more systematic cuff inflation cycles. However, that section 

describes only the ETT placement aspect of the second animal study, as that is relevant 

to this research project. 

Both studies were formed from a collaboration between the School of Veterinary 

Medicine and Science, the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Nottingham, 

and the Sutton Bonington campus. The first study’s ethical approval was under Home 

Office license PPL 40-3410 and was provided by the University of Nottingham. 

Funding for this research was provided by the National Institute for Health Research 

(II-LA-0813-20008) and the Medical Research Council (MR/T025638/1). The second 

study was funded by the NIHR i4i programme – grant number RA45S9 and contained 

three porcine subjects with a refined iTraXS device.  

5.2 iTraXS 
iTraXS (intra-tracheal multiplexed sensing) represents an ETT with integrated optical 

fibre sensors to make measurements in the trachea. Literature relating to the device 

has been published in recent years by the Nottingham group. A 2018 journal article, 

by Sinha, R. et al. [169], provides a histological assessment by two veterinary 

pathologists of the removed tracheas from the “first animal study” (Section 5.3.3). All 

six porcine trachea presented more histopathological damage than previously 

described with a cuff pressure maintained at 25-45 cmH2O. 

    

Fig. 5.1: Tracheal section from Sinha et al. shows an (a) unintubated, and (b) intubated, porcine 

subject. Gl = submucosal glands; Ep = epithelium; Ca = cartilage [169]. 

(a) (b) 
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The intubated tracheal mucosa (Fig. 5.1) presented diffuse ulceration, a greater 

number of neutrophils, and pale oedema when compared to the unintubated tracheal 

section. These factors indicate damage to the trachea caused by intubation. Therefore, 

a sensor that could detect contact pressure and perfusion in the trachea may mitigate 

these effects. These parameters could indicate to the clinician that the cuff pressure is 

too high and blood flow is being restricted, or that the cuff pressure is too low and 

there are folds in the cuff and an improper seal. 

In a 2018 journal article, Liu, C. et al. [170], developed a relatively small optical fibre 

pulse oximeter with combined contact force detection (Fig. 5.2). This was developed 

as it has been documented that SpO2 measurements can be affected by contact force 

[171]. The sensor contained 45° cleaved fibres to couple light out of the face of the 

sensor. 

 

Fig. 5.2: Epoxy sensor from Liu et al. [170], containing POFs to detect a PPG and an FBG silica fibre 

to measure contact force. 

The sensor (Fig. 5.2) was reported to have a high correlation with a commercial SpO2 

and pressure reference device. A fibre optic sensor with combined PPG measurements 

and pressure detection that is integrated into the cuff of an ETT could better inform 

clinicians of the condition of the ETT cuff in the trachea. However, the sensor is too 

large (20 × 10 × 2 𝑚𝑚) for integration into the cuff of an ETT and would impact its 

primary function. The pressure sensitivity of 0.1446pm/kPa (0.01418 pm/cmH2O) is 

also too low for use with the 20-30 cmH2O of pressure typically seen in an ETT cuff. 

A summary of the main findings and developments of the iTraXS device is described 

in this section. The iTraXS device contains POFs capable of determining core 

physiological parameters measured in the trachea. A single POF sensor can attain HR, 

blood flow, and oxygen saturation, as well as determining oesophageal intubation, 

which is the focus of the research described here. A second sensor can make contact 

pressure measurements between the ETT cuff and the tracheal wall. 

5.3 First Animal Study 

5.3.1 Perfusion Sensor 
PPG measurements can be made using the same sensor as for ETT placement (Fig. 

5.3) as it was designed with two illumination fibres, which allow connection to two 

LEDs (one for visible and one for IR light). A detailed description of pulse oximetry 
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is described in Section 1.3.3. For pulse oximetry, typically red at 660 nm and IR light 

at 940 nm wavelengths are used, as they are on either side of an isosbestic point of 

OHb and Hb and absorb these wavelengths differently. A single LED requires only 

one illumination fibre, although it would have to produce light in the red and IR 

wavelength region for pulse oximetry, as well as the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region 

for ETT placement detection. A suitable, cost-effective light source solution could not 

be found for both of these wavelengths. Red and IR light is used specifically as the 

body scatters and absorbs these wavelengths significantly [172]. However, recently, 

the use of other wavelengths (such as green and orange light) has indicated success, 

with the possibility of reducing the impact of movement artefacts [173], which may 

be used in future iTraXS designs to reduce the size of the sensor and the number of 

LEDs required. 

 

Fig. 5.3: Sensor used for ETT placement detection and PPG measurements. Units are in mm 

5.3.2 Contact Pressure Sensor 
The ETT cuff pressure is important to control during intubation as a cuff pressure that 

is too high can lead to tracheal stenosis [174,175], and a cuff pressure that is too low 

can lead to insufficient ventilation and ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) 

[176,177]. Guideline intracuff inflation pressure is between 20 and 30 cmH2O, 

although this is usually up to the clinician’s discretion. Therefore, by using contact 

pressure sensors integrated into the cuff of an ETT, the pressure exerted on the tracheal 

wall by the cuff can be measured and a seal can be formed without damaging the 

trachea. A fibre Bragg grating (FBG) is a sensitive fibre optic strain gauge formed by 

laser-inscribing a fibre with a periodic variation of refractive index. At each grating 

plane, a small amount of light transmitted down the fibre reflects at each change in 

refractive index due to the Fresnel effect. The result is a narrow bandwidth of light 

being reflected. The wavelength (𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔) is determined by the refractive index of the 

fibre (𝑛) and the period of the grating (∆), given by Eq. (5.1). 

 𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 2𝑛∆ (5.1) 

The Bragg wavelength changes as a function of the grating period, where a strain 

imposed on the fibre (𝑆) and expansion of the fibre due to temperature (𝑇) causes a 
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change in the wavelength. Therefore, the change in Bragg wavelength (
𝛥𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔
) can 

be defined as Eq. (5.2) 

 𝛥𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝛾𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔
= (1 − 𝑝𝑒)𝑆 + [(1 − 𝑝𝑒)𝛼 + 𝜁]𝛥𝑇 (5.2) 

Where 𝑝𝑒 is the photoelastic constant, 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient, and 𝜁 is 

the thermo-optic coefficient. 

For the fibre to be used as a pressure sensor the transverse force (F) must be transduced 

into axial strain. This can be achieved by encasing the fibre in an epoxy whose 

deformation causes the fibre to be pulled from either side of the FBG. Therefore, when 

a pressure is applied, the grating period increases due to frictional forces between the 

fibre and the epoxy (Fig. 5.4). A second FBG inscribed closer to the distal end of the 

fibre is not embedded in epoxy and left to compensate for temperature induced 

changes. 

 

Fig. 5.4: Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) encased in a pressure transducing epoxy layer. A transverse force 

(F) is transduced into axial strain (S) [178]. 

5.3.3 First Animal Study 
An earlier design of iTraXS contained a perfusion sensor, which was formed of two 

POFs cleaved at 45° and embedded in an epoxy layer (Section 3.2). A single green 

LED was used for heart rate (HR) and perfusion (the pulsatile component of the 

photoplethysmogram over the non-pulsatile) measurements. Therefore, oxygen 

saturation and ETT placement measurements could not be made.  The ETT also 

contained a silica optical fibre with two FBGs to make contact pressure measurements. 

One FBG was embedded in an epoxy layer and the other fibre was designed to control 

for temperature The sensors were embedded between the cuffs of a double-cuff ETT 

(Section 3.5). This design was used in an animal study of 6 porcine subjects and 

produced valuable measurements and information on the strengths and weaknesses of 

this approach. The research resulted in a journal article written by this author and 

others, Correia, R., Gadsby, B., et al. [178]. A summary of the main findings of this 

journal article is provided here. 

A high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) Mallinckrodt ETT (Covidien, model 107-80) 

was used (Fig. 5.5b). The ETT was modified with a dual cuff as described in Section 

3.5 so that the sensors were positioned between the inner and outer cuffs. The sensors 

were placed on the inside (Magill) curve of the ETT. The opto-electronic units are 

described in Fig. 5.5. The FBG contact pressure sensor was connected to a fibre optic 
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interrogator (smart fibres, model SmartScan), with a scanning frequency of 2.5 kHz 

per channel which operated over a wavelength range of 1528-1568 nm. The resolution 

was 16 pm with a repeatability of < 1 pm. The interrogator was connected to a 

computer via a USB port which stored the pressure data (laptop running windows 7). 

The illumination fibre of the perfusion sensor was connected to an LED (Fiber-

Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model M530F1), emitting a central wavelength of 530 nm 

(green light). The LED driver (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, model LEDD1B) 

delivered a current of 1000 mA to the LED. The detection fibre was connected to a 

photodetector with an integral trans-impedance amplifier (Thorlabs, model PDA36A-

EC) set to a gain of 60 dB. All connections were a SubMiniature version (SMA) 905. 

A data acquisition card (National Instruments, model USB-6361) was used to acquire 

the output of the photodetector via connection to the analogue-to-digital converter 

(ADC) channel. The sampling frequency was 5 kHz with a 5 Hz anti-aliasing filter 

and had 16-bit resolution. 

 
 

  
 

Fig. 5.5: iTraXS design. (a) Opto-electronic design block diagram (FBG – fibre Bragg grating, NI – 

National Instruments, POF – plastic optical fibre, LED – light emitting diode.) (b) Photograph of the 

ETT with a sensor integrated into the cuff. (c) Schematic (fibres in blue are between the inner and 

outer cuff) [178]. 

The animal study consisted of 6 porcine subjects, that had ages between 10-12 weeks 

and a mean weight of 60.6 kg (Canberra 12 mixed breed; Landrace/Large 

White/Duroc). The subjects were sedated and then placed under general anaesthesia. 

The subjects were intubated with the iTraXS tubes and ventilated with a veterinary 

anaesthesia ventilator (Matrx 3000, Midmark). Tidal ventilation began in the 10 to 12 

ml/kg range and ETCO2 was maintained at 6 to 8 kPa. The FBGs for subjects 5 and 6 

(b) (c) 

(a) 
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were damaged during intubation and no contact pressure measurements could be 

obtained as the subjects could not be reintubated with a spare tube as this would 

contradict the animal licence. The damage to the fibres is discussed in Section 5.3.4.  

The protocol consisted of varying the intracuff pressure as measured by a manometer, 

for different rotational orientations of the sensor in the trachea (Fig. 5.6). The sampling 

rates were; manometer - 1s; contact pressure - 0.4 ms; and perfusion sensor - 0.2 ms. 

Initially, the ETT was orientated so that the sensors were facing towards the posterior 

of the trachea and then the cuff was inflated. Data was acquired in that quadrant of the 

trachea and then the ETT’s cuff was deflated and then the whole ETT was rotated by 

900 to the next quadrant. Therefore, the sensors were positioned towards the posterior, 

left lateral, right later, and anterior, respectively. For each rotation, the cuff was 

inflated to an intracuff pressure between 20 and 80 cmH2O. 

 

Fig. 5.6: Flow chart of the experimental protocol [178]. 

An example of one of the inflations, when the sensor was at the posterior of the trachea, 

is shown in Fig. 5.7.  The ventilator response is present in the contact pressure forming 

low-frequency oscillations of approximately 4s (approximately between points 6 and 

7 on Fig. 5.7). At point 3 a slight decrease in manometer pressure is observed due to 

relaxation of the ETT cuff in the trachea. Point 5 is an apparent ballistocardiograph 

response which is approximately the same frequency as the HR (~ 1.6 Hz, 96 BPM), 

as measured by the perfusion sensor. Point 8 is the peak inspiratory pressure, which is 

typically at the maximum of the ventilator inhalation. Interestingly, this likely means 

the ventilator produces a positive pressure just before exhalation. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Intracuff pressure (blue) versus cuff-trachea contact pressure (red) for subject 1, sensors are 

at the posterior of the trachea. (a) The initial inflation and resulting pressures. (b) A 10s section after 

the cuff was fully inflated. 5: BCG refers to a ballistocardiograph response. 8: PIP refers to the peak 

inspiratory pressure [178]. 

(a) (b) 
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The experimental data was used to calculate the sensitivity of the contact pressure 

sensor. Therefore, the gradient of a linear model between the two pressures (Fig. 5.8) 

predicts a relationship of 1 ± 0.1, with an R-squared of 93%. Indicating a high 

statistical consistency between the measured intracuff pressure and the cuff-trachea 

contact pressure. 

 

Fig. 5.8: FBG contact pressure variation with manometer intracuff pressure for subjects 1:4 and all 

tracheal quadrants. (a) Full pressure range. (b) Lower contact pressure region of 20 to 80 cmH2O. 

A clear PPG can be seen throughout the perfusion data (Fig. 5.9a). The ventilator 

response can also be seen in the perfusion data, along with the pulsatile signal 

originating from blood flow. Removal of the ventilator signal was achieved by filtering 

the perfusion data with a high-pass filter, resulting in Fig. 5.9b. Fourier analysis 

performed on the unfiltered perfusion data further highlights the pulsatile signal (1.6 

Hz) and the ventilator signal (0.15 to 0.47 Hz).  

  
 

 

Fig. 5.9: Example of a PPG signal from tracheal mucosa. (a) Unfiltered PPG signal. (b) PPG signal 

with low-frequency content removed. (c) A Fourier spectrum of the unfiltered PPG signal [178]. 

5.3.4 Discussion 
A full description of this animal study is found in [178], with only a summary 

presented here to highlight the benefits and limitations of the described fibre optic 

ETT design. Perfusion measurements could be reliably obtained at the trachea using 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(a) (b) 
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the iTraXS device (Fig. 5.9) when the sensors are positioned in the cuff. This is further 

evidence of the benefits of positioning the sensors in the cuff. However, without 

multiple LEDs or a single broadband LED providing light from the required 

wavelengths, oxygen saturation and ETT placement measurements were impossible. 

Therefore, later designs would need to incorporate this. In this study, two of the FBGs 

were damaged during intubation. Inscribing FBGs onto optical fibres using a UV laser 

can weaken them. In future, recoating the fibres can help to strengthen them so that 

breakages can be avoided. The anterior of the trachea provided weakly correlated 

intracuff pressure and contact pressure results. This is potentially caused by the 

asymmetrical shape of the trachea so that the sensors were not in good contact with 

the trachea at the anterior. Therefore, this is not likely to be a good position for the 

sensors. To obtain measurements from multiple orientations in the trachea the ETT 

was rotated throughout the experiments. This would not be possible during clinical 

use of the ETT, and at times it was difficult to determine the orientation of the sensors 

during the study. Multiple sensors in a single cuff positioned so they are facing the 

posterior (muscle at back), left and right lateral (cartilage at sides) provides the most 

reliable measurements. The animal study occasionally produced weak PPG and 

perfusion measurements, although a rotation to another side always improved these. 

However, this is unnecessary for ETT placement measurements alone as no significant 

difference has been found between tissue identification measurements in the trachea 

on the cartilage and muscle in ex-vivo porcine samples measured here. No difference 

was also found in in-vivo measurements in literature [87-89]. However, more sensors 

benefit ETT placement measurements with more information being provided. 

Furthermore, variations in perfusion and contact pressure measurements at different 

orientations indicated that an ETT with multiple sensors of each kind is beneficial. 

There was a large amount of direct coupling between the fibre tips as well as some of 

the ambient light from the room, which increased the DC light level and suppresses 

the AC component of PPG. A sensor design that reduced these effects would produce 

a higher SNR. Furthermore, cleaving the fibres at 45° may not be the optimal method 

for emitting light out of the sensor face, with an alternative method of bending the 

fibres being preferable. 

The opportunity to unravel this data from the first animal study has provided this PhD 

research with an important foundation for the design and testing of an improved smart 

ETT presented in the following chapter. 

5.4 Second Animal Study 
The sensor design used for the second animal study was a ‘combined sensor’ which 

combines the ETT placement sensor fabricated using a metal mould (Fig. 3.32) and a 

contact pressure sensor. However, the functional part of the sensor for ETT placement 

(Fig. 5.10) is the same design as described previously (Section 3.5). A non-transparent 

temperature curable epoxy (two-part epoxy, Permabond, model ET5143) was used to 

form the epoxy layer and the PMMA fibres were coated in a black pigment as 

described in Section 3.6.2. The separation between the detection and illumination 

fibres was 0.875 mm from centre to centre. 
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Fig. 5.10: ETT placement sensor used in the animal study. 

Three sensors were placed at 120° intervals from each other (Fig. 5.11b) in the cuff 

(Fig. 5.11a) of each ETT. Three sensors were used to make measurements at three 

different orientations in the trachea. Measurements from multiple orientations give 

information about the contact pressure and perfusion of the trachea at different 

locations without having to rotate the ETT. However, although not essential, it’s 

beneficial to have more measurements for ETT placement detection. The sensors were 

integrated between the cuffs of a double cuff size 8 Mallinckrodt ETT (Covidien, 

model 107-80) as described in Section 3.5. Sensor 1 was positioned on the outside 

curve of the ETT, with sensors 2 and 3 positioned clockwise around the cuff (Fig. 

5.11). A detailed description of the orientation of each sensor in the trachea is given 

at the start of the analysis of each subject. The sensors were adhered to the inner cuff 

using two drops of transparent UV curable epoxy (Panacol, model Vitralit 1655). The 

same epoxy was used to attach the outer cuff to the inner cuff at its top and bottom. 

The fibres ran between the two cuffs and down the outside lumen of the ETT. A small 

plastic tube was placed around the fibres from each sensor that ran out of the cuff to 

provide durability to the fibres not in the cuff.  

 
 

 

Fig. 5.11: (a) Photograph of the sensors integrated between the cuffs of an ETT. The third sensor is 

not visible and is behind the ETT in the photograph. (b) Schematic showing the cross-section of the 

cuff with the three sensors. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The opto-electronic components used for ETT placement measurements and oxygen 

saturation are described here (Fig. 5.12), although other components were used for 

contact pressure measurements. Each sensor had two 250 𝜇𝑚 diameter illumination 

fibres (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA), Asahi, model DB-200), 

and one 500 𝜇𝑚 central detection fibre (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate 

(PMMA), Asahi, model DB-500). One illumination fibre was connected to a 

broadband white LED (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model MBB1F1), and the other 

to an IR LED (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model M850F3). Both LEDs were 

powered by drivers (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, model LEDD1B), set to deliver a 

current of 500 mA. The connections in the illumination leg were bare fibre terminators 

(Thorlabs, model BFT1) with 510 𝜇𝑚 SMA connectors (Thorlabs, model B10510A) 

for the 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter fibres and 1050 𝜇𝑚 SMA connector (Thorlabs, model 

B11050A) for the 1000𝜇𝑚 fibre. Therefore, there was a total of six LEDs and drivers 

(2 for each sensor). The drivers were connected to an Arduino (Arduino, model nano 

A000005), via a Bayonet Neil-Concelman (BNC) cable. The Arduino generated a 

square wave to trigger the drivers in a time-division multiple access (TDMA) 

configuration so that a single sensor was illuminating at any one time. This allowed a 

single spectrometer to detect light from each sensor sequentially. The time division 

chosen was 30s, so one sensor illuminated and detected for 30s then turned off and the 

next sensor began, cycling through the three sensors. From a research perspective, this 

allowed multiple full inflation and deflation ETT cuff cycles to be detected by a single 

sensor. Increasing this time provides longer measurement windows for each sensor 

and decreasing this time means that multiple sensors were more likely to detect the 

same physiological changes in the animal. Therefore, a balance between these two was 

chosen. In a clinical setting, the time division could be decreased to a fraction of a 

second so that spectra could be generated from all sensors during intubation.  

 

Fig. 5.12: Schematic diagram of the opto-electronic units used for ETT placement detection. The 

yellow and red lines are the 250 𝜇𝑚 diameter illumination fibres for the broadband white and IR 

LEDs. The orange line is the 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter detection fibre.  

Each of the three detection fibres were bundled together forming a three-to-one 

coupler and then connected to a single larger diameter fibre to allow detection from 

all three sensors on a single spectrometer. The detection fibres were held together in a 

‘triangle formation’ and placed through an SMA connector (Fig. 5.13). The fibres were 

held in the ferrule with the same UV-curable transparent epoxy used to adhere the 
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sensors to the cuff. Another SMA connector with a 2 𝑚𝑚 diameter fibre was then 

connected to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, model OCEAN-HDX-XR).  

   
 

Fig. 5.13: (a) Photograph of the bundle of detection fibres in a triangle formation and adhered to the 

inside of a ferrule. 

Ethical approval was provided under Home Office license PP 3998512 by The 

University of Nottingham. Three porcine subjects (Canberra 12 mixed breed; 

Landrace/Large White/Duroc), with ages 5-6 months, and weights of 50-60 kg 

underwent surgery for alternative non-recovery experiments on acute and chronic 

kidney disease. The subjects were fasted for 24h before sedation, which was initiated 

with intramuscular buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg), ketamine (5mg/kg), and detomidine 

(0.1 mg/kg). The subjects were then left for 15 minutes and given alfaxalone (1 mg/kg) 

intravenously to further relax the larynx. Standard intubation procedures were then 

followed using the ETT with integrated sensors (Fig. 5.14). Two different ETTs were 

used for the three subjects, labelled ETT1 and ETT2. ETT1 was used for subjects 1 

and 3 and ETT2 was used for subject 2. Initially, three different tubes were planned to 

be used (one for each subject). However, the contact pressure fibres were damaged 

during initial tests and so the same tube was used for subjects 1 and 3. The subjects 

were moved to the operating room and placed under general anaesthesia with 

isoflurane (2%), oxygen, and an air mix. A veterinary anaesthesia ventilator (Matrx, 

model 3000) started ventilation at a rate of 11 ml/kg, although this was adjusted 

throughout the surgery to maintain oxygen saturation above 95% and an ETCO2 of 7 

kPa. The ETT cuff pressure was initially brought to 30 cmH2O and was varied 

throughout the experiment to correlate with cuff-trachea contact pressure and to 

induce physiological changes in the trachea such as inducing capillary refill so that the 

capillary refill time (CRT) could be measured. Although not viable in the animal 

license for this study, future protocols could incorporate in vivo oesophageal 

measurements by intubating the oesophagus with an ETT or attaching the sensor to an 

oesophageal temperature probe. 

 

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 5.14: Porcine subject after intubation and connection of tubes and fibres. 

The ETT was orientated such that sensor 1 was at the posterior of the trachea (the 

muscular side closest to the oesophagus), and sensors 2 and 3 were on the left lateral 

and right lateral cartilaginous sides, respectively. However, there may have been some 

rotations of the ETT in the trachea due to movements. The pressure valve of the ETT 

cuff was connected to a syringe pump and manometer so that the intracuff pressure 

(pressure inside the cuff) could be varied and measured. A series of experiments were 

then performed (Fig. 5.15) and then the subject was euthanised following the animal 

license protocol. Following the death of the animal, the ETT was extubated and then 

placed in the oesophagus where measurements continued.
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Fig. 5.15: Timeline of the main events of the animal study for all subjects (black) and specific 

changes to the protocol for subjects 1 (red), 2 (green), and 3 (blue). 
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During the initial intracuff pressure measurements of subject 1, it was discovered that 

the cuff had a slow leak and could not maintain pressure. This was caused by the epoxy 

that sealed the cuffs failing and was the first occurrence of this fault. Future designs 

should ensure a strong seal under rigorous testing. However, this would be resolved 

by commercial manufacturing of the double cuff. Attempts were made to stabilise the 

cuff pressure by manually increasing the pressure back to 30 cmH2O when it fell 

below 25 cmH2O. Following this, the syringe pump was set to constantly supply 

pressure to the cuff at a rate of 9-13 ml/min to stabilise the leak. The integration time 

of the spectrometer was set between 20-50 ms, depending on the intensity of the 

detected optical power. Light and dark references were taken at the end of each 

experiment for each sensor using black felt and a reflectance standard (Spectralon 

diffuse reflectance targets, Labsphere, model SRT-99-180). The referencing was taken 

whilst the whole system was fully connected. Cuff inflation cycles refer to increasing 

the pressure of the cuff in steps of 5 cmH2O. CRT measurements consisted of rapidly 

increasing the pressure and then rapidly decreasing it to induce blanching and then 

refilling of the capillaries. For ETT placement data, these periods can be considered 

as having a variable cuff pressure, with a comparison to cuff pressures not investigated 

here. Once the ETT was in the oesophagus it was rotated and moved in and out in a 

spiral motion so that multiple orientations in the oesophagus could be measured. A 

flow chart describes how the data is processed for each subject (Fig. 5.16). Data 

number refers to the order in which data was acquired. It was sequentially generated 

for each data point depending on the time it was acquired. This was implemented 

because of breaks in data acquisition between measurements. 

 

Fig. 5.16: Flow chart summarising the data processing of the spectral data acquired from the animal 

study. 

5.4.1 Analysis by Subject 

5.4.2 Subject 3 
The analysis begins with subject 3, as for subject 1 the cuff had a leak during 

measurements and no oesophageal measurements were made (discussed in Section 

5.4.4). The ETT was orientated in the trachea such that sensor 2 was positioned 

towards the posterior on the muscle side (Fig. 5.17), sensor 1 was on the outer left 

lateral cartilage and sensor 3 was on the outer right lateral cartilage, confirmed with a 

post-mortem dissection where an incision was made through the neck of the subject to 
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reveal the trachea. No imaging of the ETT in the trachea was made during 

measurements and it could have moved during the experiments. However, the ETT is 

generally stable in position once inserted due to the cuff expanding and securing its 

position, along with the pressure the throat and mouth exert on the ETT. Movement 

of the neck of the patient can dislodge the ETT [179], although the subjects in this 

animal study were not moved once measurements began. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.17: Subject 3 (a) sensor orientation diagram in the trachea. (b) Photograph of the trachea with 

the ETT inside and with sensor 1 turned on. (c) Photograph of the ETT extubated without rotating and 

then placed in the approximate position on top of the subject so that the orientation is preserved. 

The integration time of the spectrometer was set to 50 ms for subject 3, with the 

computer taking an additional 2.7 ms to store each spectrum. Therefore, the sample 

rate was 52.7 ms and resulted in 19 acquired spectra per second. The sensors were 

TDMA cycled with a 30s time division as described previously in this chapter so that 

data was only acquired from one sensor at a time for 30s before cycling to the next 

sensor in the order 1, 2, 3. Data acquisition began with sensor 3. The means of the first 

full 30s of each sensor are shown in Fig. 5.18. This was formed by averaging the 570 

spectra taken in each detection window (90s of acquisition with 1710 spectra across 3 

sensors). 

 

(c) (a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.18: Subject 3 trachea – (a) Spectra normalized with the white reference standard and then (b) 

further Single wavelength normalization at 561 nm.  

The characteristic wavelength feature is observationally absent in all three sensor 

positions (Fig. 5.18) in this example spectra from the first 30s of acquisition. The 

absence is believed to arise from the use of a fibre separation distance that is not 

optimal, such that the penetration depth of the light is decreased and a limited amount 

of OHb is detected. The spectra were normalized using the white reference standard 

to produce a reflectance intensity as a percentage (Fig. 5.18a) and then normalized to 

the central peak of the OHb characteristic at a wavelength of 561 nm (Fig. 5.18b). 

There is absorption in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region that can be seen most 

clearly in Fig. 5.18a. However, the typical peak at 561 nm is not visible. The same 

process was then applied to the first 30s of the oesophageal data from each sensor as 

an example. 

 

Fig. 5.19: Subject 3 Oesophagus - (a) Spectra normalized with the white reference standard and then 

(b) further Single wavelength normalization at 561 nm.  

The oesophageal spectra (Fig. 5.19) also differ from those measured in ex-vivo 

samples, where typically the OHb characteristic consisting of a trough-peak-trough is 

present. However, there is low absorbance (high reflectance) in the 530 - 590 nm 

wavelength region as can be seen in Fig. 5.19 when compared to the tracheal spectra. 

Since oesophageal data was measured only after the death of the subject, a comparison 

to the post-mortem tracheal data is first made for 30s of the data from sensor 1 (Fig. 

5.20). 

(b) (a) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5.20: 30s of spectral data taken shortly post-mortem (in-situ) for subject 3, sensor 2 (n = 1126).  

The increase in the number of spectra is caused by decreasing the integration time 

from 50 ms to 25 ms. The ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are used in Fig. 5.20 to compare the tissues, 

described in Section 4.3.1. A separation between the two tissues forms, with 𝑅2 

providing a stronger separation as can be seen by the overlapping 𝑅1 values. However, 

the tracheal ratio values are different to those measured in ex-vivo samples, where 

typically they would be below 1, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. A tracheal ratio above 

1 is caused by the absence of the trough-peak-trough spectral feature in the 530 – 590 

nm wavelength region. The lack of a central peak at a wavelength of 561 nm can be 

seen in Fig. 5.18. Therefore, relative to the central peak, the normalized reflectance at 

543 and 578 nm is higher, causing ratio values greater than 1 for the trachea. However, 

the tissues can still be separated from each other because of the increased absorption 

of the tracheal tissue in the spectral range of interest. The steep increase in reflectance 

from the 561 nm wavelength in the tracheal data causes higher ratio values than what 

is seen in the oesophagus for 𝑅2, which is typical throughout the data. A discussion on 

this difference is found at the end of this chapter.  

Stable oesophageal measurements were made for a total of 6 minutes (2 minutes total 

per sensor), where stable refers to the ETT not being moved and the cuff pressure not 

being changed. Therefore, the last 6 minutes of stable post-mortem tracheal data are 

compared to the oesophageal data and then separated by sensor, as this provides a 

comparison between the tissue where the physiological state of the subject is most 

similar (Fig. 5.21). 
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Fig. 5.21: Post-mortem (in-situ) comparison between tracheal and oesophageal 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 values for 

subject 3 (a) sensor 1 (n = 2280), (b) sensor 2 (n = 2280), (c) sensor (3) (2 = 2280), and (d) combined 

for all sensors (n = 6840). 

From Fig. 5.21, the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 do not perform as good indicators of tissue type 

when comparing recent post-mortem tracheal results. The data form clusters from 

variations in the pressure of the ETT cuff. The combined mean and standard deviation 

for the post-mortem 𝑅1 value (Fig. 5.21d) for the trachea was 1.03 ± 0.02, whereas 

the oesophagus was 1.04 ± 0.02. The 𝑅2 values mean and standard deviation for the 

trachea and oesophagus were 1.06±0.02 and 1.05 ± 0.02. Therefore, the ratio values 

are similar between the trachea and oesophagus for the in-situ post-mortem results. 

The other computational methods described in Chapter 4 may distinguish the tissues. 

However, due to the inconsistency with ex-vivo results and the not significantly 

different ratio values, the classifications would be unrepresentative for the in-situ 

tracheal results. 

The post-mortem oesophageal data was then compared to the tracheal data during the 

first few minutes of intubation. Although this is a comparison between in-vivo tracheal 

and in-situ oesophageal measurements, it may be considered a more representative 

comparison as the tracheal classification relies upon the presence of the spectral 

feature originating from OHb. Therefore, the rapid physiological changes that occur 

during death may inhibit the presence of the OHb spectral feature in the trachea. 

Therefore, the feature may be more detectable in a living subject's trachea compared 

to recently deceased ones. However, this may also be viewed as simply distinguishing 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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between alive and dead tissues. The feature may be more detectable in ex-vivo samples 

due to the presence of highly oxygenated blood inside and outside the samples. An 

ETT placement decision would ideally be determined during the first few seconds of 

intubation to minimise the risk to the patient. Further discussion of this idea is explored 

at the end of this chapter. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.22: Comparison between in-vivo tracheal and recently deceased in-situ oesophageal 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 

values for subject 3 (a) sensor 1 (n = 2280), (b) sensor 2 (n = 2280), (c) sensor (3) (2 = 2280), and (d) 

combined for all sensors (n = 6840). 

Comparing the first 6 minutes (2 minutes per sensor) of in-vivo tracheal data with 6 

minutes of in-situ oesophageal data demonstrates a clear separation in 𝑅2 for each 

sensor (Fig. 5.22a-c), and when the sensors are combined (Fig. 5.22d). However, 𝑅1 

is not a good indicator of tissue type for sensors 1 and 3, although a difference can be 

seen for sensor 2 (Fig. 5.22b). The mean and standard deviation of the 𝑅2 values for 

the trachea and oesophagus were 1.17 ± 0.07, and 1.05 ± 0.02. The 𝑅1 values gave 

a mean a standard deviation of 1.02 ± 0.01, and 1.04 ± 0.02. A t-test was performed 

on the tracheal and oesophageal 𝑅2 values gives z = 135.0, p < 0.001, concluding a 

statistical difference. 

The full data set consisting of all in-vivo tracheal measurements (n = 98445, 86.39 

minutes) and all post-mortem in-situ oesophageal measurements (n = 9500, 8.34 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 
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minutes) for subject 3 were then compared, which include periods of unstable cuff 

pressure and ETT movements, as described in.  

 

Fig. 5.23: in-vivo tracheal and in-situ oesophageal measurements over the full acquisition for subject 3 

(n = 107946, 94.73 minutes)  

A separation in the 𝑅2 values can be seen in Fig. 5.23. The 𝑅1 values classify the 

tissues less, where there is less separation. The mean and standard deviation for the 𝑅2 

values for the trachea and oesophagus across all measurements were 1.20 ± 0.08, and 

1.05 ± 0.02, with a t-test finding a significant difference z = 126.54, p < 0.001. The 

mean and standard deviation of the 𝑅1 values for the trachea and oesophagus were 

1.02 ± 0.02, and 1.04 ± 0.02, respectively. However, by combing each ratio value a 

stronger classification can be performed.  

 

Fig. 5.24: Subject 3 in-vivo tracheal measurements separated by sensor and in-situ oesophageal 

measurements (n = 107946, 94.73 minutes). 
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Separating the tracheal ratios by sensor (Fig. 5.24), reveals that all 3 sensors provide 

similar ratio values. The mean and standard deviation of the tracheal 𝑅2 values for 

sensors 1, 2, and 3 are 1.22 ± 0.08, 1.17 ± 0.06 and 1.21 ± 0.09. The 𝑅1 means and 

standard deviations for sensors 1, 2, and 3 are 1.02 ± 0.02, 1.01 ± 0.02, and 1.02 ±

0.02, respectively. There is no significant difference between the means of the ratio 

values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 for the different sensors. Furthermore, no significant difference was 

found in the oesophageal mean ratio values between sensors 1, 2, and 3. This agrees 

with the findings of ex-vivo measurements (Chapter 4), and they will therefore be 

processed collectively. 

The tissues were then classified by the three best-performing classifiers described in 

Chapter 4. The LDA, KNN, and SVM algorithms developed in this chapter offered 

the best classification and are the chosen methods.  

 

 

Fig. 5.25: Subject 3 trachea and oesophagus ratio values separated with an, (a) unweighted LDA 

boundary and, (b) weighted LDA boundary 

(a) 

(b) 
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Applying the LDA method (Section 4.5.1) to the tissues forms a boundary between 

them (Fig. 5.25a). However, the decision boundary is not close to the optimal position, 

where a straight horizontal line at approximately 𝑅2 = 1.1 separates the tissues with a 

higher correct tissue identification. This poorly placed boundary is caused by the 

sample sizes of the two groups differing greatly, where there are 10.36 times as many 

tracheal data (n = 98445) than oesophageal (n = 9501). One option is to compare the 

tracheal data in batches of equivalent size to the oesophageal, which would produce 

10 comparisons. However, a simpler method is to weight the tissues by sample size 

(i.e. the tracheal data carries 10.36 times as much weight), providing a more 

representative identification. The group size weighted LDA boundary (Fig. 5.25b) 

produced a sensitivity of 98.0% and a specificity of 81.8%, giving a total correct tissue 

identification of 89.9% 

 

Fig. 5.26: Confidences on LDA classifications for subject 3. 

The confidences were found by calculating the distance of each point from the LDA 

boundary (Fig. 5.26). The data point furthest from the line was assigned a 100% 

confidence and then the other measurements were scaled by this. Data number refers 

to the order in which data was acquired, described in the introduction of this chapter. 

Interestingly, the data numbers form groups with others close to them, where 2 or 3 

can be found within a data number range of a few hundred, which gives Fig. 5.26 a 

striped appearance. This is caused by the varying cuff pressure changing the ratio 

values such that there are discrete jumps which change the distance from the line and 

hence the confidences. The data from subject 3 was then processed with the KNN 

method (Section 4.5.4). 
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Fig. 5.27 Subject 3 trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the KNN method. (a) Example 

test data, (b) KNN confidences. 

The data was permutated by using 1 data point as the test and all other measurements 

as the training data. During the KNN method, the distance between the test data and 

each training data is calculated, resulting in 𝑛(𝑛 − 1) calculations. A sample size of 

𝑛 = 10946 requires over 10 billion calculations (1.17 × 1010), requiring several 

hours to process and the response time would be too long for a clinical setting. 

However, the number of calculations could be reduced significantly by lowering the 

number of training data by averaging some of the spectra, or by using KNN only close 

to the boundary between the data sets where the data is less separable. In the example 

(Fig. 5.27a) the test data point would be correctly classified as oesophageal with an 

81.8% confidence (9/11 of its closest neighbours oesophageal). Fig. 5.27b shows the 

confidence for each data point. The sensitivity for the KNN method was 95.5%, and 

the specificity was 99.9%, giving a correct tissue identification of 97.7%. The data 

from subject 3 was then classified using the SVM method (Section 4.5.3). 

(b) 

(a) 
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Fig. 5.28: Subject 3 trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the SVM method. (a) The 

objective function. (b) the minimum of the objective function (Min objective) change with the number 

of function evaluations. (c) the SVM boundary with the trachea and oesophagus classes shaded in 

light blue and pink, respectively. 

The objective function (Fig. 5.28a) shows the shape of the boundary in a higher 

dimensional space. The minimum of the objective function is an estimate of the 

strength of the classification and reaches a value of 0.019 over 30 iterations (Fig. 

5.28b), where 0 is a perfect separation. Fig. 5.28c shows the boundary formed by the 

SVM method which provides a sensitivity of 97.1% and specificity of 99.1%, giving 

a correct tissue identification of 98.1%. A confidence was then assigned to each data 

point by finding the closest distance to the boundary and then assigning the furthest 

distance a 100% confidence (Fig. 5.29). The Matlab optimisation of the SVM 

hyperparameter produced a specific and irregular boundary. This is a form of 

overfitting and fewer iterations may have produced a more generally representative 

boundary. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 5.29: SVM confidence on the subject 3 tissue classifications. 

5.4.3 Subject 2 
A different ETT was used for subject 2, whereas the same ETT was used for subjects 

3 and 1, although they were manufactured the same way and contained the same sensor 

design. The sensors were orientated in approximately the same position as for subject 

3, with sensor 2 positioned towards the posterior on the muscle side (Fig. 5.30), sensor 

1 on the outer left lateral cartilage and sensor 3 on the outer right lateral cartilage. This 

was confirmed post-mortem by an incision through the neck once again. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.30: Subject 2 (a) sensor orientation diagram in the trachea. (b) Photograph of the trachea with 

the ETT inside with sensor 1 turned on. (c) Photograph of the ETT extubated without rotating and 

then placed in the approximate position on top of the subject so that the orientation is preserved. 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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The integration time of the spectrometer was initially set to 30 ms for subject 2, 

although it was changed to 50 ms after 22 minutes of data acquisition to increase the 

intensity of the spectra. The protocol was the same as for subject 3 and the data was 

processed in the same way, described in the introduction and the previous section, with 

only a summary and discussion of the results here. 

 

 

Fig. 5.31: Subject 2 – Porcine trachea (a), (b) and oesophagus (c), (d). Spectra normalized with the 

white reference standard (a), (c). Then a further Single wavelength normalization at 561 nm (b), (d).  

The intensity spectra for subject 2 produce a similar spectrum as for subject 3. There 

is little presence of a central peak at a wavelength of 561 nm in either tissue, although 

there is more absorption in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region in the trachea (Fig. 

5.31a-b) than in the oesophagus (Fig. 5.31c-d). The average tracheal intensity spectra 

were formed by the mean of 970 spectra for each sensor (30s of data acquisition), 

whereas the average oesophageal intensity spectra contain the mean of 571 spectra, 

due to increasing the integration time from 30ms to 50ms. The intensity spectra were 

normalized in the same way as for subject 3. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 5.32: Comparison of the ratio values of the trachea and oesophagus subject 2 shortly after death 

(in-situ), containing 9 minutes of tracheal and oesophageal data (4.5 minutes each tissue, n = 10284 

combined). 

Interestingly, subject 2 𝑅2 values are more separable post-mortem than they were for 

subject 3. However, there is still a significant overlap in the values, with a mean and 

standard deviation for the trachea and oesophagus being 1.05 ± 0.03 and 1.03 ± 0.01. 

The post-mortem tracheal and oesophageal 𝑅1 were 1.02 ± 0.01, and 1.03 ± 0.01. 

Therefore, the post-mortem tracheal results will be neglected when comparing the 

ratio values. 

 

Fig. 5.33: in-vivo tracheal and in-situ oesophageal measurements over the full acquisition for subject 2 

(n = 206574, 174.24 minutes). 

All in-vivo tracheal measurements are grouped and compared to all in-situ 

oesophageal measurements in Fig. 5.33. The tracheal data comprises of 193446 

spectra, measured over 162.95 minutes, and 13128 oesophageal spectra, over 11.29 
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minutes. A strong separation between 𝑅2 values can be seen, with a mean and standard 

deviation for the trachea and oesophagus of 1.12 ± 0.05, and 1.02 ± 0.02, 

respectively. The 𝑅1 values are less well separated with a mean and standard deviation 

for the trachea and oesophagus of 1.01 ± 0.01, and 1.03 ± 0.01, respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.34: (a) Subject 2 trachea and oesophagus ratio values separated with weighted LDA boundary 

and, (b) confidence on the identifications. 

The LDA method (Fig. 5.34) produces a sensitivity of 95.0% and a specificity of 

96.8%, giving a correct tissue identification of 95.9%. The LDA boundary was 

weighted because of the different group sizes. Therefore, oesophageal values had 

14.73 times greater weight, which increases the number of correct tissue 

identifications. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.35: Subject 2 trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the KNN method. (a) 

Example test data, (b) KNN confidences. 

The tissues were then classified using the KNN method, with an example shown in 

Fig. 5.35a. In the example, the test data point was correctly classified as tracheal with 

a 63.6% confidence. The KNN method for subject 2 achieved a sensitivity of 98.1% 

and a specificity of 98.6%, giving an average correct tissue identification of 98.3%. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.36: Subject 2 trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the SVM method. (a) The 

objective function (hyperplane). (b) The minimum of the objective function (Min objective) change 

with the number of function evaluations. (c) The SVM boundary with the trachea and oesophagus 

classes shaded in light blue and pink, respectively. 

The objective function is formed over an iterative process (Fig. 5.36a). The minimum 

of the objective function was tracked over 30 iterations (Fig. 5.36b). The boundary 

formed by the SVM method (Fig. 5.36c) gives a sensitivity of 96.7% and a specificity 

of 99.2%, giving a correct tissue identification average of 97.9%. Confidences were 

generated by finding the distances to the boundary (Fig. 5.37). 

 

Fig. 5.37: SVM confidence on the subject 2 tissue classifications. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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5.4.4 Subject 1 
For Subject 1, the integration time was set to 10 ms for the first 78.5 minutes and then 

changed to 30 ms for the remainder of data acquisition to increase the signal-to-noise 

ratio. The same ETT was reused for subject 3. A leak in the cuff of the ETT was 

observed in the first few minutes of data acquisition and compensated for by manually 

increasing the pressure of the cuff back to 30 cmH2O every few minutes once the 

pressure dropped to below 20 cmH2O. Later, the syringe pump was set to increase the 

pressure steadily at a rate between 9-13 ml/min to compensate for the leak, which 

maintained a stable pressure of approximately 30 cmH2O. Confirmation of the ETT 

orientation in the trachea was not confirmed post-mortem for subject 1. Therefore, its 

position is unconfirmed, although it is assumed it was approximately the same as for 

subjects 2 and 3 (Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.30). Furthermore, during oesophageal intubation 

of the ETT, the veterinary physician could not confirm placement into the oesophagus 

as intended after several attempts. There was no post-mortem incision through the 

neck to reveal the trachea for subject 1, whereas for subjects 2 and 3 this was 

performed due to the unclear placement for the first subject. Therefore, it was not 

confirmed that ETT was in the oesophagus. 

 

 

Fig. 5.38: Subject 1 – Porcine trachea (a), (b) and oesophagus (c), (d). Spectra normalized with the 

white reference standard (a), (c). Then a further Single wavelength normalization at 561 nm (b), (d).  

Interestingly, no clear absorbance in the characteristic wavelength range of 530 - 590 

nm is seen in the tracheal spectra for the first 30s average after intubation (Fig. 5.38a). 

Observationally, there is absorbance in the wavelength range for the suspected 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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oesophagus Fig. 5.38c-d. However, due to the cuff leak described previously for 

subject 1, likely, the sensors were initially not in good contact with the trachea. This 

is reinforced when comparing the peak intensities to subject 3, where the same ETT 

was used for both subjects 3 and 1. The average peak intensity for subject 3, sensor 2, 

during the first 30s of data acquisition, was 50,500 ± 500, whereas for subject 1 this 

was 17,000 ± 4000. The initial intensity for subject 1 is significantly lower than for 

subject 3. Furthermore, the standard deviation is significantly more for subject 1 which 

would be seen for a sensor in poor contact. 

Comparing the ratio values for the trachea and suspected oesophagus (Fig. 5.39) shows 

no difference. The mean and standard deviation of the 𝑅1 values for the trachea and 

‘oesophagus’ were both 1.03 ± 0.02. The 𝑅2 values for the trachea and oesophagus 

were both 1.10 ± 0.04. Therefore, it is likely that the oesophageal intubation failed 

and the ETT was placed into the trachea once again. For this reason, the computational 

methods will not be applied to the data from this subject 1. The ‘oesophageal’ data 

from subject 1 will also be removed from any combined computational analysis in the 

next section, where only confirmed tracheal data will be used. 

 

Fig. 5.39: in-vivo tracheal and in-situ ‘oesophageal’ measurements over the full acquisition for subject 

1 (n = 671107, 183.17 minutes). 

5.5 Combined Analysis 

5.5.1 LDA, KNN & SVM 
The data from the individual subjects were then combined (Fig. 5.40) so that the 

performance of the sensors and computational methods could be analysed across 3 

subjects (9 sensors total). The ‘oesophageal’ measurements for subject 1 were 

excluded. The mean and standard deviation of the 𝑅1 values across the three subjects 

for the trachea and oesophagus were 1.02 ± 0.02 and 1.03 ± 0.02, respectively. The 

𝑅2 values were 1.1 ± 0.06, and 1.04 ± 0.03. 
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Fig. 5.40: Combined trachea and oesophagus ratio values across the three subjects (n = 979706, 

347.47 minutes across). 

Performing LDA on the combined data (Fig. 5.41). The sensitivity using the LDA 

method was 96.6% and the specificity was 81.8%. The classification is less sensitive 

and specific when the data from the subjects are combined. This could originate from 

a variable calibration using the white reference standard or may be naturally occurring 

variations from the different subjects. 

 
(a) 
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Fig. 5.41: (a) Combined trachea and oesophagus ratio values separated with a weighted LDA 

boundary. (b) Confidences. 

Performing KNN analysis with the combined data from the three subjects yields a 

sensitivity of 68.1% and a specificity of 93.5%. The sensitivity of this method with 

the combined data is considerably lower than what we have seen previously when 

applying this method to individual subjects. This difference is due to the less separable 

values when combining the data and the substantially different group sizes, where the 

trachea group has 43 times as many measurements. Unlike the other methods, KNN 

analysis uses every data point in every calculation and therefore with significantly 

different group sizes the oesophageal data is more likely to have its closest neighbours 

as tracheal due to there being more data in that group. If the tissues are highly separable 

this has a smaller impact on the KNN classification. However, with a stronger overlap 

between the groups, the oesophageal data is more saturated with tracheal neighbours 

from the extremes of that group.  

(b) 
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Fig. 5.42: Combined trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the KNN method. (a) 

Example test data, (b) KNN confidences. 

The objective function is formed over an iterative process (Fig. 5.43a). The minimum 

of the objective function reached a value of 0.06 over 30 iterations (Fig. 5.43b). The 

boundary formed by the SVM method (Fig. 5.43c) gave a sensitivity of 93.5% and a 

specificity of 89.6%. The confidence in the SVM classifications can be seen in Fig. 

5.43d 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.43: Combined trachea and oesophagus ratio values classified with the SVM method. (a) The 

objective function (hyperplane). (b) The minimum of the objective function (Min objective) change 

with the number of function evaluations. (c) The SVM boundary with the trachea and oesophagus 

classes shaded in light blue and pink, respectively. (d) SVM confidence on the combined tissue 

classifications. 

 

(c) 

(d) 

(a) (b) 
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5.5.2 Full Spectrum PCA & SVM 
In the previous section, the data from subjects 1, 2, and 3 were combined. The ratio 

values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 were then used to classify the spectra as being tracheal or 

oesophageal using LDA, KNN, and SVM. This current section utilises the entire 

acquired spectral range by implementing PCA between 450 and 850 nm. Therefore, a 

maximum of 886 discrete wavelengths are used. 

The 979,706 spectra, consisting of 347.47 minutes across 3 subjects were randomly 

separated into training and testing groups. Each group contained half of the trachea 

and half of the oesophageal data, such that two groups of size 489,853 were formed. 

The training data was processed with PCA (Section 4.3.2) so that the features that 

presented the most variance across the full spectrum were selected. The best-

performing components were then used to train an SVM classifier. The SVM model 

was then verified with the test data whilst utilising an increasing number of 

components, starting with the most effective. 

Table 5.1 Performance of an SVM classifier with an increasing number of the most effective 

components found from PCA for the combined data from a porcine animal study. 

Number of 

Components used 
Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

Correct tissue 

identification (%) 

1 26.1 66.3 46.2 

2 40.9 85.7 63.3 

3 99.1 90.6 94.9 

4 98.1 90.2 94.2 

5 99.2 97.2 98.2 

10 99.3 97.2 98.3 

886 99.3 97.2 98.3 
 

By utilising only 3 PCs a correct tissue identification of 94.9% was achieved. This 

outperforms the next best classification method (SVM without PCA) where the ratio 

values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 (consisting of 3 wavelength total) were used. This implies that the 

best wavelengths were not used when forming these ratios. Furthermore, by utilising 

5 components a correct tissue identification of 98.2% was achieved. The use of 10 

components produces a marginal improvement to 98.3%. Increasing the number of 

components beyond 10 does not produce an increase in either sensitivity or specificity. 

To determine the most effective wavelength bands to distinguish the tissues, a visual 

plot of the 5 most effective principal components was generated (Fig. 5.44). 
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Fig. 5.44: Visual representations of the 5 most effective principal components used to distinguish 

tracheal and oesophageal tissues. 

A large variance can be seen in the PC loadings in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength 

regions, which corresponds to the haemoglobin band, as is the focus of this research 

project. However, further patterns emerge as can be seen from Fig. 5.44. Particularly 

in the wavelength regions of 650, 725, and 825 nm. A large divergence in these PCs 

in these regions represents a large variance in the acquired spectra at these 

wavelengths. Therefore, these wavelengths may be of interest in future research to 

better distinguish the tissues, as is suggested by the increased tissue identification 

when the first 5 PCs are used when compared to the ratios 𝑅1 and 𝑅2. However, 

broadening the utilised wavelengths limits what can be used as a light source and 

detector, where the production of a minimum viable product (MVP) that implements 

cheaper LEDs and photodiodes may not be possible (Section 6.2.5) with this method. 

5.6 Summary & Discussion 
The three classifiers explored in this chapter (LDA, KNN, and SVM) are compared in 

Table 5.2 for subjects 3 and 2, with no classification performed for subject 1 as it is 

likely that oesophageal measurements were not made. The combined measurements 

for subjects 3 and 2 along with the tracheal measurements for subject 1 are also 

presented (combined).  
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Table 5.2 Comparison of the classifiers used to distinguish the tissues of 3 porcine subjects. 

 Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

Correct tissue 

identification 

(%) 

LDA 

Subject 3 98.0 81.8 89.9 

Subject 2 95.0 96.8 95.9 

Combined 96.6 81.8 89.2 

KNN 

Subject 3 95.5 99.9 97.7 

Subject 2 98.1 98.6 98.3 

Combined 68.1 93.5 80.8 

SVM 

Subject 3 97.1 99.1 98.1 

Subject 2 96.7 99.2 97.9 

Combined 93.5 89.6 91.6 
 

By utilising the full acquired spectrum to generate the most effective PCs and then 

using the SVM method to classify the spectra, a correct tissue identification of 98.3% 

can be achieved by using the first 10 PCs. The best-performing classifier when only 

𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are used, was the SVM method which achieved the highest correct tissue 

identification for the combined subject data of 91.6%, where this refers to the average 

of the correct tracheal and oesophageal identifications. However, sensitivity 

(percentage of correct oesophageal identifications) is the most important parameter 

clinically as they are the most dangerous when incorrectly identified. The LDA 

method produced a comparable identification of 89.2% (1.4% lower). The KNN 

method produced a strong identification for the individual subjects, with the highest 

average correct identifications for subject 2 (0.4% higher than the SVM method). 

However, the combined KNN analysis performed a weak identification of 80.8%, 

caused by the severely different group sizes. Therefore, if the group sizes were made 

comparable by comparing the trachea measurements in batches to the oesophagus this 

approach would likely be more successful. By averaging the tracheal spectra together, 

(effectively reducing the integration time) the number of measurements could also be 

reduced, which may improve the performance of this method.  

The study found no difference between the ratio values measured at different 

orientations in the trachea, with the three sensors in each ETT producing on average 

the same values. However, there is a greater variance in the trachea when compared 

to the oesophagus, caused by a varying cuff inflation pressure. The study consisted of 

3 subjects and a larger study is required to verify these findings. Practically speaking, 

it is easier to obtain tracheal spectra as this can be achieved during standard intubation 

procedures whilst an airway is secured. Achieving measurements in the oesophagus 

requires a post-mortem measurement, double intubation of both the trachea and 

oesophagus, or tracheal intubation to be stopped briefly whilst the oesophagus is 

intubated. All these methods are challenging, especially in a clinical trial.  
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The tissue identification is performed using the absorption feature of OHb in the 530 

– 590 nm wavelength range. Post-mortem a series of physiological changes occur, 

with the most relevant being rapid oxygen desaturation. This change in the 

physiological condition of the patient likely inhibits the performance of the ETT 

placement sensor due to there being no perfusion and little detectable oxygenated 

blood. Therefore, the sensor may not perform strong tissue identifications for patients 

in cardiac arrest. However, the USAISR has demonstrated that the spectral feature is 

detectable during relatively short periods of asphyxiation [87], and further research is 

required to understand the success of this technology in patients undergoing rapid 

physiological changes. The post-mortem trachea measurements have been excluded 

throughout this analysis. Therefore, only a comparison between in-vivo (living) 

tracheal and in-situ (recent post-mortem) oesophageal measurements is made. This 

difference could therefore contribute to a change in the spectra of the tissues and a 

comparison to an in-vivo oesophagus is preferable in future studies. 

Interestingly, measurements made in the trachea of ex-vivo porcine samples (Chapter 

4) present the OHb spectral feature more strongly than in-vivo measurements. This 

can be seen by the ex-vivo trachea ratio values being below 1 (indicating more 

absorption at 543 and 578 than 561 nm), whereas the in-vivo measurements were 

generally above 1. The cause of this originates from multiple factors. The first is that 

there may be some residual blood on the outside of the ex-vivo samples which become 

highly oxygenated when exposed to air. This blood is more detectable when the sensor 

is in the trachea due to it being thinner and more transparent than the oesophagus. 

Furthermore, as the ex-vivo samples begin to decompose through autolysis and 

putrefaction, oxygenated blood is released from the blood vessels making it more 

detectable. The samples may also be differentially vascularised and the variation 

between the fibre separations also affects the detectable penetration depth of the light. 

These effects may explain why the characteristic is more detectable in tracheal ex-vivo 

samples when compared to oesophageal samples. The thicker less transparent 

oesophageal mucosa attenuates the light and limits the interaction with OHb on the 

outside of the samples, whereas the thinner less transparent tracheal mucosa does not. 

An example of this can be found in a study from the literature on the re-oxygenation 

of livor mortis in a cold environment (see Fig. 5.45, [180]). The bodies were kept in 

refrigeration between 4 - 6 °𝐶 and the absorption feature of OHb gradually became 

more dominant over time, indicating re-oxygenation of the tissues. A similar effect 

could artificially increase the detectability of OHb in ex-vivo samples.  
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Fig. 5.45: Spectral reflectance of a human livor between 18 and 55 hrs [180]. 

This level of detectability during ex-vivo measurements motivated a more compact 

sensor design with a smaller fibre separation distance of 0.875 mm, where the optimal 

was found to be between 1.27 and 2.54 mm (Section 3.3). Therefore, a sensor with a 

larger fibre separation distance may yield a stronger classification between the two 

tissues allowing the light to interact with more OHb. Furthermore, an LED with a 

higher optical output or a sensor design which can receive higher optical power may 

yield a stronger classification due to a higher signal-to-noise ratio. However, a 

maximum correct tissue identification of 91.6% was achieved using the SVM method. 

Therefore, the developed sensor can accurately distinguish the tissues in an animal 

study, given a range of cuff inflation pressures, movements of the ETT, and during 

neck operations as described by the timeline (Fig. 5.15). 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions & Further Developments 

6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes further developments to the ETT placement sensor outside the 

main scope of this research. Suggested improvements to the experimental, and sensor 

design are provided. A potential method for amplifying the weak presence of the OHb 

absorption feature in the trachea and then classifying it with an artificial neural 

network is then described. Guidance on reducing the cost of the opto-electronic units 

in the form of a minimum viable product (MVP) is then explored. A description of 

how this technology can be used in different areas other than ETT placement is then 

given, with its viability assessed. Finally, a conclusion summarises the main findings 

of this research. 

6.2 Further Developments 

6.2.1 Experimental Design 
The developed ETT placement sensor has been verified in ex-vivo samples and an in-

vivo animal study. However, there is a potential to improve the design and protocol 

for both these methods. The ex-vivo samples may have contained highly oxygenated 

blood on their exteriors, which may cause the increased presence of the OHb 

absorption feature when compared to in-vivo models. Cleaning the outside of the 

samples more thoroughly may make the ex-vivo models more representative of the 

condition of the in-vivo tissues. However, there is evidence in the literature that organs 

and tissues can re-oxygenate post-mortem [180], from the decay of cells and organs 

in the presence of ambient oxygen in the air. Acquiring samples from a source where 

they have been excised more recently may mitigate this. The use of ex-vivo samples 

has been beneficial to this research in the development of computational methods. 

However, it may prove that ex-vivo samples are too spectrally different to in-vivo 

measurements, with regard to the absorption features of OHb, to be used as high-

quality models in future research.  

A large quantity of data was generated from the animal study of 3 porcine subjects 

over several hours. However, a study consisting of a larger number of subjects is 

required to validate findings.  Furthermore, confirmation of spectral signatures could 

be performed during bronchoscopy. There is also an absence of in-vivo oesophageal 

data. Intubating the oesophagus of living subjects requires ventilation to be stopped, 

or both the trachea and oesophagus to be intubated simultaneously. Both these 

approaches are challenging in an animal or clinical study. Therefore, oesophageal 

measurements could be performed endoscopically as intubation of the oesophagus can 

cause damage to the mucosa. Another possible solution is to attach the ETT placement 

sensor to a smaller medical device, such as a guide bougie, which is sometimes used 

to assist intubations. Another device the sensor can be incorporated into is an 

oesophageal thermometer, which is used to measure the core temperature of a patient. 

Both these devices are smaller than an ETT and may reduce the risk of harm to the 

subjects in any further studies. 
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During future animal studies, endoscopic imaging of the trachea would help to verify 

the position of each sensor relative to the cartilage. Furthermore, movements of the 

ETT and sensor could be observed, such as those caused by ventilation. Post-mortem 

excision of the trachea and oesophagus would allow ex-vivo measurements in a more 

controlled environment. Therefore, a comparison could be made between the same 

trachea and oesophagus during in-vivo and ex-vivo measurements. This may help to 

explain some of the spectral differences between the two models.  

6.2.2 Sensor Design 
A compact fibre optic ETT placement sensor has been developed in this research. 

However, there are many ways to improve this design further. The chosen method for 

emitting light out of the face of the sensor is to bend the fibres into a ‘J-shape’, which 

is preferable to cleaving the fibres at 45°. However, there are alternative methods of 

improving the intensity of optical power interacting with the tissues. Coating or 

sputtering the tip of the cleaved fibre with a reflective material such as silver (Ag) 

[181,182,183], or attaching a prism to the fibre [184], may emit a higher light intensity 

perpendicular to the fibre axis – see Fig. 6.1. 

 

Fig. 6.1: Diagram of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) optical fibre with a prism attached [184]. 

The optimal fibre separation distance is dependent on the choice of opto-electronic 

components. However, a distance between 1.27 and 2.56 mm was found to be optimal 

with those described here. Preliminary measurements demonstrated a reduction in 

fibre separation distance to 0.875 mm and produced distinguishable tissue spectra. 

This allowed a more compact sensor to be fabricated. Therefore, an experiment using 

10 sensors with a fibre separation distance of 0.875 mm was designed. The experiment 

had a maximum correct tissue identification of 89.2% using the SVM method, which 

is comparable to the success of ETCO2. An experiment performed on 9 samples with 

one sensor (fibre separation distance of 1.5 mm) demonstrated a correct tissue 

identification of 100% using computational methods. Two different sensor designs 

were used between these experiments, where the difference in the success of the 

classifications was attributed to batch-to-batch variations in the 10-sensor experiment. 

However, the change in the sensor design by reducing the fibre separation distance 

may have impacted the performance of the sensor. The sensor design containing fibres 

separated by 0.875 mm was used in an animal study of 3 porcine subjects, where a 

correct tissue identification of 91.6% was achieved. However, the spectral feature of 

OHb in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region had less absorption in the two troughs 

relative to the central peak, producing ratio values that differ from ex-vivo 
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measurements. Therefore, the feature is less clear for in-vivo measurements with this 

sensor. Future designs that incorporate a light source with a higher optical output, a 

sensor design that causes more light to interact with the tissue, and a larger fibre 

separation may improve the classification.   

6.2.3 Differential Method 
The OHb absorption feature in the animal study (Section 4.3) can be extracted through 

a differential method. As an example, this method (Fig. 6.2) was applied to a single 

spectral example taken in the trachea of subject 2 in the animal study (Section 5.4.3). 

The intensity spectrum (Fig. 6.2a) was differentiated (Fig. 6.2b) which amplified the 

spectral absorption feature of OHb in the 530 – 590 nm wavelength region. However, 

there is a shift in the wavelength position of the feature due to the differential method. 

This is caused by the wavelengths that lead up to and out of the peaks becoming the 

regions of the steepest gradient. The spectral feature becomes clear, although the 

absorption features are shifted by approximately 13 nm to the left. However, the noise 

is also amplified and therefore a 20-wavelength moving mean filter is applied after 

differentiation (Fig. 6.2c). The signal is then normalized with the white reference and 

then at the new central peak of 547 nm. This method highlights the presence of the 

OHb feature in the trachea with the sensor, although there is less absorption when 

compared to the ex-vivo samples, as described in Section 5.6. Nevertheless, this 

method demonstrates promise. 

  

  

Fig. 6.2: Example differential method used to amplify the spectral feature of OHb. (a) Raw Intensity 

spectrum. (b) Differential intensity spectrum. (c) Differential intensity spectrum with a 20-wavelength 

moving mean average applied after differentiation. (d) Differential spectrum normalized by a white 

reference standard and a single wavelength normalization at 547 nm. 

(a) 

(d) (c) 

(b) 
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6.2.4 Machine Learning 
Machine learning algorithms are a popular type of artificial intelligence that allows a 

computer to ‘learn’ without explicit programming [185,186]. They can be used as 

powerful classifiers [187]. In this research, machine learning models such as SVMs 

have been used with reduced spectral data (spectral ratios) and reduced capabilities. 

However, Machine learning algorithms can be used to classify full spectral data sets. 

Fredriksson et al. applied a machine-learning approach to detect oxygen saturation 

using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy [188]. Tsui et al. explore this approach by using 

a machine learning algorithm trained on Monte Carlo simulations to model the diffuse 

reflectance spectra of human skin [189]. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Flowchart of machine learning spectral modelling and a curve fitting iterative process [189]. 

A similar approach can be used for the spectral data acquired in the trachea and 

oesophagus with the developed ETT placement sensor. Therefore, a suggested 

development of this research is to further implement a machine learning model over 

the full spectral range measured to improve classifications and model the tissues. 

6.2.5 Minimum Viable Product (MVP) 
The iTraXS ETT has fibre optic sensors integrated into the cuff which are capable of 

PPG measurements, tube placement detection, and pressure measurements. However, 

by reducing this technology to only tube placement capabilities, the complexity and 

cost of components can be significantly reduced. There is also scope for the 

components used for tube placement identification to be reduced further to an MVP, 

one whose cost is further reduced. This section describes such a product, with 

preliminary measurements to assess its viability. 

The highest-cost opto-electronic component used for fibre optic tube placement 

detection is the spectrometer. For example, the spectrometer used in the second animal 

study (Ocean Optics, model OCEAN-HDX-XR), retails in 2022 for ~£6k [190]. 

However, cheaper alternative spectrometers may offer sufficient resolution. The 

spectrometer and the other opto-electronic units are multiple-use, with only one being 
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required for use with one patient at a time, similar to the use of a ventilator. Therefore, 

unlike the ETT, opto-electronic units only need to be purchased once. However, by 

reducing the cost of the spectrometer, the price of the product can be reduced 

significantly. There are cheaper alternative spectrometers that could be used in place, 

such as Ossila’s UV-Vis optical spectrometer (Ossila, model G2001b2), which retails 

for ~2k. However, from this research, we have seen that there is a relatively narrow 

wavelength region of interest for ETT placement. Specifically, the wavelengths 543, 

561, and 578 nm are required to form the ratio values 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 (Eq.  (3.8) and (3.9)). 

Therefore, the light at these three wavelengths could be detected by relatively cheap 

photodiodes.  

There are two main approaches to achieving detection by a photodiode. Light from 

three narrow bandwidth LEDs centred at each of the three wavelengths can be cycled 

through in a TDMA fashion. A single photodiode then detects the reflected tissue light 

of each of the LEDs (Fig. 6.4). The second approach is to use a single broadband LED 

which produces light across all three wavelengths which are then optically filtered and 

detected by three photodiodes. 

   
 

Fig. 6.4: (a) Concept design for an ETT placement sensor which uses a photodiode and 3 narrow 

bandwidth LEDs. (b) Enlarged sensor configuration with an isosceles triangle (black dashed line) 

used to highlight the position of the sensors. 

The first concept sensor design (Fig. 6.4) contains three illumination fibres, one for 

each LED, and one detection fibre which connects to a photodiode. The limiting factor 

is whether LEDs with a narrow enough bandwidth could be acquired, with further 

research required to verify this. The LEDs would be cycled through so that light is 

emitted from one LED at a time, assuming appropriate warm-up time and optical 

power flections etc. can be achieved. Alternatively, three relatively low-power laser 

diodes could be used in place of the LEDs if narrow enough bandwidth is not achieved. 

The detection fibre (yellow in Fig. 6.4) is at the centre of the circular sensor head. The 

(a) (b) 
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illumination fibres are at each corner of an isosceles triangle centred in the sensor 

head. The illumination fibres are all the same distance from the detection fibre. 

Furthermore, by introducing a rotation to the triangle from the central plane of the 

sensor, the fibres are not on top of each other and the sensor thickness is kept to a 

minimum. Alternatively, a configuration of a single broadband LED and three 

photodiodes is another inexpensive alternative to a spectrometer. 

 

Fig. 6.5: Concept design for an ETT placement sensor which used a single broadband LED and three 

lens and photodiode pairs. OF refers to a narrow bandpass optical filter, centred on each of the 

spectral characteristic wavelengths (543, 561, and 578 nm). 

The three photodiode concept sensor design (Fig. 6.5) has a similar design to the three 

LED sensor (Fig. 6.4b). However, the three fibres on the corners of the triangle would 

be detection fibres, with a single centralised illumination fibre. Each of the detection 

fibre's light would be filtered by a narrow bandpass optical filter before coupling with 

a photodiode. In this way, only light with the desired wavelength is detected by the 

photodiodes. The limiting factor in this design is if a high enough optical power, at a 

narrow enough bandwidth, is retained after passing through the optical filters. This 

concept was investigated using the experimental design shown in Fig. 6.6. The 

broadband LED (Fiber-Coupled LED, Thorlabs, model MBB1F1), was connected to 

a 500 𝜇𝑚 diameter POF (commercial grade PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA). The 

POF was connected to a linear variable optical filter (Ocean Insight, model LVF-HL) 

set manually to a pass wavelength of 561 nm. Another POF was coupled to the back 
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of the variable optical filter and a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, model USB2000+UV-

VIS-ES). The spectrometer was connected to a computer (tower PC running Windows 

7) and processed by OceanView software (Ocean Insight, version 1.6.7). The 

spectrometer integration time was set to 30 ms. Spectra were acquired for 60s and then 

averaged by the ocean view software, generating a single averaged spectrum.  

 

Fig. 6.6: Experimental design of light from a broadband LED being passed through a variable optical 

filter and detected by a spectrometer. 

  
 

Fig. 6.7: Spectra from a broadband LED coupled to a variable optical filter set to 561 nm. (a) Full 

spectral wavelength range. (b) 520 – 600 nm wavelength range. 

By coupling the LED directly to the variable optical filter with a plastic optical fibre 

a high intensity is measured by the spectrometer at an integration time of 30 ms. The 

peak intensity was 6.14 × 104 counts. By neglecting the wavelength variations of the 

detected light and utilizing only the area under the spectra, a comparison to the optical 

power measured by a photodiode is made. The area of the spectrum in Fig. 6.7 was 

1.73 × 106.  Therefore, the viability of using photodiodes and optical filters can be 

modelled by the use of a spectrometer. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the 

resulting spectra is 13.5 nm, with a transmission band (wavelength range where the 

intensity reduces to 99 % of maximum) of 26.8 nm. The intensity detected at 

wavelengths of 543 and 578 nm were 25.9 and 27.9% of the maximum. The first POF 

(on the left in Fig. 6.6) was then removed and replaced with one of the illumination 

fibres in the ETT placement sensor (three-fibre circular sensor with a rectangular base, 

Fig. 3.44). The detection fibre was then connected to the input of the variable optical 

filter. The ETT placement sensor was then placed inside an ex-vivo porcine trachea.  

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.8: Experimental design of light from a broadband LED being connected to the ETT placement 

sensor and then placed in contact with an ex-vivo porcine sample and connected to a variable optical 

filter and detected by a spectrometer. 

The experimental design described in Fig. 6.8 closely resembles the concept for use 

with a photodiode as opposed to a spectrometer. However, a spectrometer was used 

here due to its simplicity and availability at the time. A different spectrometer with a 

higher sensitivity (Ocean Optics, model OCEAN-HDX-XR) was used because of the 

decreased light intensity. The integration time was kept at 30 ms. 3 spectra were 

averaged by the OceanView software, which was chosen to give a response time of 

less than 100 ms, although this is conservative, and a higher integration may have been 

appropriate. 

    

Fig. 6.9: Spectra from a broadband LED coupled to the ETT placement sensor placed on an ex-vivo 

porcine sample and then through a variable optical filter set to 561 nm. (a) Full spectral wavelength 

range. (b) 520 – 600 nm wavelength range. Note the reduced count compared to Fig. 6.7, indicative of 

the reduction in light power 

The intensity of the peak detected optical power has been reduced to 4693 counts. The 

spectra area has been reduced to 1.34 × 105. The signal is closer to the limit of 

detection due to the low optical power, even with the use of a spectrometer with higher 

sensitivity. The optical filter used was variable so that the appropriate bandpass could 

be chosen. A standard optical filter with a specific bandpass is a cheaper alternative, 

although due to the very specific requirements a custom design may need to be 

manufactured. Furthermore, a spectrometer was used to detect the light, whilst the 

purpose of this experiment was to see the possibility of the use of a cheaper alternative 

such as using a photodiode.  

6.3 Applications in Other Areas 
The technology developed here has many potential applications throughout healthcare 

other than ETTs. A clear alternative is identifying the correct placement of a naso-

/oro- gastric tube [191] in the oesophagus (and then the stomach), as opposed to the 

(a) (b) 
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trachea (Fig. 6.10a, [192]). It may also be easier to obtain preliminary data from human 

subjects in this application when compared to UOI. A naso-/oro- gastric tube is a thin 

hollow plastic cylinder (Fig. 6.10b, [193]), which is inserted through the nose in the 

case of a nasogastric (NG) tube, or through the mouth for an orogastric (OG) tube. A 

gastric tube is used as a temporary feeding tube for patients and can also be used to 

deliver medicines. The gastric tube may also be used to suction fluids from the 

stomach. For example, during a gastric lavage (stomach pumping) to remove ingested 

toxins. The developed ETT placement sensor could be applied to this area of 

healthcare with relatively few modifications, as the problem is reversed. The desired 

outcome is therefore to correctly identify whether the gastric tube has been placed 

down the oesophagus. Furthermore, the ideal placement is where the tip of the tube 

has just entered the stomach through the gastro-oesophageal junction. Typically, 

gastric tubes have a diameter of 3 - 6 mm, with nasogastric tubes generally being 

smaller to fit through the nasal cavity [194,195]. However, smaller diameter tubes may 

be used for neonates or larger diameter tubes for a more rapid gastric lavage. Due to 

the developed sensor having a compact size, it could potentially be integrated onto a 

naso-/oro- gastric tube with no impact on its performance.  

 
 

Fig. 6.10: Nasogastric tube placement in the body [192]. Nasogastric tube [193]. An alternative 

example of where the technology in this research could be applied in Healthcare. 

Some of the same techniques used for ETT placement detection in healthcare are used 

for gastric tubes (with reversed predictors), such as capnographical methods and 

imaging techniques. However, there is less implementation of these techniques for a 

few reasons. The procedure is much less time sensitive and several slow attempts can 

be made with little risk to the patient. The gastric tube is also thinner and more 

malleable than an ETT and can be more easily curved into the oesophagus. 

Unrecognised gastric tube placement has severe complications, mainly due to the 

delivery of food substances to the lungs. These substances retain in the lungs and limit 

respiration. Furthermore, the decay of food substances can lead to pneumonia and 

other diseases. A 2021 publication by Motta et al., titled ‘Nasogastric/nasoenteric 

tube-related adverse events: an integrative review’ [196], reviewed 69 primary studies, 

finding death reported in 16 articles. Most of the adverse effects were from respiratory 

(a) (b) 
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harm related to gastric tubes. A 2016 report [197], found a 2% tracheopulmonary 

complication rate with an associated 0.3% mortality rate. 

A naso-/oro- gastric tube placement sensor could have similar rates of correct tissue 

identifications as the ETT placement sensor. Furthermore, a spectral difference 

between the oesophagus and stomach could be used to verify that the gastric tube has 

passed the gastro-oesophageal junction, although there is no such evidence of this 

currently.  However, it is theorised that there would be a drop in the detected light 

intensity as the sensor moves through the junction. As the sensor passes from the 

oesophageal wall into the top of the stomach there will be free space, or liquid formed 

from stomach secretions and ingested substances. This may cause a reduction in the 

detected light intensity which could be used to identify passage through the junction. 

This was investigated in a very simple stomach model, consisting of a plastic container 

filled with 500 ml of water, 2 tablespoons of salt and 160g of noodles, to model 

stomach contents. The opto-electronic units are described in Section 4.2, with the 

three-fibre circular sensor used. The spectrometer was set to an integration time of 400 

ms. The sensor was dipped into the stomach model and moved around whilst spectra 

were recorded (Fig. 6.11a). The sensor was then moved from the top to the bottom of 

an ex-vivo porcine oesophagus whilst spectra were recorded (Fig. 6.11b). 

 

Fig. 6.11: (a) Spectra from the ETT placement sensor placed in a stomach model. (b) Moved down an 

ex-vivo porcine oesophagus. 

A significant light intensity decrease was found when the sensor was in the stomach 

model compared to the oesophagus. The mean and standard deviation of the peak light 

intensity (intensity at a wavelength of 563 nm) for the stomach model and oesophagus 

were found to be 300 ± 200 and 25700 ± 900 counts, respectively. The maximum 

intensity in the stomach was measured at 1300 counts, likely caused by the sensor 

occasionally passing a piece of food floating in the water. The drop in the detected 

light intensity can be used to identify that the gastric tube has passed the gastro-

oesophageal junction into the stomach, indicating correct placement. However, this is 

a much-simplified model, where stomach contents would in general be thicker and 

less transparent due to secretions and partially digested food substances. Furthermore, 

if the sensor contacts the stomach wall then the light intensity would sharply increase. 

However, if the sensor moves into free space i.e. there is an air gap at the entrance to 

the stomach, then the position could be well identified. 

(a) (b) 
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This feature may be able to distinguish more than the trachea and oesophagus, with 

more subtle differences in the shape of the feature being used to distinguish more 

similar tissue types. Furthermore, there are spectral features not explored with this 

research that may distinguish other tissues and physiological parameters. For example, 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy can be used as a tool for real-time assessment of 

abnormal and cancerous growth on tissues [198,199,200]. Particularly relevant is the 

use of this technique to diagnose dysplasia in Barrett’s oesophagus [201,202]. There 

is also evidence that diffuse reflectance spectroscopy can give neurosurgical guidance 

and can discriminate blood vessels from bleeding [203,204].  However, commercial 

fibre optic probes are used for these measurements, with the device developed here 

being significantly smaller, less invasive, and mountable to other healthcare devices. 

Therefore, the described device has the potential to be integrated into surgical 

equipment and a variety of medical devices to give clinicians real-time perfusion, 

tissue identification, and abnormality information. However, before these capabilities 

enter the clinical and detailed analysis of the pros and cons, these alternative 

applications need to be explored similarly to the work described in this thesis. 

6.4 Conclusion 
Reflectance spectroscopy is a well-established technique for quantifying the properties 

and characteristics of a variety of materials. Innovations of technology and 

developments in the field have driven applications in healthcare through reflectance 

spectroscopy performed on tissues. The spectroscopic properties of tissues can be 

obtained non-invasively by the harmless illumination of light. An interesting 

application of this technology is its integration with invasive medical devices. A 

device such as an ETT offers a window into the core physiological condition of a 

patient, unobtainable from measurements made on the periphery of the body. The 

development of such a technology has been described, producing a 4.5 × 4 × 1 𝑚𝑚 

fibre optic sensor. There are no electronics or metals contained in the invasive 

components and the shape is well-suited for integration into an ETT. The use of a non-

transparent epoxy and coating of the fibres in a black pigment reduces the impact of 

direct coupling between the fibres, and ambient light. The ability of this sensor to 

distinguish tracheal and oesophageal tissues has been established in ex-vivo and in-

vivo porcine models. 

Measurements on ex-vivo porcine samples produced highly classifiable trachea and 

oesophagus measurements. 100% correct tissue identification was achieved when 

using a single sensor on 9 ex-vivo samples. 89.2% identification was achieved when 

using 10 sensors on a single ex-vivo sample, although the sensor was modified between 

the two experiments. There is clear evidence that the tracheal spectral feature 

originates from OHb. Dissection of ex-vivo porcine samples has indicated the spectral 

feature to be present in the tracheal mucosa but not the oesophageal mucosa, likely 

due to the thicker, and less transparent composition of the oesophageal mucosa.  

The iTraXS device has further capabilities of cuff-trachea contact pressure and PPG 

measurements. The sensor was designed with two illumination fibres so that it can 

function as a PPG pulsatile sensor. However, although these capabilities exist, they 
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are not explored in this research which focuses on the development of an ETT 

placement sensor that does not require a pulsatile signal. 

A second animal study consisted of in-vivo tracheal measurements and recently post-

mortem (in-situ) oesophageal measurements. The SVM method performed the 

strongest with a tissue classification of 91.6% when the data from the 3 subjects were 

combined. The typical identification rate of ETCO2 is > 90% [79,80], with the 

developed ETT placement sensor being comparable. However, under circumstances 

such as patient cardiac arrest, detection using ETCO2 can reduce to 64% [82,83,84], 

where the developed sensor may be more robust. The OHb absorption feature in the 

530 – 590 nm wavelength range is much less clear throughout tracheal measurements 

made in-vivo when compared to those made on ex-vivo measurements in this research. 

Furthermore, the characteristic is also less clear when comparing in-vivo 

measurements in this research to those made in literature by the USAISR with a 

commercial reflection probe. A possible solution to this is increasing the fibre 

separation distance to approximately 1.5 mm, which was found to be in the optimal 

range. However, alternative methods of transmitting and detecting more light that has 

interacted with OHb would also likely produce a stronger classification. By 

interrogating the full acquired spectral range between 450 and 850 nm using PCA, a 

correct tissue identification of 98.3% was achieved in the animal study. Therefore, the 

implementation of more spectral bands will likely yield better results in future studies. 

Further developments in this research have been described and there are potential 

improvements to the experimental and sensor design. A simple method for amplifying 

the absorption feature of OHb is explored for the current sensor and opto-electronic 

units, although its efficacy and consistency need to be verified. A concept for 

producing an MVP has been explored, with the biggest reduction in cost produced by 

exchanging the spectrometer for photodiodes. However, this relies upon there being 

enough optical power at a sufficiently narrow bandwidth to be detected after filtering, 

which needs to be investigated. Finally, the application of this technology to other 

areas has been explored, with a compact tissue reflectance sensor having a broad 

application. The clearest alternative is in the integration of the sensor with gastric 

tubes. However, there are other applications in invasive medical devices where the 

physiological parameters and spectral properties of tissues are relevant. 

Overall, the future is bright for the application of fibre optics in healthcare. 

Developments in this technology, such as those described here, offer tremendous 

social and economic benefits.  
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Brief description of the study design 

Title of the study: Using fibre optic sensors placed on the body and in the mouth for 

contact pressure measurements, and to generate a reflectance spectrum, which can be 

used to determine tissue composition, PPG signal and SpO2. 

In collaboration with the anaesthesia department of Queens Medical Centre (QMC), 

the University of Nottingham’s Optics and Photonics group is developing a fibre optic 

sensor to be used in endotracheal tubes (ET) during patient intubation. The sensor has 

been designed to provide a determination of tracheal tissues to verify tube placement, 

as well as accurate and continuous PPG, SpO2 and contact pressure measurements via 

spectral reflectance measurements of the tracheal wall.  

Intubation is a necessary and common medical procedure to secure a patient’s airway 

to deliver oxygen to their lungs when their ability to do so is compromised. Successful 

intubation requires that the endotracheal tube be placed inside the trachea at an 

appropriate depth and cuff pressure. However, a patient may be intubated incorrectly, 

where the tube is placed down their oesophagus via accidental oesophageal intubation, 

this means a patient would not be receiving the necessary supply of oxygen and 

pulmonary aspiration of the stomach contents into the lungs is possible. There is also 

the possibility of the cuff being over or under-inflated, allowing for the blood 

perfusion to be cut off from the mucosa of the trachea leading to postintubation 

laryngotracheal injury or an insufficient seal of the cuff. 

Our fibre optic sensor eventually aims to distinguish tracheal and esophageal tissue in 

real-time to notify clinicians of accidental esophageal intubation. The fibres will 

eventually be integrated into the cuff of an ET, where they will be pressed against the 

trachea. From the reflectance spectra, a PhotoPlethysmoGram (PPG) signal can also 

be ascertained which can ultimately be used for internal SpO2 measurements; highly 

coveted vital sign monitoring for clinicians. A Fibre Bragg grating etched into the 

fibres will also allow for accurate contact pressure measurements of the cuff-to-

trachea. 

Before the human studies begin, initially some work will be done on ex-vivo animal 

tissue where a completely different set of fibre optic sensors will be placed on the 

samples. Multiple pieces of animals (sheep and pigs) trachea and oesophagus samples 

will be obtained. The samples are treated and stored as normal meat before they are 

received by us. Therefore, this provides as much health risk as standard raw meat. 

Standard safety procedures will be followed, Gloves will be worn when handling all 

samples, and all measurements will be made on a tray that will be thoroughly 

disinfected after use. Anything that touches the meat will be disposed of or disinfected 

and only used with the meat samples.  

 

After initial work with animal samples and establishing sensor performance 

parameters, we would like to test this on people as this will provide us with real-time 

vital signs unavailable using animal samples.  We are looking to recruit up to 20 
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healthy volunteers to have the sensors applied to various parts of the body, including 

the inside of their mouths. The fibre will be cleaned with an Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 

solution and then placed inside a sterile plastic sensor sleeve. The sensor will be given 

to the volunteer who will then lightly press (pressure below 5kPa measured using a 

manometer) against the volunteer’s thumb, ear, bicep and calf. The sensor will then 

be removed from the sleeve, cleaned with IPA solution, and placed in a new sterile 

sensor sleeve, and then the volunteers will themselves place the sensor-containing 

sleeve on the inside of their cheek, rough of mouth and tongue.  

A fresh sterile sleeve will be used between volunteers so that cross-contamination is 

not possible, and the same sleeve will not be used on external parts of the body and in 

the mouth. The fibre is made from a plastic that is biocompatible and safe to be placed 

inside the mouth. The fibres are embedded in an epoxy patch that is biocompatible and 

placed in a sterile plastic sleeve that is sterile and biocompatible.  

The volunteer will be required to place the fibre-containing sleeve on the described 

various parts of their body, including their mouth and hold it there with their finger 

for up to 2 minutes at a time. The pressure exerted by the volunteer is deemed to be 

lower than the smallest British standard for compression bandages of 14-17mmHg and 

will last no longer than 2 minutes, this will be the same for external body parts. 

To comply with COVID regulations for human studies, the researcher will wear a 

mask and gloves at all times and will minimise contact with the volunteer by leaving 

the room whilst the volunteer places the fibres around their body. Time spent in the 

same room will not exceed 15 minutes. The volunteer will wear gloves at all times. 

The volunteer will wear a mask at all times, except when the sensor is placed in their 

mouth by themselves, whilst the researcher has left the room. After data has been 

taken, the volunteer will place the face mask back on, before disposing of the sleeve 

around the fibre themselves in a secure bio-hazard bin. 

The volunteers will be taken from within the project team and research group, but staff 

from the faculty of engineering may be approached if more participants are required. 

Each volunteer will be asked to complete a maximum of 15 repetitions, though for 

most participants this number will be significantly less. 

The device that is to be attached to the volunteer is two fibre optic cables one which 

will provide light from a halogen light source, and one which will bring the reflected 

light to a spectrometer. The electronics for the sensor are housed separately and so 

there is no electrical contact with the volunteer.  

The personal details of the volunteer are not needed for the study so none shall be 

recorded. It is the readings of the sensor whilst it is on the subject that is of interest 

and does not require any personal information. Participants will be given a confidential 

identification number so that their data can be removed if they wish to withdraw. 

However, in the recorded data this number will be the only identifier, so it will be 

impossible to identify individual volunteers from the stored data. All the information 

will be logged and stored electronically on a password-protected laptop and a 

password-protected data storage system. After 7 years all the data will be securely 

destroyed. 
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The data recorded may be published anonymously in papers or studies. It will also be 

shared with commercial organisations interested in developing the technology into a 

product. It will not be possible to identify any individuals from the data shared or 

published. 

Volunteers will not be paid. 

Participant Information Sheet 

Using fibre optic sensors placed on the body and in the mouth for contact pressure 

measurements, and to generate a reflectance spectrum, which can be used to determine 

tissue composition, PPG signal and SpO2. 

In collaboration with the anaesthesia department of Queens Medical Centre (QMC), 

the University of Nottingham’s Optics and Photonics group is developing a fibre optic 

sensor to be used in endotracheal tubes (ET) during patient intubation. The sensor has 

been designed to provide determination of tracheal tissues to verify tube placement, 

and tracheal contact pressure, as well as accurate and continuous PPG and SpO2 

measurements via spectral reflectance measurements of the tracheal wall.  

Intubation is a necessary and common medical procedure to secure a patient’s airway 

to deliver oxygen to their lungs when their ability to do so is compromised. Successful 

intubation requires that the endotracheal tube be placed inside the trachea at an 

appropriate depth and cuff pressure. However, a patient may be intubated incorrectly, 

where the tube is placed down their oesophagus via accidental oesophageal intubation, 

this means a patient would not be receiving the necessary supply of oxygen and 

pulmonary aspiration of the stomach contents into the lungs is possible. There is also 

the possibility of the cuff being over or under-inflated, allowing for the blood 

perfusion to be cut off from the mucosa of the trachea leading to postintubation 

laryngotracheal injury or an insufficient seal of the cuff. 

Why do this study? - Our fibre optic sensor will help clinicians and medical members 

properly perform intubations. It will allow for important vital sign monitoring to be 

achieved on any patient that has been intubated with these sensors attached to the tube. 

Our fibre optic sensors have already been tested on animal tissues, and we now need 

to progress the research by researching human volunteers. 

What will participation involve? –  A plastic sleeve containing two optical fibres will 

be handed to you. Whilst wearing gloves and a face mask, you will place the sensors 

on your thumb then the ear, then the bicep then the calf. You will then be given a new 

fibre-containing sterile sleeve to place inside your mouth (cheek, rough of mouth and 

tongue) to lightly press for a maximum of two minutes. You will be asked to repeat 

this no more than 15 times. You will have to press the sleeve in your mouth with only 

enough force to keep it in place.  

How will my data be used? – No personal data will be taken or recorded. The only 

data recorded will be spectral reflectance recorded by the fibres and a spectrometer. 

The data recorded may be published anonymously in papers or studies. It will also be 

shared with commercial organisations interested in developing the technology into a 
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product. It will not be possible to identify any individuals from the data shared or 

published. 

What else do I need to know? - The device that is to be attached to you is a sterile 

plastic sleeve containing fibre optic cable. The electronics for the sensor are housed 

separately and so there is no risk of electrical contact. The sleeves that will be used 

are sterile and biocompatible. 

Participation is completely voluntary, and you have the right to withdraw at any time 

during the experiment. You will be given a unique identification number and if you 

wish to withdraw from the study after your data has been collected please use this 

number in correspondence so that your data can be identified and removed. Please 

note that once the study has been published it will not be possible to remove your data. 

However, if you get in touch to ask to withdraw, your data will be deleted and not used 

for future work. After 7 years your data will be securely destroyed. 

If you wish to make a complaint on ethical grounds, you can send emails to this 

address:  

EZ-Eng-Ethics@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk 

The personal details and collected data will be kept confidentially in a password-

protected PC. Only the research team on this project have access to it. It is not possible 

to identify individuals based on 

these data and the data will be kept for seven years after finishing this study. 

For further details please contact: 

Researcher: Brett Gadsby (ppybjg@nottingham.ac.uk) 

Project Supervisor: Assoc Prof. Serhiy Korposh (ezzsk2@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk) 

  

mailto:ezzsk2@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk
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Appendix B 
 

iTraXS Clinician Questionnaire 

Dear Clinician,  

  

The University of Nottingham and Nottingham University Hospital have developed a 

prototype disposable endotracheal tube equipped with optical fibre sensors (Figure 1), 

capable of real-time measurement of contact pressure, blood perfusion at the cuff-

tissue interface, SpO2, heart and respiration rates, and core temperature. However, the 

number of measurands can be extended. The immediate aims are to address two 

problems: (i) pressure-induced injury, particularly laryngotracheal stenosis via 

measurement of the contact pressure and blood perfusion at the point of cuff-tissue 

contact; and (ii) ventilator-associated pneumonia by reverting from poorly fitting high 

volume low pressure cuffs to lower volume elastic high-pressure cuffs with control of 

contact pressure. The prototype was successfully tested on animals and human 

volunteers.  

  

Your opinion is crucial for future development and refinement  

  

Would you be able to spare 5-10 minutes of your time to answer a few questions? If 

you would like to have a chat with our representative to discuss this or other 

applications, please feel free to contact Sandor Erdody via email: 

sandor.erdody@nottingham.ac.uk  

   

  

Thank you in advance,  

OPG group,   

Faculty of Engineering  

University of Nottingham  

  

  

Endotracheal tube equipped with optical fibre sensors (a) lights shining down the 

optical fibre attached to the ETT; (b) location of the optical fibre inside the cuff  
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105 responses so far 
Please tell us a little bit about yourself, by answering the next few questions  
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7. What parameters are you interested in inside the trachea during endotracheal 

intubation?  
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203 
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8. What reduction in complications would be most important to you? Please rank 

them from 0 to 10, with 10 being most important for you 
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Appendix C 
 

Alternative normalization methods 

 

 

Fig. C1: Spectra from a porcine trachea (blue) and oesophagus (red) with referencing from a mirror 

(a) and phantom skin (b). 

The probe was placed against a standard commercial mirror to verify the performance 

of an inexpensive alternative to a white diffuse reflectance standard (Fig. C1a) and 

then phantom skin (Fig. C1b) for the same reason. The reference spectra were 

normalized and subtracted from the tissue spectra. The mirror referencing produces 

spectra comparable to the direct illumination of the spectrometer, with the added 

(a) 

(b) 
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benefit of the light coupling with the detection fibre of the probe, therefore the 

reflection intensities are closer to those of the tissues. The phantom skin referencing 

produces poor results since the tracheal characteristic is absent from the resulting 

spectra. 

 

 Fig. C2: Spectra from a porcine trachea (blue), and light coupled directly from the reflection probe to 

the spectrometer (red). Each plot is an average of 10 individual spectrum captures. 

By directly illuminating light into the spectrometer from the reflection probe, the 

spectral shape of the emitted light from a halogen light source was obtained, with the 

average from 10 repeated measurements shown in Fig. C2. The optical power and peak 

intensity of the detected light will not be equivalent to what the tissue experiences, or 

what the spectrometer detects if a white reference standard was used. When acquiring 

spectra from tissues, the probe is placed directly onto the surface of the tissue (n = 10), 

therefore light is only detectable if it is reflected or scattered back into the detection 

fibres. However, if it is only the spectral shape of the light we are interested in, and 

we assume it varies proportionally with wavelength, the absolute intensity is not 

relevant. 
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Fig. C3: Normalized spectra from a porcine trachea (blue), and light coupled directly from the 

reflection probe to the spectrometer (red). 

Next, we can normalize the spectra such that the peak intensities are aligned at 100% 

for each Fig. C3 By performing this single wavelength normalization, the maximum 

amount of light that is detected is assigned a value of ~100%, although the wavelength 

used (616 nm) is arbitrary as all values are scaled by a single intensity, this method is 

reasonable as this is the maximum intensity that can be detected. 

 

Fig. C4: Direct light source normalized spectra from a porcine trachea (blue) and oesophagus (red). 

The difference between the single wavelength normalized direct light and the 

normalized trachea and oesophagus spectra is illustrated in Fig. C4 which highlights 

only the difference between the light source and the tissues. In this case, the 

characteristic consisting of a trough-peak-trough is present in the trachea, with only 

an absorption trough in the oesophagus. A reflectance intensity greater than 100% can 

be measured if higher light intensity is detected at that wavelength in the tissue when 

compared to direct light. These qualitative comparisons of different referencing 
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methods are to guide future research in this project. The use of a white reference 

standard is still considered the gold standard and is used in most studies, although the 

tracheal characteristic is detectable and observationally different from the oesophagus 

when direct light and mirror referencing is used. Direct light referencing doesn’t 

account for changes in the shape of the spectra from light travelling through the 

detection leg of the equipment, and the mirror will not be a perfect reflector of visible 

light which may change the shape of the spectra, it may also be susceptible to 

aberrations. However, both methods account partially for the use of different light 

sources. 
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Appendix D 
 

ETT placement research paper (pre-submission to IEEE IEEE Trans. Biomed. 

Eng.  ) 

 

> REPLACE THIS LINE WITH YOUR PAPER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (DOUBLE-CLICK HERE TO EDIT) < 

 

1 

  

Abstract— Objective: Unrecognised intubation of the 

oesophagus results in severe consequences for the patient. The 

design and implementation of a smart endotracheal tube (ETT) 

with integrated optical fibre sensors for distinguishing between 

oesophageal and tracheal tissues is described. Computational 

methods are used to distinguish and classify 9 ex vivo porcine tissue 

samples using the spectral properties at 50 different positions in 

the trachea and 50 in the oesophagus in the 530 – 600 nm 

wavelength range. Two classifiers (K-nearest neighbour (K-NN) 

and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)) were investigated. 100% 

of the tissues sampled were correctly distinguished, with LDA 

being the preferred choice when considering both performance 

and applicability. The relative confidence on these classifications 

are also explored. In clinical practice, we envisage that intubation 

would be performed in single step with no additional interventions, 

with the smart ETT indicating correct tube placement. 

 
Index Terms— biosensor, endotracheal tube, optical fibre 

sensors, spectral reflectance, unrecognised oesophageal intubation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RACHEAL intubation is used to secure a patient’s airway 

and to deliver mechanical ventilation, oxygen, anaesthesia, 

and medicines. Unrecognised oesophageal intubation (UOI) 

refers to the incorrect and unnoticed placement of the 

endotracheal tube (ETT) in the oesophagus. Medical 

complications occur within minutes of UOI and can result in 

cardiac arrest, severe brain damage or death due to hypoxia by 

asphyxiation [1, 2]. The current gold standard for confirming 

correct placement of the tube in the trachea is based on visual 

confirmation of the tube passing the vocal cords and the 

presence of a continuous carbon dioxide waveform from 

exhaled gas. However, direct visualization is not always 

possible and can be mistaken, and CO2 waveform is subject to 

equipment issues and faulty interpretation resulting in failure to 

identify tube placement in up to 10% of cases [3]. These issues 

are particularly relevant in emergency situations. [4]. Medical 

conditions such as obesity, a swollen airway, limited neck 

mobility, and haemorrhaging can also provide a difficult 
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airway. [5].  

  Difficult airways present in 4.6% to 23% of 

intensive care unit (ICU) patients [6, 7], with this increasing to 

50% in the prehospital condition [8]. A review of the American 

Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) closed claims database 

before 1990 found that 3-8% of closed claims per year were 

linked to oesophageal intubation, with this falling to 1-2% 

between 1990-2013 [9,10]. An analysis of UK anaesthesia 

related closed claims between 1995-2007 estimated 6% of 

claims are for UOI [11]. In 2016, in the UK, two routine surgical 

patients died from UOI [12,13], causing it to be added to the 

National Health Service (NHS) Never Events list, i.e. an event 

with severe consequences that is entirely avoidable. There are 

deaths in the UK from UOI as recent as 2020, [14], deaths that 

the NHS describes as avoidable.  

A device that can be integrated into a standard ETT and provide 

easily interpretable evidence of a UOI would reduce the 

incidence of patient harm. Nawn et al. [15 , 16] through use of 

hyperspectral imaging and a bifurcated fibre optic probe in 

porcine and human cadaver models, documented the presence 

of a unique spectral characteristic in the trachea in the 530 – 

600 nm wavelength range, which could be used to identify UOI. 

However, routine insertion of a fibre optic scope in every 

tracheal intubation is not a practical solution. It would be of 

great benefit to integrate sensing technology into the ETT so 

that incorrect placement can be identified immediately and 

automatically during intubation in a single step. In this paper an 

innovative smart ETT is presented, in which fibre optic sensing 

is integrated within the ETT, providing the potential for UOI to 

be identified during intubation. This builds on previous research 

by our team, in which a smart ETT containing fibre optic 

sensors has been developed to monitor cuff interface pressure 

and tracheal perfusion in vivo [17], significantly extending the 

capability of intra tracheal multiplexed sensing (iTraXS).  

Furthermore, a computational method has been developed to 

accurately distinguish tracheal and oesophageal tissues. The 

new system is tested on 9 ex vivo porcine trachea and 

oesophagus samples. manuscript.  
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I. METHODS 

The investigation involved fabrication of a two-optical 

fibre tube placement sensor and integration into the cuff of an 

ETT.  Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the overall system in which 

white light from an LED is delivered into the smart ETT and 

the spectrum of the reflected light is analysed. The smart ETT 

was then placed inside 9 tracheal and oesophageal samples 

and spectra were acquired. The two classifiers, k-nearest 

neighbour (K-NN) [i], and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

[ii], were then used to investigate whether tracheal and 

oesophageal tissues can be distinguished. 

 

A. Sensor Fabrication 

Two plastic optical fibres (Poly methacrylate (PMMA), 

Asahi DB-500, US) were bent to 90° under moderate heating 

to produce two J-shaped fibres. The fibres were bent into a J-

shape so that the tips are flush and normal to the surface of 

the ETT cuff to maximise illumination and collection. The 

fibres were then placed into a 3D printed mould (dimensions 

6x4x1 mm) with a separation between the fibres of 3 mm 

which is typical for effective pulse oximetry measurements 

[iii], where a similar operating principal is used here.  The 

fibres bend was centralised and then two drops of UV curable, 

transparent, biocompatible optical adhesive (Panacol,Vitralit, 

1655, US) were pipetted into the mould. This epoxy was then 

cured by a UV torch (UV395, Tattu, U1S, UK), emitting a 

power of 5 W with a central wavelength of 395 nm for 

approximately 40 minutes. Although the curing time may 

affect the mechanical properties of the epoxy, it is not critical 

since it is the optical properties that impact the spectra. 

Afterwards, the top of the sensor was then filed and polished 

so that it was flush to the mould surface, resulting in sensor 

dimensions of 6x4x1 mm (Fig. 2a-b). A size 8 Mallinckrodt 

cuffed ETT (107-80, Covidien, UK) with a high volume, low 

pressure (HVLP) cuff made from polyvinylchloride (PVC) 

was used in a ‘double cuff’ arrangement (inner and outer cuff) 

described previously [17]. The sensor was placed between the 

two cuffs and secured to inside of the outer cuff with a drop 

of the optical adhesive (Fig. 2c).  

[i] P. Cunningham et al., k-Nearest neighbour classifiers: (with Python 

examples).”, arXiv preprint arXiv, pp. 2004.04523. 2020 

 

B. Opto-Electronic Unit 

The illumination fibre of the sensor was coupled to a 

broadband LED with wavelength range 470 – 850 nm (Fiber-

Coupled LED, Thorlabs, MBB1F1, US). The LED driver was 

set to deliver a drive current of 500 mA with a current ripple 

of 8mA (T-Cube LED Driver, Thorlabs, LEDD1B, US). The 

detection fibre was coupled to a UV-visible spectrometer 

(USB2000+UV-VIS-ES, Ocean Optics, US), set to a 200 ms 

integration time, a BoxCar width of 1 (no wavelength 

averaging) and with no scan averaging. The spectrometer was 

connected to a Windows PC via USB for data acquisition and 

to supply power. All connectors were universal bare fibre 

terminators (Thorlabs, BFT1, US), with 0.5 mm 

SubMiniature A (SMA) multimode connector (B10125A – 

SMA905, Thorlabs, US).  

 

C. Spectra Acquisition 

9 porcine (Tamworth breed, Female) tracheae and oesophagi 

were obtained from a local abattoir and each sample 

consisted of the connected trachea and oesophagus, from the 

larynx to the vessels surrounding the heart (Fig. 3). The ETT 

was placed in a transparent medical sensor sleeve (Pegasus 

Surgi Safe Tubing Sleeve, small (18″"×" 1.75″), Dental Sky, 

SKU: 50-137, UK) so that the fluids from the sample did not 

have to be cleaned from the ETT with each intubation. The 

ETT with integrated placement sensor was first covered 

with a non-transparent black felt cover and a dark reference 

spectrum taken. A white reference spectrum was then taken 

by placing the sensor inside the ETT cuff and medical 

sensor sleeve against a white reference standard (Spectralon 

diffuse reflectance target, Labsphere, AA-00827-000, US). 

The light and dark references were then used to initially 

normalise the signal to give reflectance percentages, and to 

remove any background signals. For each sample, the smart 

ETT was first passed through larynx and vocals chords and 

into the trachea. The first spectrum was taken when the ETT 

cuff had just passed the vocal cords. Each sequential 

spectrum was then taken after further inserting the  

[ii] A. Tharwat, A et al., “Linear vs. quadratic discriminant analysis classifier: 

a tutorial.”, International Journal of Applied Pattern Recognition, vol. 3. no. 
2, pp. 145-180, 2016 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Opto-electronic instrumentation, with the fibres and units that provide 
illumination and collection of light shown in yellow and green, respectively. 

  

 
      

      (a) 
 

 
      (b)
      

      (c) 

Fig. 2. Operating principal and design of the tube placement sensor. a) 
Schematic illustration showing the illumination fibre in an epoxy layer, and 

how the light travels through the outer cuff and into the tissue. b) Tube 

placement sensor containing j-shaped fibres. C) ETT with tube placement 
sensor between the cuffs. 
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ETT and rotating the ETT. The distance of each further 

insertion was approximately 4 mm, ensuring the sensor was 

positioned alternatively on the hyaline cartilage rings and 

between them so that an even distribution of tissues was 

acquired. Each ETT rotation was approximately 20°, 

ensuring data acquisition from the posterior, left and right 

lateral, and anterior of the trachea. When the tip of the ETT 

reached the bottom of the trachea (Carina) it was retracted 

and rotated out of the trachea in a similar manner to insertion 

until 50 spectra were obtained. The sensor sleeve was then 

replaced and the ETT was placed into the oesophagus, where 

the same method of insertion and rotation was used until 50 

spectra were again acquired. The ETT was then removed, the 

sensor sleeve replaced, and the next samples used until all 9 

tracheae and oesophagi had been fully measured and a total 

of 900 spectra acquired. 

 

I. RESULTS 

A. Spectral Processing 

 
 

The 50 spectra for both the trachea and oesophagus of 

sample 1 are shown in Fig. 4a-d. The tracheal characteristic 

consisting of a trough-peak-trough at ~543, 561, and 578 nm, 

respectively, can be seen in the trachea spectra (Fig. 4a). 

Although this characteristic is present in the oesophagus 

sample, it is less pronounced. Throughout the results, the 

spectra were normalized at the central peak (561 nm), 

resulting in the variance mostly being expressed in the two 

reflectance troughs (543, and 578 nm), providing two 

variables with which to distinguish the two tissues. 

 
 When the reflectance values are analysed separately, 

the two tissues can be well distinguished. For the reflectance 

at 543 nm, with a boundary of 0.9884, all the tissues can be 

correctly identified as tracheal or oesophageal. For the 

reflectance at 578 nm, with a boundary of 0.9795, 100% of 

the oesophagus data can be correctly classified, and 99.6% of 

the trachea data can be correctly classified. 

B. K-Nearest Neighbour 

By combining the reflectance values at both characteristic 

wavelengths (543, and 578 nm), and plotting them against 

each other, a classification of the tissues can be performed. 

 
 For the test data point labelled ‘X’ in Fig. 6a, there 

are 8 tracheal neighbours and 2 oesophageal neighbours, so 

that test  

 
Fig. 3.  The porcine trachea and oesophagus sample with smart ETT placed 

through the larynx and into the trachea. 
  

 

 
(a) (b) 

 

 
     (c)                                           
  (d) 

Fig. 4. 50 spectra of the trachea (a, c), and the oesophagus (b, d), with the 

unprocessed spectra (a, b) and the spectra normalized at 561 nm (c, d) for 
sample 1. 

 

 

 
(a)                                               

 (b) 

Fig. 5. Boxplots of the normalized reflectance values at wavelengths of 543 

nm (a), and 578 nm (b) for all spectra (samples 1:9). 4. 
 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6. a) Example of the Minkowski K-NN classifier on a single data point, 
with the 10 nearest neighbours highlighted with a circle around the data point. 

b) Percentage confidence of the K-NN classifier for all trachea (blue) and 

oesophagus (red) data. 
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data would be classified as trachea, with 80% confidence. 

From Fig. 6b, the K-NN classifier correctly identifies 100% 

of the data, with 7 data points not having its 10 nearest 

neighbours as the correct tissue, and therefore not being 

classified with 100% confidence. Data in Fig. 6b is plotted as 

discrete points but appear as a straight line due to the high 

proportion of points being identified with 100% confidence. 

A. Linear Discriminant Analysis 

 
 By performing linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

on the data as described in the method section, a boundary 

between the two tissue types can be found (Fig. 7a), and 

100% of the tissues can be correctly classified. If a data 

point is below the line it is classified as tracheal, if the data 

point is above the line it is classified as oesophageal. Fig. 7b 

shows the confidence on each data point, where it has been 

scaled such that the data point furthest from the line gives a 

100% confidence. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Using appropriate classifiers, 100% of the tissue data 

samples can be correctly classified by both the K-NN method 

and the LDA method. For LDA, the weighting function 

amplified values close to the boundary, but realistic 

confidences require more in vivo research to determine the 

optimum weighting.  Fig. 7b was produced by calculating the 

distance from each data point to the LDA boundary, and then 

scaling the distance exponentially such that data closer to the 

line have a higher percentage confidence, with the furthest 

data point from the line giving 100% confidence, and the data 

closest the boundary giving a 63% confidence. For the K-NN 

method, the number of nearest neighbours can be varied, with 

10 having been found to work well. However, by increasing 

the number of nearest neighbours, more of the tissues to 

[i] S. Menard, “Applied logistic regression analysis”, Sage, vol. 106, 2002 

which the test data does not belong would be found, 

especially near the boundary, lowering the percentage 

confidence for these results, but producing a more 

representative percentage confidence.  

Both LDA and K-NN perform well but LDA can be more 

easily and rapidly applied. During clinical use of the smart 

ETT, only a single straight-line equation would be stored and 

compared to an unknown tissue measurement, as opposed to 

the K-NN method where every training data point needs to be 

compared to the unknown. Although the K-NN confidences 

presented (Fig. 6b) are higher than the LDA’s (Fig. 7b), these 

were chosen only as examples, and the scaling of them would 

be modified once more data is acquired. Other classifiers such 

as logistic regression analysis (LRA) [i], and support vector 

machines (SVMs) [ii], were also investigated (data not shown 

here) and proved successful in distinguishing the two tissue 

types. However, they are both more computationally 

expensive to implement than K-NN and LDA and yielded 

similar success rates. These may be explored further in future 

research where the data is less easily classified, such as with 

in vivo measurements in the presence of blood and aspiratory 

fluids from the trachea and oesophagus. 

The presence of the tracheal characteristic has been 

documented previously by Nawn et al. [12]. This research 

provides a more practical and convenient application of this 

characteristic, in the form of smart ETT that can identify 

incorrect intubation in a single step without additional clinical 

intervention. The smart ETT incorporates a small optical 

reflectance sensor into a standard ETT, along with the 

prospective classifiers to distinguish the tissues. Further 

advantages include utilising an LED which produces a high 

proportion of light in the relevant wavelength region of 530 – 

600 nm; a J-shaped sensor design to launch and collect light 

more efficiently to/from the tissue; and integration of the 

sensor into the cuff. The latter brings the sensor into intimate 

contact with the tissues, thus reducing motion artefacts and 

achieving high quality signals [14], supporting better 

classification. Principal component analysis (PCA) has been 

demonstrated by Nawn et al. [13] to help distinguish the two 

tissue types. However, due to the normalization of the spectra 

at the central peak (561 nm), the variance is mostly expressed 

in the two troughs of the characteristic (578 and 543 nm) and 

dimensionality reduction is unnecessary. The similarity 

between the two spectra types and the first two principal 

components is less desirable to distinguish the tissues when 

compared to the classifiers explored in this paper, due to 

complexity and success. PCA may be of use in future research 

when other variables are measured alongside the spectral 

characteristic, such as blood perfusion, oxygen saturation and 

interface pressure between the cuff and the tissue [17]. These 

variables may be used to help distinguish the two tissues, 

where PCA can reduce the dimensions of the matrix into a 

smaller number of uncorrelated variables which maximise 

variance, increase interpretability, whilst still retaining most 

of the information. 

The origin of the tracheal reflectance characteristic has been 

suggested to originate from the presence of oxyhaemoglobin  

[ii] W. S. Noble, “What is a support vector machine?” Nature biotechnology, 

vol. 24, no. 12, pp 1565-1567. 2006 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. a) Scatter plot of the trachea (blue triangle) and the oesophagus (red 

circles) normalized reflectance data, with an LDA boundary (green line). b) 

Percentage confidence of the LDA classifier for all trachea (blue) and 
oesophagus (red) data. 
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(Nawn et al. [13]) due to its similarity to the well 

documented absorption characteristic. Although not 

presented, through dissection of tracheal samples, the clear 

presence of the characteristic can be seen in the tracheal 

mucosa, and its absence in the tracheal cartilage. The 

characteristic can also be seen in the muscular layer 

surrounding the oesophagus, but not in the mucosa. 

Therefore, it is likely that the characteristic does originate 

from oxyhaemoglobin, and due to the thinner more 

transparent composition of the tracheal mucosa along with 

the white reflective cartilage, incident light can more readily 

interact with the oxygenated blood, whereas the thicker, less 

transparent mucosa of the oesophagus scatters and absorbs 

the light. Therefore, tears in the oesophageal lining could 

allow the light to penetrate the mucosa and the muscular layer 

and result in false negative results. However, it is likely 

possible to distinguish the trachea in the presence of blood 

and soot, although with a lower success rate [i]. Multiple 

sensors and a voting system could also be used to reduce false 

negatives. 

Future work will focus on the repeatability of multiple 

sensors, to determine if a calibration of each individual sensor 

is necessary to accurately distinguish the two tissues, or if a 

single boundary can be found that satisfies new sensors. In 

vivo experimentation will also reveal if the sensor can 

perform under more clinically applicable conditions. 

I. CONCLUSION 

Unrecognised oesophageal intubation (UOI) can result in 

cardiac arrest, severe brain damage or death due to hypoxia 

[i] D. Berard et al., “Spectral Reflectance Can Differentiate Tracheal and 

Esophageal Tissue in the Presence of Bodily Fluids and Soot.”, Sensors, vol. 

20, no. 21, pp. 6138, 2020 

by asphyxiation. A new smart ETT has been demonstrated 

with integrated optical fibre sensing to indicate UOI in a 

single step without additional clinical intervention. By 

utilizing the spectral properties of the trachea, acquired with 

a two-fibre sensor integrated into the cuff of a standard ETT, 

ex vivo tracheal and oesophageal porcine tissues can be well 

distinguished with 100% success for 9 pairs of samples and 

50 measurements per sample. The K-NN and LDA classifiers 

have been highlighted due to their ease of implementation and 

rapid processing, although other classifiers perform well due 

to the high separability of the data. 
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Appendix E  
 

ItraXS Poster (Midlands Health and Life Sciences Symposium 2021) 
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Appendix F 
 

Characterisation of the Human Body 

Measurements on an in-vivo human model were performed with the reflection probe 

to determine the presence of this characteristic as well as its variation. The reflection 

probe was placed on the surface of various body parts and 10 spectra were stored for 

each position by lifting the probe up and then placing it back on the surface of the 

body, the resulting spectra were then normalized with a white reference standard and 

averaged. The single wavelength normalization at 500 nm was then performed. The 

integration time was set to 500 ms, and a dark and white reference was taken by turning 

off the LED and covering the probe with a non-transparent felt and by placing the 

sensor against the white reflection standard, respectively. For comparison, a porcine 

tracheal sample was once again acquired, and the probe was placed against the inside 

wall of firstly the trachea and then the oesophagus. 

 
(a) 
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Fig. F1: Reflection spectra measured with a bifurcated probe placed on an (a) ex-vivo porcine trachea 

as well as an in-vivo human volunteer’s ear, palm, thumb, and nose, as well as a (b) ex-vivo porcine 

oesophagus and an in-vivo human volunteer’s thigh, calf, and bicep. 

The body parts have been grouped by whether their spectra present the trough-peak-

trough absorption characteristic in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength range. From the body 

parts measured, those that are ‘connective’ i.e. being flexible or on the periphery of 

the body. These parts tend to have a thinner mucosa with little muscle under it and 

exhibit absorption characteristics (Fig. F1a). Whereas, those that are more muscular 

and centralised in the body and contain more fat with a thicker mucosa tend not to 

show this characteristic (Fig. F1b). This is physiologically reasonable as the light can 

less easily interact with OHb in muscular tissues as the thicker less transparent mucosa 

absorbs the more light, similar to the mucosal differences in the trachea and 

oesophagus. This can be observed in some people in the connective and peripheral 

body parts. For example, the fingertips can be a reddish hue as the mucosa close to the 

surface of the skin is thin and more transparent and is well perfused with oxygenated 

blood allowing the reddish hue to be seen with the naked eye. However, it should be 

noted only a single volunteer was used, and these results require a broader more 

representative sample of the human population 

Measurements of the diffuse reflectance of another set of body parts were then 

performed using the same methodology, namely: spectrometer; light source; and 

commercial probe. However, the integration time was decreased from 500 ms to 300 

ms, as the spectrometer was saturating with the higher integration time on some body 

parts. The number of measurements was also increased from 10 to 100. 

(b) 
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Fig. F2: Reflection spectra measured with a bifurcated probe placed on an in-vivo human volunteer’s 

(a) tongue, (b) thumb, (c) finger, and (d) cheek, as well as the (e) forearm, (f) chest, (g) calf, (h) bicep, 

and (i) stomach. Each repeat is shown by a lighter and thinner line, with the mean of all the repeats 

shown in a darker and thicker line. The blue spectra demonstrate the trough-peak-trough 

characteristic. 

The colour blue was used to highlight body parts where the trough-peak-trough 

characteristic is visible (Fig.F2a-d) and the colour red was chosen to highlight those 

where this characteristic was not visible (Fig.F2e-i). The finger and thumb are both 

connective and peripheral parts of the body as discussed previously in this section. 

However, muscle also presents the feature, as can be seen on the outside of the 

oesophagus during dissection experiments. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the tongue spectra have this characteristic, due to it 

consisting of mostly muscle with a thin mucosa. Furthermore, the cheeks are thin and 

connective with a good blood supply close to the surface and consequently exhibit this 

feature. The forearm, chest, bicep, calf, and stomach are mostly absent of the OHb 

absorption trough-peak-trough, and show only an increased absorption in this region, 

as is typical of the inside of the oesophagus. The fingertips and inner arm are useful 

models for the trachea and oesophagus due to their resemblance to the spectral 

characteristics in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength range. Furthermore, they are easily 

accessible parts of the body making in-vivo measurements easier. Measurements were 

made on a single volunteer, with evidence from literature suggesting that skin tone 

may play a large role when detecting the feature. 

(i) 

(g) (h) 

Stomach 

Bicep Calf 
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Appendix G 
 

Tissue-Sensor Separation 

Depending on how the ETT placement sensor will eventually be integrated into the 

ETT, the sensor may be separated from the tissue by a few millimetres. For example, 

if the sensor is attached inside or outside the lumen of the ETT, or if it presses directly 

into the tissue when the sensor is attached to the cuff. Therefore, an experiment was 

designed to determine what was the optimal range of separation distances between the 

probe and the tissue. with the spectrometer integration time set to 300 ms and with 

scan averaging set to 10 this time. Therefore, the spectrometer averaged 10 individual 

scans, generating 1 scan every 3 s.  

 

 

Fig. G1: 3D rendering of the reflection probe mounted adjustable rail. 

Fig. G1 shows a custom set-up consisting of a micrometer-controlled rail which was 

used to move an attached reflection probe. The volunteer’s arm was placed between 

the support and the probe. A support beam behind the arm stops it from moving 

backwards away from the probe. The rail was adjusted in increments of 0.500 ±

0.001 𝑚𝑚 and the probe was initially touching the surface of the skin and then moved 

inwards 2 mm so that the probe was lightly pressed into the skin, where measurements 

began at -2 mm until the probe was +3 mm above the surface of the skin, giving 11 

total increments. Measurements were made on a single volunteer’s forearm and middle 

of thumb. 
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Fig. G2: Spectra measured by a diffuse reflectance probe at varying distances from the skin for (a) 

forearm and (b) thumb, with the labels denoting the distance from the tissue in mm. (c) and (d) shows 

a close-up of the spectra in the characteristic wavelength region (530 - 590 nm) for the arm and 

thumb, respectively. 

The spectrometer has a varying quantum efficiency with wavelength and so the 

absolute optical power could not be found. However, the spectrometer does have the 

same quantum efficiency at wavelengths between measurements, so relative 

comparisons between spectra can be found by calculating the area under each of the 

spectra. The resulting data was then normalized so that the largest optical power was 

assigned a value of 1 for a direct comparison. 

Table G1: Relative normalized power change calculated from the diffuse reflectance of a human 

volunteer’s arm and thumb. Calculated from the data in Fig G2. 

Distance from 

the surface of 

skin 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏 𝒎𝒎 

Relative 

total power 

(arm) 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏 

Relative total 

power 

(thumb) 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟐 

Relative 

power 530 - 

590 nm 

(arm) 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏 

Relative 

power 530 - 

590 nm 

(thumb) 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟐 

-2 0.753 0.799 0.719 0.500 

-1.5 0.748 0.704 0.691 0.326 

-1 0.764 0.832 0.716 0.612 

-0.5 0.839 1.000 0.746 1.000 

0 0.982 0.845 0.935 0.924 

0.5 1.000 0.509 1.000 0.520 

1 0.690 0.509 0.667 0.344 

1.5 0.488 0.318 0.467 0.303 

2 0.355 0.288 0.326 0.264 

2.5 0.29 0.226 0.266 0.191 

3 0.224 0.200 0.202 0.168 
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Fig. G3: Normalized optical power of the full spectrum for diffuse reflectance measurements on the 

arm (blue) and thumb (red), as well as the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region for the arm (yellow) and 

thumb (purple). 

A shift in the peak normalized optical power between the arm and thumb can be seen 

in Fig. G3.  The peak power reflected from the Arm occurs at 0.5 mm above the surface 

of the skin, whereas the peak power from the thumb occurs at -0.5 mm (pressed into 

the skin 0.5 mm), although relatively large increments mean that the peak power can 

only be estimated to ±0.25 𝑚𝑚. Multiple factors could affect the distance at which 

the peak power is obtained. The arm may be more reflective on its surface tissues, the 

skin, and mucosa. Therefore, the peak reflectance is obtained when the sensor is 

positioned just above the surface of the skin, while the thumb may reflect more light 

deeper into the tissue from cartilage and ligaments. Furthermore, blood may be 

occluded from the tissues causing blanching. This causes the reflectance to increase 

as there is less blood to absorb light in the relevant regions, which has been 

documented in literature previously. However, it is also possible that due to the arm’s 

larger size, there is more area for light to be reflected from as the probe is pulled away 

from the surface of the skin, although visibly the outer circle of the light remained well 

within the thumb during measurements, so only a negligible amount of light is 

expected to have missed the thumb. The normalized optical power also falls off much 

more rapidly in the OHb double trough wavelength region (530 - 590 nm), implying 

that blood is being occluded. Furthermore, the optical power falls off even more 

rapidly for the thumb, implying that more blood is being occluded in the thumb than 

the arm, which is consistent with there being more blood accessible closer to the 

surface of the skin of ‘connective’ tissues such as the thumb.  

For measurements in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region, the optimal separation 

distance between the sensor and the tissue should be -0.5 mm (pressed into the skin 

0.5 mm). However, the acceptable distances will be dependent on the: sensor and opto-

electronic units; the diameter of fibres; the number of fibres; the optical power of the 

light source; and the sensitivity of the spectrometer. Although if this, or a comparable 
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system is used, between -2 and +2 mm separation distance equates to approximately 

30% of the peak optical power being detected in the 530 - 590 nm wavelength region. 

Furthermore, from Fig. G2, the trough-peak-trough characteristic remains clear 

between -2 and +3 mm separation distance. Finally, a relatively robust range of 

acceptable tissue-sensor separation distances was found to be between -2 and +2 mm 

from the surface of the skin. However, this will be dependent on the optical power 

measured and the separation distances between the fibres. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


